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THE HAIL FALLS AT THE MOLDAVIA LEVEL AND THE 

IMPORTANCE OF THE HAIL SUPPRESSION UNIT 'MOLDOVA 

1' IAȘI 

Aurel Dănuț AXINTE
1
, Nicolae ILIE

1
, Daniel FLOREA

1 

1
Unit of Hail Suppression Moldova 1 Iași, Romania, 

 

Moldavia, by its location at the contact between temperate-continental 

climate and that with excessive influences, is characterized by extreme 

weather events. Such weather's manifestations during of warm period of 

the year drive at generate of storms, which allow the hail's formation.  

Based on this study, for the studied area, of importance is the western air-

mass movements (47.1%), followed by those from northwestern (13.4%). 

Also, very important are the south air-mass movements (10.8%), all of 

these in the cyclonic pattern. So, the higher dimensions of the hail (15 to 

30 mm in diameter) were recorded on western or northwestern air-mass 

movements. Also, in these types of air-mass movements can be 

distinguished the higher speed of the convective clouds, speeds what can 

reach even 60 to 80 km/h especially at the contact areas between 

mountains and low lands from surroundings.  At the regional level, 

regarding suppress hail falls, is operative Hail Suppress Unit 'Moldova 1' 

Iasi. This program has proven its efficiency for the protected area of 

Cotnari (Iasi County), respectively, that of Husi (Vaslui County). 

Therefore, for Cotnari Protected Area as a result of the hail falls from 

June 23rd, 2017, the active operations into the atmosphere have proven 

themselves efficiency. As a result, after a few minutes from the cloud's 

entrance into the active intervention area, the seeding of the convective 

cells with the anti-hail rockets' aid, the dimensions of the hail have 

descended very much in the high reflectivity area of the convective cells.  

In the future, it's desired to spread this program at the regional and 

national level and continuing of the researchers in this field to proves the 

utility of this program and, eventually, enacting other hail suppress 

technologies, such aviation or ground-based seeding methods. The last 

process is ideal for rain' augmentation from orographic clouds.   
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THE PRECIPITATION AMOUNT ALONG THE BLACK SEA 

SHORELINE AS EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION 

CONVERGENCE/DIVERGENCE 

Lucian SFÎCĂ
1
, Robert HRIȚAC

1
, Pavel ICHIM

1
, Andrei NIȚĂ

1,2 

1
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iași, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 
2
Romanian Meteorological Administration, Romania 

 

The regions situated along the Black Sea coastline are characterized by 

great differences in terms of precipitation amount. While in its north-west 

part the annual amount of rainfall does not exceed 400 mm, along the 

anatolian and georgian coast over 1000 mm are received. The current 

study offers an explanation of this asymmetry in relation with the main 

features of atmospheric circulation in the region. COST 733 software was 

used to derive an objective atmospheric circulation at daily level for 

1981-2018. Daily gridded data for precipitation are also used.  Composite 

maps of daily precipitation were produced for each type of atmospheric 

circulation in order to underline the spatial pattern of rainfall in 

connection with synoptic patterns. Other environmental problems related 

to this topic will be tackled in the presentation. 

 

THE WAY TO DETERMINE THE APPROXIMATELY HAIL'S 

DIMENSIONS 

Nicolae ILIE
1
, Liviu APOSTOL

2
, Aurel Dănuț AXINTE

1 
1
Unit of Hail Suppression Moldova 1 Iasi, Romania, 

2
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iași, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

To determine those storms associated with the convective clouds is 

necessary a good knowledge of the vertical profile of the troposphere. To 

determine this parameter, it's essential to make the Skew-T diagrams. 

From these, we can extract useful information relating to the local free 

convection (LFC), the equilibrium level (EL), and the maximum speed of 

the ascendant flux. The parameter brought in the discussion is handy to 

hail's forecast. Therefore, based on this parameter, of the ascendant air-

flow flux, it can determine the dimension of the hail. Besides to determine 

the hail's sizes, from Skew-T diagram we can find other parameters, such 

as the Total Totals Index (TTI), this is useful to decide on the coverage 

rate of the storms, the K Index (KI) - helpful in the case of convections 

who occur in the same air-mass. The Skew-T diagrams are useful to 

determine the conductor flux's speed and direction, this is situated 
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between 700 to 500 hPa geopotential height. Noteworthy are the 

synoptically materials, by analyzing the way of disposing of the isobars 

who can be a good indicator of the severity of the storm. Also, the 

synoptically materials examine at the 500 hPa, 300 hPa, and 200 hPa 

geopotential to notice if occur the 'cut-off low' areas in the high 

troposphere. To see if a cloud system is dangerous of hail will be 

following the cloud's top temperature. 

 

SEVERE STORMS IN ROMANIA AT THE END OF APRIL AND 

EARLY MAY, 2019 

Daniela Meda ANDREI, Mihăiță-Cristinel HUȘTIU, Daniel-Robert 

MANTA 
1
National Meteorological Administration 

2
University of Bucharest, Faculty of Physics, Bucharest, Romania 

 

In Romania, the intensity and frequency of severe meteorological events 

increases each year. Precipitation extremes, large hail, strong gusts and 

last but not least tornadoes, are among the meteorological phenomena that 

are not only spectacular, but also produce economic damage and 

sometimes even loss of human lives, in a very short time. Long before, 

their severity, the precise moment and location where they will occur is 

sometimes difficult to be estimated by numerical models. Tens of minutes 

in advance, their evolution can be better captured by meteorological 

radars and satellite. In case of such events, nowcasting alerts are issued by 

National Weather Forecast Centers. The same was done by the Romanian 

National Meteorological Administration on April 30th and May 6th, 

2019, for the southeast of the country. Several orange codes were issued 

and on May 6th even the first Romanian red code for tornado. Large hail 

fell, the rain was torrential, the wind exceeded 80 ... 90 km/h, and in 

Calarasi County a tornado formed and took the roof of several houses and 

overturned a bus. In those days, the low atmospheric pressure, the 

cold/warm thermal contrast, high humidity, convergence lines and a 

dynamic tropopause fold created an environment ideal for the 

development of convective storms, especially in the eastern part of 

Muntenia. Moreover, the vertical wind shear sustained the development 

of supercells. In such cases is a real challenge for meteorologists to 

forecast and issue alerts. The purpose of this case study is to contribute to 

a better understanding of the dynamic and thermodynamic processes 

underlying the formation and evolution of atmospheric structures 

generating severe weather phenomena and improving their forecast. 
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CHANGES DETECTED IN THE GROWING SEASON 

CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE CORN CROPS IN CENTRAL 

ROMANIA 

Adina-Eliza CROITORU
1
, Sorin VATCA

2
, Csaba HORVATH

1
, Vlad 

STOIAN
2
 

1
Babes-Bolyai University, Faculty of Geography, Cluj-Napoca, Romania, 

2
University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Cluj-Napoca, 

Romania 

 

In the general context of climate changes, agriculture sector seems to be 

one of the most severely affected. This paper focused on detection the 

changes in the growing season characteristics and temperature 

requirements for the corn crops in Central Romania (Transylvanian 

Depression). Daily extreme air temperature (minimum and maximum) 

and mean soil temperature over a 55-years period (1961-2015) recorded 

in four locations were used in order to detect the GDD index. For further 

analysis, the period was divided into 6 sub-periods: 5 decades and one 5-

years period. The variation of the earliest and the latest maturity date as 

well as the shortest and longest maturity period were detected over the 

entire period and for each sub-period. The main finding consists in the 

detection of a decrease in the maturity period for most of the considered 

locations. 

 

CONTINENTATILITY DEGREE IDENTIFICATION FOR 

MOLDAVIAN PLATEAU'S CLIMATE 

Liviu APOSTOL
1
, Maria NEDEALCOV

2
 

1
Alexandru I. Cuza University of Iasi, 

2
Institute of Ecology and Geography, Republic of Moldova 

 

Climate's continentality depends mainly on the geographic position of the 

territory on Earth, on the specifics of general circulation of atmosphere 

and local synoptic processes, on the distance from oceans, and last but not 

the least, on the consequences of the accelerated climatic change of the 

last decades. In this context, we had identified, within the limits of 

Moldavian Plateau, the degree of continentality of the actual climate, 

based on the new elaborated indices. We consider that the obtained results 

are extremely useful from both theoretic point of view and from the point 

of view of applied decision making in various domains of human 

activities.   
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CERCETĂRI PRELIMINARII PRIVIND DISTRIBUȚIA 

TEMPERATURII ȘI UMIDITĂȚII AERULUI ÎN AREALUL 

MUNICIPIULUI SUCEAVA ȘI ÎN ÎMPREJURIMILE SALE 

Alin PRISACARIU
1
, Dumitru MIHĂILĂ

1
, Lucian SFÎCĂ

2
, Petru Ionel 

BISTRICEAN
3
 

1
Universitatea “Ștefan cel Mare” din Suceava; Departamentul de Geografie 

2
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iași, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 
3
Administrația Națională de Meteorologie 

 

The research is based on the distributive-evolutionary analysis of the air 

temperature and humidity on the territory of Suceava municipality and the 

neighboring localities. The data from Suceava and Salcea meteorological 

stations are taken as reference.A number of 18 temperature and humidity 

sensors have been located in the territory. For the moment, we have got 

the information from 20 locations for the interval January - March 2019, 

data that will serve to record the distributive and evolutionary specificities 

of the two elements, depending on the local topoclimatic/microclimatic 

framework, for the interval mentioned. 

 

NEW CLIMATE INDICES IN ESTIMATION OF REGIONAL 

CLIMATE VARIABILITY 

Maria NEDEALCOV 
Institute of Ecology and Geography, Republic of Moldova 

 

The particularities of climatic variability in the last decades, expressed by 

the frequent alternations of the cold and hot periods with the dry and 

humid ones had determined the elaboration by the author of the two 

climatic indices aiming to identify the spatio-temporal features of regional 

climates manifestation. Taking into account the fact that exceedingly 

abundant precipitations had become a more frequent phenomenon on the 

republics territory, identifying the vulnerable areas and the devastating 

consequences of this phenomenon is crucial especially for the decision 

making in the areas of anti-erosional protection of the soils. In this 

context, we propose the Index of pluviometric excesses danger (IPP), 

elaborated on the regional level with corresponding classes of pluvial 

danger and the Index of Thermal Variability with the corresponding 

grading system. Elaboration of the digital maps and temporal estimation 

obtained on the basis of this indices demonstrate their usefulness in 

regional climates variability revealing, conditioned mainly by global 

climatic changes. 
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TIME SERIES ANALYSYS FROM 2008 TO 2018 OF PM10 

EVALUATION OF BUCHAREST REGION, ROMANIA 

Katalin BODOR
1
, Zsolt BODOR

2
, Reka BOGA

1
, Agnes KERESZTESI

1
 

1
University of Pecs, Pecs, Hungary; 

2
Sapientia Hungarian University of Transylvania, Miercurea Ciuc, Romania 

 

This study presents the assessment of the PM10 emissions in Bucharest, 

for a period of 11 years, during 2008-2018, taking under consideration the 

climatological parameters, such as relative humidity, air temperature, 

wind direction and wind speed. The annual concentration of PM10 varied 

from 43.92&#956;g/m3 to 29.67&#956;g/m3. Comparing to 2008, until 

2018 the concentrations of PM10 decreased with 35.45% and 29.03%, 

regarding the B-4 industrial region and, the B-7 suburban monitoring 

station, respectively. The Pearson correlation coefficient was significantly 

higher in the cold period (November-April). Moderate negative 

correlation was found between the PM10 concentration and the lifting 

condensation level (R = -0.21), and the relative humidity (R = -0.22). At 

the same time negative correlation was observed between the PM10 

concentration and temperature in B-4 (R=-0.30) and B-7 (R=-0.28). The 

dominant pollution direction was detected using the pollution rose, having 

southwestern direction in B-4 and eastern direction in B-7. Although the 

concentrations of PM10 have decreased since the implementation of the 

European environmental legislation, but daily limit values have been 

persistently exceeded, therefore the European Commission started an 

infringement procedure against Romania regarding the air quality in the 

agglomeration of Bucharest. 

 

REVIEWING THE CLIMATE SECTORS IN ROMANIA BY 

USING THE DAILY GRIDDED DATA SET (ROCADA AND E-

OBS) 

Vlad Alexandru AMIHĂESEI
1
, Lucian SFÎCĂ

2
 

1
National Meteorological Administration, Bucharest, Romania,  

2
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iasi 

 

According Romanian climatology, Romania has  six climatic sectors due 

to the  external climatic influences and  the  type of  climate is temperate 

continental in transition with oceanic climate. All these regions are 

defined in qualitative terms, not quantitatively. This zone classification 

has been used not only for differences in climate but also for social and 

economic variables. According to the Koppen classification, in  Romania 

warm humid continental climate(Dfb) is dominated but  with  very strong  
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changes between the  two time series period (1961-1981 and 1982-2013). 

The  aim  of  this paper is to validate the traditional climate  

sectors(Scandinavian-Baltic, Oceanic, Mediterranean, Arid, Pontic etc.)  

in  the  recent  period(1980_2017) using  spatial autocorrelation. It is 

based on daily gridded data set of precipitation, minimum, mean and 

maximum temperatures at the European scale( E-OBS) and the national 

scale( ROCADA). Aiming to objectively identify the grid points with 

coherent climate sectors, a K-Mean Cluster Analysis and similarity index 

is applied. The climatic profiles are made by analyzing the spatial and 

temporal variability  of them by using hierarchical clustering 

dendograme. 

 

IMPACTUL PROIECTULUI EMPOWERING ÎN REGIUNEA 

NORD-EST 

Adrian ANDREI 
Agenția pentru Dezvoltare Regională Nord-Est, Piatra Neamț, România 

 

Botoșani, Suceava, Piatra Neamț;, Bacău, Iași, Vaslui, Roman, Moinești, 

Bicaz, Siret și Victoria. Aceste instituții au aderat la inițiativa - Pactul 

Primarilor pentru Energie și Climă, prin care s-au angajat voluntar să  

reducă cu 40% emisiile de CO2  față de valorile stabilite în inventarul 

realizat într-un an de bază.  Pentru a putea realiza acest deziderat 

reprezentanții acestor instituții au fost instruiți și au participat la 

schimburi de bune practici transnaționale. Ulterior, cu sprijinul unor 

experți tehnici, responsabili energetici au întocmit/actualizat Planul de 

Acțiune pentru Energie Durabilă; și Climă;-2030 (PAEDC).  

Structura acestor planuri este una complexă; și integratoare cu mă;suri în 

mai multe domenii precum: 

 Clădiri municipale - 231 de acțiuni  

 Clădiri terțiare - 120 de acțiuni 

 Clădiri rezidențiale -149 de acțiuni 

 Transport - 226 de acțiuni 

 Iluminat Public - 56 de acțiuni 

 Instalarea unor surse de energie regenerabilă - 65 de acțiuni 

 103 - Acțiuni pentru adaptarea la schimbările climatice 

Proiectul Empowering a prezentat de asemenea și soluții inovatoare de 

finanțare (pentru măsuri/investiții în energie durabilă): stimulente 

financiare, taxe energetice, PPP, obligațiuni ‘verzi’, scheme de finanțare, 

etc. 
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Astfel, la nivelul GLED Nord-Est se preconizează investiții de 

aproximativ 2.4 miliarde de euro până în 2030, care vor reduce emisiile 

de CO2 cu 40% față de anul 2011 și vor produce transformări vizibile în 

sectoare precum: 

 Reabilitarea clădirilor 

 Mobilitate / transport: reducerea consumului de energie/ EE in 

sectorul de transporturi, mobilitate durabila, ciclism, etc. 

 Planificarea teritoriului: planificarea urbană, hub-uri de transport 

in zonele aglomerate, iluminat public, retele de termoficare, etc.  

 

PERCEPȚIA POPULAȚIEI SUCEVEI ASUPRA FENOMENELOR 

CLIMATICE DE RISC 

Dumitru MIHĂILĂ
1
, Petru Ionel BISTRICEAN

2
, Vasilică Dănuț 

HORODNIC
1
, Mihaela ȚICULEANU (CIURLICĂ)

1 

1
University "Stefan cel mare" from Suceava, 
2
Administrația Națională de Meteorologie 

 

Studiul se bazează pe chestionarea populației de pe teritoriul municipiului 

Suceava și al localităților învecinate cu privire la fenomenele meteo-

climatice de risc care se produc în această arie geografică. Chestionarul a 

fost fost conceput și aplicat în format electronic, a cuprins un număr de 29 

de itemi grupați pe cinci clase de direcții de analiză, s-a desfășurat în 

intervalul martie-mai 2019, iar datele au fost centralizate de la un număr 

de 250 de respondenți din mai multe grupe de vârstă și categorii socio-

profesionale. Am întocmit o radiografie complexă a modului în care 

populația Sucevei se raportează la aceste fenomene periculoase, care 

poate fi utilă atât din punct de vedere științific dar mai ales practic pentru 

autorități și populație. 

 

JANUARY 2019: SIGNIFICANT FREEZING RAIN EVENT IN 

SOUTH-ROMANIA 

Daniel-Robert MANTA, Raul ILEA, Marina ANTONESCU 
Administrația Națională de Meteorologie 

 

Every season is characterized by meteorological phenomena that, 

depending on their intensity and persistence, can become dangerous, can 

lead to loss of life, material damage and, last but not least, can affect and 

disrupt certain economic activities. For the cold season of the year, 

freezing rain is one among the major potentially dangerous weather 

phenomena. The episode from January 24-26, 2019, drew attention 

because of the highly extended length of the phenomenon that began in 
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the second half of the night on January 24, 2019 and, with brief pauses, 

lasted until afternoon of Saturday, January 26, 2019. Thus, there were 

significant deposits of ice in a favorable synoptic context and not at all 

unusual for the configuration of the relief that encompasses the Romanian 

Plain. 

 

EVALUATION OF METEOROLOGICAL DROUGHT USING 

THE STANDARDIZED PRECIPITATION INDEX (SPI) IN THE 

HIGH ZIZ RIVER BASIN, MOROCCO 

Diani Khadija, Kacimi Ilias, Zemzami Mahmoud, Tabyaoui Hassan, Ali 

Torabi Haghighi 
Faculty of sciences RABAT Morocco 

 

One of the adverse impacts of climate change is drought, and the complex 

nature of the latter makes them one of the most important climate hazards. 

Drought indices are generally used as a tool for monitoring changes in 

meteorological, hydrological, agricultural and economic conditions. In 

this study, our database of meteorological drought events concerns the 

High Ziz river Basin, central High Atlas, Morocco. The application of 

drought index is useful for drought assessment to consider adaptation and 

mitigation methods when dealing with climate change. By figuring out 

the level and duration of the drought and the precipitation trend at 

different times, we could address the climate variability and change over 

a specific area. In order to analyze drought in the study area, we used two 

different approaches to address the change in climate, particularly in 

precipitation, to assess both the climate variability and change over the 

years and the change within the year using different timescales (monthly, 

seasonally and annually) from 1971 to 2017. In the first approach, 

precipitation data were used in longer time scales, annually and more than 

a one-year period. For this purpose, a change in the Standardized 

Precipitation Index (SPI) was considered to quantify the rainfall deficit 

for multiple timescales. For the second approach, the trend analysis was 

applied for precipitation in different time scales within the year using the 

Mann-Kendall (M-K) test in different time scales within the year, to 

analyze the trend. The results showed that the study area has no 

significant trend in annual rainfall; however, in terms of seasonal rainfall, 

the magnitude during summer showed a positive significant trend in three 

stations. Significant negative and positive trends in monthly rainfall were 

observed in April and August only, respectively. 

Keywords: Climate change, Rainfall, Multiple timescales, and Mann-

Kendall test. 
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CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE AIR TEMPERATURE 

AND THE ATMOSPHERIC PRECIPITATION REGIME WITHIN 

THE NORTHEASTERN AGRICULTURAL REGION OF 

ROMANIA 

Ovidiu – Miron MACHIDON 
Regional Meteorological Centre of Moldova, subsidiary of National 

Meteorological Administration of Romania 

 

Air temperature, atmospheric precipitation are climate elements that have 

a particular influence on social and economic activities. 

The paper presents the evolution in time (annual and seasonal) as well as 

the tendency of both air temperature and atmospheric rainfall parameters, 

as well as the snow layer (number of days with snow layer, layer 

thickness), at characteristic intervals (1961 – 1990; 1981 - 2010 and last 

30 years, respectively 1989 - 2018) on the period of 1961 to 2018 from 8 

agrometeorological stations located in the northeastern agricultural region 

of Romania (Botoșani, Suceava, Iași, Piatra Neamț, Bacău, Vaslui, Bârlad 

and Galați). 

The results show a continuous increase in the average annual air 

temperature from one period to another. This evolution of the thermal 

regime is inversely reflected in the annual winter days, the cold nights and 

the number of snow-covered days in the winter season, and made an 

upward trend in the number of tropical and tropical nights in the summer 

season. 

Concerning atmospheric precipitation there is a slight increase in annual 

quantities, more pronounced and clearer in the autumn season. On the 

opposite side there is the summer season where the average periodic 

quantities decrease slightly. The average annual number of days with 

precipitation ≥ 0.1 mm recorded a slight decrease from one reference 

period to another, while the annual number of days with precipitations ≥ 

20mm and 30 mm recorded an increasing trend. Also, there was an 

increase in the weight of liquid precipitations in the winter season from 

the total number of days with atmospheric precipitation. 
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THERMO-HYGROMETER INDEX ON SOUTH DOBROGEA 

TERRITORY - COMPONENT IN THE TREATMENT OF 

BALNEOCLIMATERIC 

Elena GRIGORE, Dana Maria CONSTANTIN (OPREA), Elena BOGAN 
University of Bucharest, Faculty of Geography 

 

During life, the human body is exposed to various environmental 

conditions, including thermal fluctuations and stress related problems. 

The bioclimatic factor is a tool in scientific research because it provides a 

range of possible evaluations of multiple positive or negative potential 

that a climate of a region prints on human health. Through the appearance 

of analysis models, as physical or mathematical form, was attempted to 

simplify the graphical representation of natural processes, in both the 

climatology and that of bioclimatology domain. Current research required 

the deepening of operating mechanism and the way of manifestation of 

these climatic and bioclimatic systems, because any changes occurred in 

their evolution affects components and relations between them. This 

study examines hygrometric thermal index values for a period of 30 years 

(1981-2010), by using average monthly air temperature (ºC) and humidity 

(%), obtained from six meteorological reference stations located in South 

Dobrogea Plateau. Calculations were based on mathematical formula 

launched by Kyle W.J. in 1994, resulting in the corresponding annual 

values of THI, offering a very synthetic and suggestive image in the 

intensity and bioclimatic areas that extend over a year and how tourism 

can be affected in the area. 

 

CLIMATE WARMING AND RECENT CHANGES OF PLANT 

PHENOLOGY IN THE SOUTHERN AND SOUTH-EASTERN 

REGIONS OF ROMANIA 

Georgeta BANDOC
1
, Remus PRĂVĂLIE

1
, Cristian PATRICHE

2
, 

Bogdan ROȘCA
2
, Cătălin PEICAN

1
 

1
University of Bucharest, Faculty of Geography, 

2
Academia Română, Filiala din Iaşi, Colectivul de Geografie 

 

Climate changes, especially global warming, currently represent a critical 

environmental issue, with various ecological consequences at global or 

regional scale. This study analyzes changes in plant phenology in the 

1961–2010 period in southern and southeastern Romania, a major region 

of the country in terms of agro-ecological importance. The study is based 

on mean monthly temperature values recorded at 24 weather stations 

(spread out uniformly in the study area), which were used for extracting 
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the length (number of days) of phenological events (phenophases, i.e. 

growing season onset, budding–leafing, flowering, fruiting, maturing, 

dissemination, start of leaf loss and end of leaf loss) and of the overall 

climatic growing season, using the histophenogram method. Based on 

Mann-Kendall test, Sen’s slope procedure and the regression method, 

statistical tools which were used for exploring trends in the length of the 

phenological periods, as well as for detecting the climate – growing 

season relationship, our results showed an overall increase in 

phenological activity, except for two phenophases (fruiting and 

dissemination), for which dominant length decreases were identified. 

Also, it was found that climatic warming accounted for a remarkable 

lengthening of the growing season, for the entire period 1961–2010, but 

especially in the last 3 decades, between 1981 and 2010. Therefore, the 

study highlighted a high sensitivity of climatic growing season changes to 

the regional increase of mean air temperatures. Essentially, our findings 

can help improve the adaptation of agroecosystems to future climate 

warming, which most likely will increase during this century. 

 

CONSIDERAȚII ASUPRA PRECIPITAȚIILOR ATMOSFERICE 

ÎN PODIȘUL CENTRAL MOLDOVENESC 

Mihăiță TIRON, Liviu APOSTOL 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

Precipitațiile atmosferice reprezintă unul din parametrii climatici care 

caracterizează individualitatea climatului regiunilor, prin influenţa 

decisivă asupra caracteristicilor climatice, dar şi a peisajului geografic. De 

aceea precipitațiile au o importanță deosebită din punct de vedere teoretic, 

dar și o importanță practică prin impactul direct și modificările pe care le 

aduc asupra activității unor domenii importante cum ar fi agricultura, 

transportul, construcțiile, turismul etc, iar în prezenta lucrare doresc să 

aduc un aport la cunoașterea științifică a acestui important element 

climatic, în zona Podișului Central Moldovenesc. Spre deosebire de 

celelelte elemente climatice, pentru studiul preciitațiilor atmosferice s-au 

utilizat un număr mult mai mare de puncte de înregistrare, pe lângă 

stațiile meteorologice fiind utilizate un număr mare de posturi 

pluviometrice, aparținând R. A. ,,Apele Române”. Pentru analiza 

parametrului precipitațiile atmosferice am utilizat datele zilnice de la 

principalele posturi meteorologice, cu valori zilnice pentru perioada 1979 

- 2016. Evoluția diferiților parametri la nivel multianual, anual, 

semestrial, anotimpual și lunar, care vor fi prezentate în cele ce urmează, 
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analizează aspecte importante al repartiției precipitațiilor, utile mai ales 

pentru domeniul agriculturii, unde sunt importante în special cantităților 

căzute în semestrului cald, perioadă în care cantitatea de apă este necesară 

dezvoltării vegetației. 

 

DISTRIBUȚIA NEBULOZITĂȚII ÎN PODIȘUL CENTRAL 

MOLDOVENESC 

Mihăiță TIRON, Liviu APOSTOL 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

Capacitatea atmosferei de reținere a apei sub formă de vapori este limitată 

de temperatură. Condensarea sau sublimarea vaporilor de apă în 

atmosferă determină apariția norilor – sisteme coloidale formate din 

picături fine și/sau de cristale de gheață aflate în susensie. Totalitatea 

norilor de pe bolta cerească, sau în sens mai restrâns, gradul de acoperire 

al bolții cerești cu nori, definește nebulozitatea atmosferică (Clima 

României, 2008). Importanța nebulozității sub aspect climatic este dată de 

faptul că produce modificări importante asupra altor elemente climatice 

(radiaţia solară, durata de strălucire a Soarelui, temperatura, precipitaţiile 

atmosferice, umiditatea aerului) prin proprietățile fizico-chimice ale 

formațiunilor noroase. Radiația solară directă și durata de strălucire a 

Soarelui sunt în cea mai mare măsură afectate de vaporii de apă ce 

constituie nebulozitatea atmosferică, prin modificarea fluxului radiativ în 

funcție de tipul și extinderea formațiunilor noroase. 

 

CERCETĂRI PRELIMINARII PRIVIND DISTRIBUŢIA 

COMPLEXULUI TERMO-HIGROMETRIC ÎN AREALUL 

COTNARILOR ŞI ÎN ÎMPREJURIMILE SALE. 

Lidia Maria APOPEI (CĂST. PAPAGHIUC)
1
, Dumitru MIHĂILĂ

2
, 

Petru Ionel BISTRICEAN
3 

1
Liceul Teoretic „Al. I. Cuza”, 

2
Departamentul de Geografie, Universitatea ,,Ștefan cel Mare” din Suceava, 

3
Administrația Națională de Meteorologie 

 

Vatră de veche locuire şi important areal  viticol al Moldovei, Cotnariul a 

fost în atenția istoricilor, geografilor, oenologilor şi botaniştilor în studii 

generale şi tematice care pot furniza un important fond de cunoaştere şi 

aprofundare ştiinţifică. Studiul de faţă  se bazează pe variabilitatea 

valorilor de temperatură şi umezeală a aerului din cuprinsul arealului 

cotnărean şi împejurimi pentru intervalul  ianuarie-mai 2019. Datele au 
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fost colectate de termo-higrometre DT 171 de la patru puncte de 

înregistrare şi staţia meteorologică Cotnari. Importanţa acestui studiu 

rezidă din impactul local şi regional a elementelor şi fenomenelor meteo-

climatice asupra coordonării şi adoptării celor mai eficiente măsuri de 

administrare şi utilizarea pe termen lung a resurselor potenţiale zonale. 

 

IMPACTUL FACTORILOR CLIMATICI ASUPRA FACTORILOR 

DE MEDIU ÎN JUDEȚUL VASLUI 

Andreea TINU (Cas. PEPTINE), Liviu APOSTOL 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

Județul Vaslui este un județ ce se suprapune în totalitate peste Podișul 

Moldovei, cel mai întins și mai reprezentativ podiș al țării, ocupând 10% 

din teritoriul țării.  

Relieful actual al ariei studiate a început să se formeze din Sarmațian, 

după retragerea mării spre bazinul actual al Mării Negre, generând un 

platou de acumulare  marină, cu structură și suprafață ușor înclinată S-SE. 

Factorii modelatori cu un rol important în crearea și evoluția reliefului au 

fost rețeaua hidrografică și procesele de versant. 

Clima județului Vaslui este temperată de tranziție, datorită predominării 

circulației vestice și maselor de aer maritim polar vechi și influenței 

maselor de aer continental, rece și uscat iarna, cald și uscat, vara. 

Amplitudinile termice sunt mari, iar iarna sunt frecvente și intense 

inversiuni termice. În arealele joase temperatura medie anuală depășește 

9⁰C (Bârlad 9,8⁰C, Vaslui 9,2⁰C) și coboară până la 8⁰C în zona centrală 

înaltă. Temperatura medie a lunii iulie variază de la 21⁰C (21,7⁰C la 

Bârlad), la sub 19⁰ pe culmile dealurilor. Temperatura medie a lunii 

ianuarie se situează între -4,5⁰ și -3⁰C. Amplitudinea termică absolută, în 

jur de 70⁰ C, indică influențe continentale. Numărul mediu anual al zilelor 

cu îngheț este de cca 120, al zilelor de vară peste 100, al zilelor tropicale 

de 30-40. Cantitățile medii anuale de precipitații sunt reduse, de 450-650 

mm, scăzând de la NV spre SE.. Se produc, în medie 100 de zile senine. 

Vântul predominant este NV datorită fluxului general vestic modificat de 

lanțul carpatic și de orientarea culmilor și văilor, viteza din această 

direcție depășind uneori 40m/s. Radiația solară totală crește de la NV spre 

SE fiind între 112-125 Kcal/cmp/an, în semestrul cald 85-90 Kcal/cmp, 

iar în luna iulie 17,5-18,5 Kcal/cm2.De la S la N temperatura medie 

anuală se reduce cu cca 3⁰C, odată cu creșterea altitudinii și latitudinii. 

Relieful cu altitudini medii de 300-350 m, culoarele foarte largi ale văilor 

Prut și Bârlad, energia de relief cu valori de la 25 m la 150 m, lipsa unor 
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trepte de relief mai înalte în imediata apropiere, cât și alte condiții de 

factură fizico-geografică,contribuie la crearea de particularități 

topoclimatice. 

Rețeaua de ape de suprafață autohtone este cu densitate redusă, cu debite 

reduse, caracteristică fiind prezența a numeroase iazuri. Datorită întinderii 

reduse a suprafețelor acvatice, influența lor se resimte în mică măsură, 

prin specificul radiației terestre, albedou, evapotranspirație.    

Vegetația naturală, din districtul climatic de pădure, cu elemente stepice 

în ariile joase din SE, influențează în mod diferit cantitatea de apă redată 

de atmosferă în procesul complex de evapotranspirație. În spațiul N-V și 

centrul podișului, unde predomină foioasele, umezeala relativă medie 

anuală oscilează între 75-80%, de la latitudinea orașului Vaslui spre sud, 

predominarea suprafețele agricole și prezența unor precipitații mai reduse 

determină evapotranspirație mai slabă și în consecință aerul este mai uscat 

(umezeala coboară sub 70%). 

Solul influențează clima prin valoarea albedoului, prin capacitatea de 

reflectare a razelor solare datorită culorii. Pe mare parte din suprafață se 

găsesc cernoziomuri, ce rețin 85% din radiația solară. 

S-au utilizat tehnici integrate de evaluare a impactului (Metoda indicelui 

de poluare globală, Metoda matricei simple de interacțiune, Metoda 

matricei de evaluare rapidă a impactului asupra mediului), iar pentru 

impactului factorilor climatici asupra factorilor de mediu, un chestionar 

sociologic. 

 

AIR-TEMPERATURE SINGULARITIES AND DIFFERENCES 

BETWEEN INTRA- AND EXTRA-URBAN WEATHER 

STATIONS. CASE STUDY: BUCHAREST-FILARET AND 

BUCHAREST-BĂNEASA 

Nicoleta IONAC
1
, Bogdan URIŢESCU

1
, Elena GRIGORE

1
, Dana Maria 

CONSTANTIN (OPREA), Alexandru DUMITRESCU
2
 

1
University of Bucharest, 

2
National Administration of Meteorology 

 

It is already a well-known fact that air-temperature is the most important 

climatic factor of differentiation between intra- and extra-urban areas, 

mainly due to the characteristics of the underlying active surface. 

Bucharest town-area is no exception to the rule. Ranking as Romania’s 

largest city, its air-temperature singularities and differences account for 

the most important example expressing the role that the artificial ground 

layer may play in the creation of specific urban climates. The thermal 

differences as well as singularities between the Bucharest town-area 
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(Bucharest-Filaret) and its surroundings (Bucharest-Băneasa) are 

analyzed by means of multiple air-temperature parameters: hourly 

measurements (01, 07, 13 and 19 hrs.), daily, monthly, yearly values of 

maximum, average and minimum means, as well as relevant ETCCDI 

indices of extreme values (such as: annual number of icing, frost, summer 

days, length of dry spells, warm and cold spell duration indices etc.) over 

a 30 year period (1981-2010). Besides, the analysis of some air-

temperature singularities or records highlight the clear differences of air 

heating processes, mostly due to the different interaction patterns between 

solar radiation and the underlying active layer. 

 

ICT FOR EVALUATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 

NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS IN SMART CITIES: CASE STUDY 

ROMANIA 

Cristina-Gabriela MITINCU, Ioan-Cristian IOJA 
University of Bucharest, Faculty of Geography, Center for Environmental 

Research and Impact Studies, Bucharest, Romania 

 

Nature-based Solutions represent actions that are inspired, supported or 

copied from nature. The implementation of NbS is supported on the 

characteristics of the natural environment and the complex and dynamic 

processes that take place in nature. NbS represent the key of improving 

environmental quality through which urban areas can increase their 

resilience to new environmental challenges and promote sustainable 

economic growth. Most of the recent scientific publications and 

administrative policies and strategies accentuate the relevance of NbS in 

urban environment, including inventories, analysis of integration, 

efficiency and opportunities of NbS in territorial planning, spatial 

development and urban life. The general purpose of this study is to assess 

the integration of NbS in urban management for increasing cities 

sustainability and resilience. The objective of the study is strongly 

correlated with concepts, measures, methods and tools used to identify the 

opportunities and limitations for enhancing cities sustainability and 

resilience through NbS. The originality and novelty of the proposed study 

in relation to the present state of knowledge came from improving the 

database about NbS and including these in smart cities approach, as well 

as the integrated approach of NbS in urban space (planning, processes, 

governance) in relation to sustainability and resilience at national, 

regional and local scale. The concept of "smart city" is used to promote 

sustainable urban development at the scientific and governmental level. 

The process of transforming a city into a `smart city` is based on viable 
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and functional technologies, tools and methods. The rapid development of 

geospatial analysis tools and models has prompted them to become 

increasingly important in planning processes, environmental policies, 

energy efficiency, transport, urban development scenarios. From the 

perspective of integrating NbS into `smart cities`, SIG instruments can be 

used to map proximity elements (urban parks, residential green spaces, 

public transport, services) or spatial expansion of green spaces, to identify 

the spatial and temporal characteristics and changes. Thus, ICT 

implementation in `smart cities` represent a support in the efficient use of 

resources in order to promote urban development in concordance with 

economic growth, participatory governance, improvement of the quality 

of life and environment protection. In order to establish ICT instruments 

for the evaluation and implementation of green solutions were analyzed 

the 10 NbS categories identified in the EKLIPSE Report: climate 

resilience, water management, costal resilience, green space management, 

air quality, urban regeneration, participatory plannyng and guvernance, 

social justice and social cohesion, public health and well-being, potential 

for economic opportunities and green jobs. The expected result is to 

establish and adapt the existing methods, instruments and methodologies 

in order to achieve an efficient urban integration of NbS for enhancing 

cities sustainability and resilience.  

 

MONITORING LAND-USE DYNAMICS IN THE IAȘI 

METROPOLITAN AREA 

Constantin Alexandru STOIAN, Octavian GROZA 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

Starting from the well-known fact that humans tend to be a dominant 

agent of change in nature, monitoring social and environmental 

consequences associated with the exurban development is an essential 

process for efficient territorial planning. Consequently, our study 

proposes a multi-temporal analysis between the years 2000 and 2018 of 

the land-use/land-cover (LULC) changes in the Iasi Metropolitan Area, in 

order to identify the predominant patterns and their driving forces. 

Additionally, a set of maps was created by using specific GIS techniques 

with the purpose of revealing the changes in a more unmediated fashion. 
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LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVES IN A PROTECTED 

AREA, THROUGH THE EYES OF THE KEY ACTORS. CASE 

STUDY: MĂGURA VILLAGE (PIATRA CRAIULUI NATIONAL 

PARK) 

Ilinca-Valentina STOICA, Anca MUNEANU, Daniela ZAMFIR, Mircea 

VERGHELET 
University of Bucharest, Faculty of Geography and CICADIT (Interdisciplinary 

Center for Advanced Researches on Territorial Dynamics 

 

Piatra Craiului National Park (PNPC) is located in the Carpathians 

Mountains, in the central part of Romania. This area became a national 

park in 1990 and its administration was constituted in 1999. The number 

of inhabitants throughout the park and in the nearby surrounding area is 

over 30,000 people, including parts of Zărnești town, Moeciu (Măgura 

and Peștera villages), Bran, Rucăr and Dâmbovicioara communes.  

Currently, on an international level, the management of the protected 

areas becomes increasingly challenging facing continuous anthropic 

pressure.   

Măgura village has been chosen as case study, being localized within 

Piatra Craiului National Park, with a population of 553 inhabitants, 

according to the 2011 census. Within its territory, besides the traditional 

occupations, in the last few years, the tourist activities have increased, 

providing several functional accommodation units, counting over 400 

available beds. The access infrastructure is deficient - the road not being 

modernized, which is one of the reasons why the number of tourists is 

lower compared to the neighboring communes. 

This paper analyzes the key actors’ perception, through interviews, over 

the way in which local development can be achieved within a protected 

area, taking into account the pre-existing imposed restrictions. In this 

respect, the sample included 40 local people, 10 entrepreneurs and 4 

employees of Piatra Craiului National Park Administration. The results 

emphasize a series of different views between the local population’s 

perception and that of the entrepreneurs, the latter focussing on ways to 

better capitalize the advantages of being located in an area with 

recognized natural value, while the first seem to focus more on the 

restrictive rules. Also, there has been signaled a series of conflicts 

between the three categories of respondents and in this context, the 

employees of Piatra Craiului National Park administration mentioning the 

need to develop a sustainable local development strategy. 
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SHRINKAGE KEY-FACTORS IN POST-SOCIALIST 

TRANSITION CITIES IN NORTH-EASTERN ROMANIA. 

EVOLVING TOWARD SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT? 

Adrian Mihai CIMPU, Lucian ROȘU, Corneliu IAȚU 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

The present paper proposes to analyses the existing factors that lead the 

shrinkage phenomena in the medium-sized cities of the North-Eastern 

Region of Romania. The down of the XX century, marked by the fall of 

the communist regime, found the mono-industrial cities’ population of 

Romania in heavy decline after the main economic engine failed, leaving 

the population without job opportunities, many choosing the leave their 

hometowns, even the country. Since then, the North-Eastern Region of 

Romania, one among the poorest in the country is facing serious 

problems, such as high unemployment rate and negative migratory 

balance. After an extended literature review of the available bibliography, 

our contribution tries to construct a methodology based on multivariate 

analysis, based on macro-indicators found relevant, using demographical 

and socio-economical data, to be used on a local, regional or national 

scale that can be able in the end to group our cities based on the problems 

they share. 

 

BIG DATA - CATALIZATOR AL DEZVOLTĂRII DURABILE 

Mirela DANUBIANU 

"Ștefan cel Mare" University of Suceava, Suceava, Romania 

 

În viziunea Uniunii Europene dezvoltarea durabilă implică satisfacerea 

necesităților generației actuale fără a afecta capacitatea generațiilor 

viitoare de a-și satisface propriile necesități. Aceasta presupune integrarea 

obiectivelor imediate cu cele pe termen lung la nivel local și global 

considerand aspectele economice și cele de mediu în stransă 

interdependență. Apărut în jurul anilor 2010,  Big Data este un termen 

generic ce se referă la acele seturi de date ce au caracteristici care fac 

imposibilă prelucrarea lor cu instrumentele tradiționale de baze de date.  

Dincolo de volumul apreciabil, Big Data este definit prin așa-numita 

mulțime de V-uri: varietate, velocitate, veracitate, volatilitate și nu în 

ultimul rand prin valoarea pe care analiza acestor date o adaugă 

procesului decizional. Începând cu anul 2013, Națiunile Unite prin 

inițiativa Global Pulse a definit un concept nou - Big Data pentru 

dezvoltare. Acesta vizează găsirea acelor surse de date a căror analiză 
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oferă informații valoroase pentru asigurarea bunăstării și a dezvoltării 

societății.  În 2015  a fost lansată o nouă agendă care susține 17 obiective 

de dezvoltare durabilă a căror realizare presupune acțiuni integrate care să 

rezolve probleme de natură socială, economică și de mediu într-o manieră 

care să conducă la micșorarea disparităților. Deoarece ne aflăm în plină 

revoluție digitală este inevitabilă următoarea întrebare: în ce măsura și în 

ce mod datele colectate și analizate folosind tehnologiile de ultimă oră pot 

ajuta la implementarea de politici care să conducă la realizarea acestor 

obiective? Aceasta lucrare își propune o analiza calitativă însoțită de o 

descriere detaliată privind modul în care analizele Big Data pot influența 

deciziile și pot cataliza implementarea de politici care să aibă drept 

rezultat atingerea obiectivelor dezvoltării durabile precum: consumul și 

producția responsabilă, ape curate, energie curată, un mediu curat, orașe 

inteligente, etc. 

 

ESSOR D’URBANISATION ET RISQUE D’INONDATION EN 

MILIEU CÉTIER: LE CAS DE KRIBI AU CAMEROUN 

Adrien Narcisse DEUDJUI
1
, Wakponou Anselme

2
 

1
Enseignant Vacataire Ecole Normale Suprieure de Bertoua, Bertoua, 

Cameroun, 
2
Chef de Département de Geographie, Ecole Normale Supérieure de Bertoua, 

Bertoua, Cameroun 

 

La ville de Kribi sé étale sur la céte camerounaise, l'embouchure des 

fleuves Kienk et Lob entre N 24707,58 - 30549,08 et E 95039,53  - 

95926,27. La forte pression démographique impuls e par les projets 

structurants au cours de cette derniére décennie  induit dans ce milieu de 

plaine cétiére des formes d’exploitation particuli rement intensives 

modifiant le paysage urbain. Ceci menace écourt terme les équilibres 

naturels et induisent des risques hydrologiques importants. A partir d’une 

démarche méthodologique basée sur l’administration d’un questionnaire 

évaluant l’état de connaissance des populations par rapport au risque 

d’inondation, sur les observations de terrain et sur l’exploitation d’une 

image Landsat 8 épartir de laquelle nous avons dressé le MNT, il apparait 

que la vulnérabilité de la population Kribienne face au risque 

d’inondation tienté trois principales causes, la platitude de terrain, le 

degréé de connaissance des populations par rapport aux règles 

d’aménagement et le laxisme des autorit s’en charges de l’aménagement 

urbain. 
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EFFECT OF RESERVOIRS OPERATION ON THE DNIESTER 

RIVER FLOW REGIME 

Ana JELEAPOV 
Institute of Ecology and Geography, Republic of Moldova 

 

The article is dedicated to assessment of the changes in flow regime of the 

Dniester river under the operation of the Novodnestrovsk reservoirs 

managed by Ukraine and the Dubasari reservoir situated in limits of the 

Republic of Moldova. The approaches used for realization of this aim are 

Indicators of Hydrologic Alterations and Environmental Flow 

Components. Main hydrological characteristics were identified and 

comparatively analyzed for 3 periods: period I 1881-1955 years - 

corresponds to the Dniester river natural flow, period II 1956-1982 years -  

flow during only the Dubasari reservoir operation, period III 1987 – 

present - flow during reservoir cascade operation. The hydrologic 

information was considered only from the gauging stations situated in the 

limits of the Republic of Moldova: Hrushca st. (situated downstream 

Novodnestrovsk reservoirs) and Bender st. (situated downstream the 

Dubasari reservoir). As a result it was identified that average annual flow 

has decreased from 310 m3/s (period I) to 278 m3/s (period III) at Bender 

st. Analysis of monthly hydrological information showed that main 

decrease is specific for March and April, the flow values being by 140-

200 m3/s lower in current period in comparison with years of natural flow 

(at. Bender st.). The average annual minimum flow has increased from 86 

m3/s registered for natural flow period to 118 m3/s for the actual period 

(at. Bender st.). In the period of only the Dubasari reservoir operation, 

average number of small floods was 1,5 events/year at Hrushca st., 0,8 

events/year at Bender st., for period III this number being of 0,4 

events/year for both stations. In the years after the Novodnestrovsk res. 

construction in the downstream more than 2 small floods/year were not 

recorded, but the number of years without small floods has increased. The 

average value of small floods peak discharges was for period II - 1670 

m3/s at Hrushca st. (upstream the Dubasari res.) and reduced to 1600 

m3/s at Bender st. (its downstream part), and for period III: 1442 m3/s at 

Hrushca st. and 1634 m3/s at Bender st.. In the years following the 

Dubasari res. operation, the average frequency of high-flow pulses is 7,8 

events/year at Hrushca st. and only 2,8 events/year at Bender st., the 

decrease of the number of these events under reservoir impact being even 

with 8-10 events. A similar situation is specific for the Novodnestrovsk 

res. post-construction period. But in this case the number of high-flow 

pulses at Hrushca st. has increased considerably, in 1997-1999 even 19-
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24 events/year being recorded, in the same years at Bender st. the number 

of these events is already of 3-9, i.e. 2-8 times less. The average peak 

discharges of high-flow pulses are 530 m3/s at Hrushca st., 674 m3/s at 

Bender st. during the Dubasari res. operation and 496 m3/s at Hrushca st., 

and 632 m3/s at Bender st. after the Novodnestrovsk res. construction. 

Their duration is approx. the same at Hrushca st. - 4,5 days for all periods, 

and at Bender st. - 23,8 and 15 days for periods II and III. 

 

EVALUAREA PRESIUNILOR POLUĂRII DIN SURSE 

PUNCTIFORME ÎN CADRUL BAZINULUI RÂULUI NISTRU 

Iurie BEJAN, Vladimir MOGÂLDEA, Pavel ȚÎȚU 
Institutul de Ecologie și Geografie 

 

Studiul a fost efectuat în cadrul unei analize a stării diagnostice a 

resurselor de apă din cadrul bazinului hidrografic Nistru. Analiza 

presiunilor antropice asupra resurselor de apă s-a efectuat pentru afluenții 

ce au o suprafață a bazinului de recepție ce depășește 1000 km2. 

Evaluarea riscului de neatingere a obiectivelor de mediu (statut 

ecologic/chimic bun) pentru corpurilor de apă de suprafață care sunt 

supuse poluării de la surse punctiforme. Metodologia de evaluare aplicată 

corespunde cu recomandările Directivei Cadru a Apei (și ghidurile 

aferente), adaptată la specificul național. 

În procesul de deliniere a corpurilor de apă de suprafață, bazinul r. Nistru 

(în perimetrul Republicii Moldova) a fost divizat în 37 de corpuri de apă, 

inclusiv: bazinul r. Râut – 10 corpuri, bazinul r. Ichel – 1 corp de apă, 

bazinul r. Bâc – 7 corpuri, bazinul r. Botna – 11 corpuri și r. Nistru – 8 

corpuri. 

Analiza s-a efectuat în baza datelor statistice ale concentrațiilor de 

poluanți deversate cu apele uzate. S-au utilizat următoarele surse: raportul 

generalizat „Utilizarea apei în anul 2017 în Republica Moldova” (publicat 

de Agenția „Apele Moldovei”); Anuarele inspecțiilor ecologice raionale 

din cadrul DBH Nistru pentru anul 2017; Raportul „Starea calității apelor 

de suprafață conform indicilor hidrochimici de pe teritoriul Republicii 

Moldova (pentru anul 2017)” (publicat de Serviciul Hidrometeorologic de 

Stat) și datele privind debitele minime multianuale, preluate din aceeași 

sursă (SHS). 

Pentru evaluarea riscului de „ne atingere a obiectivelor de mediu” privind 

poluarea de la sursele punctiforme, au fost identificate, cartate și creată 

baza de date despre deversările de ape uzate de la 98 de surse punctiforme 

(inclusiv, 70 comunale, 11 industriale și 17 agricole). 
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În rezultatul evaluării presiunii antropice și estimării influenței acesteia 

asupra stării resurselor de apă de suprafață din cadrul bazinul r. Nistru s-a 

apreciat starea corpurilor de apă privind „ne atingerea statutului ecologic 

bun” cu următoarele rezultate: 9 corpuri sunt „fără risc”, 23 sunt „posibile 

la risc” și 5 sunt „la risc”. Corelarea acestor rezultate cu datele de 

monitoring (la parametrii CBO5, NH4 și PO4) pentru același an de 

referință au arătat că 29 corpuri de apă nu sunt supuse riscului de afectare 

a statutului chimic, pe când 8 corpuri de apă sunt supuse acestui risc. 
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Considering the global upward dynamics for fish protein and also, the 

need of recovering the wild fish stocks, aquaculture is considered, 

nowadays, one of the fastest growing industries. In Romania and 

generally, in Eastern Europe, a considerable percentage of fish market is 

represented by the cyprinids species. Considering that those fish species 

are mostly reared in pond based production systems, there is a need of 

limiting the environmental impact of cyprinids aquaculture. Nitrogen is 

the most common element that results during fish rearing process and 

recovers in high concentrations in ponds effluent, fact that may cause 

high environmental discharges. Therefore, the aim of this nitrogen 

balance study is to test technologies based on IMTA (integrated multi-

trophic aquaculture) concept, in order to improve the sustainability of 

cyprinids pond based production systems. Thus, a number of 4 cyprinids 

species (common carp - CC; grass carp - GC; bighead carp - BC and 

silver carp - SC) were reared by using two rearing technologies 

(polyculture vs IMTA), different in terms of feeding management and 

pond partition. Two experimental variants were tested, as follows: PCP - 

polyculture pond (CC+ GC + BC + SC) and CP-PP - IMTA partitioned 

pond (CC monoculture in CP part and CC+GC+BC+SC polyculture in PP 

part, where no feed was administrated). The results revealed a decrease of 

total nitrogen (TN) concentration in meat, in case of CC, BC and SC 
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reared in PCP and PP, as well as for GC reared in PCP. However, the 

meat TN concentration increased significantly (p<0.05) in case of CC 

reared in CP, during the experimental trial. Also, concentration of TN in 

sediments indicates an upward trend during the trial, fact that confirms 

the significant (p<0.05) accumulation rate of this nutrient. Also, the water 

TN concentration was found to be in direct correlation with the 

administrated quantity of feed. The TN concentration in reed, that covers 

most of the pond slope surface, had an upward trend during the trial, 

while in case of the inlet channel, it decreased. The TN balance, 

considering the inputs and outputs, was determined by Sankey diagram 

and registered an percentage increase of TN recovery , at the end, 

comparing with the beginning of the experimental period, as follows: for 

PCP pond, 112.88% in case of  fish biomass, 3.95% in case of sediments, 

115.12% in case of water and for CP-PP pond, 108,43% in case of  fish 

biomass, 10,06% in case of sediments, 141,78% in case of water. Also, 

considering the quantity of TN, registered at the end of the experiment, 

4.76% - CP-PP, respectively 3.65% - PCP represents the recovered 

quantity of this element in fish biomass; 17.66% - CP-PP, respectively 

14.94% - PCP was attributed to sediments; 73.2% - CP-PP, respectively 

72.2% - PCP to water and 4.38% - CP-PP, respectively 9.21% - PCP to 

reed biomass. Therefore, it can be concluded that CP-PP variant 

registered a better TN utilization, fact that limits the environmental 

discharges of this element, improving the sustainability and therefore, 

reducing the environmental impact of cyprinids pond aquaculture. 
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In order to ensure a sustainable development, reducing water pollution by 

improving waste management is required. Aquaculture is considered one 

of the fastest growing food-production sectors, relieving, in the same 

time, the pressure on deteriorating wild fish stocks, as well as contributing 

to fish restocking. However, in order to maintain its sustainability, a 
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proper waste management must be applied among aquaculture intensive 

production systems, by identifying new techniques for water bio and 

phytoremediation. Phosphorus is commonly encountered in high 

concentration in aquaculture effluents. Phosphorus concentration in water, 

over the maximum limit, can lead to algae blooms that produce harmful 

algal toxins. Therefore, present study analyses the effect of integrating 

spinach substrate aquaponics technique, as a solution to improve the 

sustainability of aquaculture intensive stellate sturgeon production 

systems, by reducing the phosphorus concentrations in the technological 

water, respectively in the effluents. In order to identify the proper 

phytoremediation technology, three spinach culture densities were tested, 

in triplicate, as follows: (B1H - 59crops/m2, B2H  - 48crops/m2, B3H - 

39crops/m2 and B4H-control variant with no crops, only with light 

expended clay aggregate substrate ,,LECA”). Water samples were 

analysed both at the inlet and outlet of each aquaponics unit, in order to 

determine the concentrations, respectively the removal rates of P2O5, for 

each experimental variant. The results indicates an average concentration 

of 10.8-3.85mg/L P2O5 registered at inlet of aquaponics units, while at 

the outlet, the following concentrations were recorded: 9.52-4.2mg/L - 

B1H; 9.49-3.95mg/L - B2H; 9.72-3.94mg/L - B3H and 10.81-3.86mg/L - 

B4H (control). Phosphorus removal rate had an upward trend in case of 

B1H, B2H and B3H, with an average value of 13.38-5.45g/m2/day at 

B1H, 11.57-5.25g/m2/day at B2H and 10.39-4.4g/m2/day - B3H. 

Statistically significant differences (p<0.05) were recorded between B1H 

experimental variant and the rest of the aquaponics variants (B2H, B3H) 

and also, between control (B4H) and aquaponics experimental variants 

(B1H, B2H, B3H). The concentration of phosphorus from spinach 

biomass was determined, both at the beginning and at the end of 

experimental period, in order to evaluate the accumulation of this nutrient 

at plant biomass level. Statistically significant differences (p<0.05) were 

recorded between spinach P2O5 concentration, recorded at B1H (B1H1 - 

51.09-2.78mg/100g FW; B1H2 - 52.39-1.19mg/100g FW; B1H3 -52.57-

1.49mg/100g FW), B2H (B2H1 - 60.83-1.38mg/100g FW; B2H2 -59.95-

1.68mg/100g FW; B2H3 - 58.36-1.42mg/100g FW) and B3H (B3H1 - 

72.44-1.54mg/100g FW; B3H2 - 74.73-0.77mg/100g FW; B3H3 - 71.6 - 

1.35mg/100g FW). In order to determine the phosphorus balance inside 

the integrated aquaponics system, both phosphorus inputs and outputs 

were identified and quantified. Therefore, a good percentage of this 

nutrient was recovered at the level of spinach biomass. As conclusion, it 

can be stated that substrate aquaponics techniques is efficient in terms of 
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effluent phosphorus removal from an integrated stellate sturgeon - 

spinach production system. Best phytoremediation results were recorded 

at the experimental variant B1H (59crops/m2 culture density). However, 

at B1H experimental variants, some spinach plants presented signs of 

stress, fact that can affect the phytoremediation capacity during a longer 

experimental period. 
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This study is aimed at the development and application of the “Water 

Sensitive Urban Design” concept within Israel needs and conditions. This 

sustainable approach, incorporates among others harvesting, treatment 

and reclamation of stormwater in the urban sector. A common practice to 

treat stormwater is based on biofiltration systems which integrate various 

removal mechanisms such as solids retention, metals sorption, and 

biological transformation of organic matter and nutrients. However, the 

application of engineered biofiltration systems for harvesting and 

treatment of stormwater in Israel is complicated due to the prolonged dry 

climate period, covering 7-8 months of the year. Therefore, the approach 

investigated is to use hybrid biofiltration systems for both stormwater 

harvesting/treatment during winter, and for remediation of nitrate-

contaminated groundwater during summer. This may fit many locations 

in Israel characterized by high nitrate levels in the coastal aquifer, which 

limit the use of these sources. A set of biofiltration columns were tested 

for the remediation of nitrate-contaminated water (summer configuration) 

via constant flow regime. In preliminary experiments, it was found that 

crude cotton could serve as an effective carbon source for denitrification. 

This application was shown to enable controlled removal of nitrate to low 

levels, while emitting very low concentrations of TOC and nitrite. 

Another set of columns was assembled also for the treatment of 

stormwater (winter configuration). A synthetic mixture for the simulation 

of typical Israeli stormwater (especially organic matter and nutrients) was 

used. Various hydraulic loads and column configuration were tested for 

this purpose. The hybrid strategy has also been tested in a pilot study in 

Kfar-Saba municipality, Israel. In summary, both laboratory and pilot-
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plant results showed high potential of this concept to meet Israel needs 

and conditions. Application of biofiltration systems with proper drainage 

management will reduce floods damage, prevent pollution of water 

resources, and constitute a new water resource in the urban sector. 
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The present article elucidates the physico-chemical characteristics of the 

soil from the studied region. The stages of initiation and natural 

restoration of the biodiversity on the surface layer of  tailings dumps of 

the limestone quarry „Lafage Ciment“ (Moldova) S.A., which is 

composed of fossil soils from the Inferior Pleistocene, have been 

established. The state and dynamics of the biodiversity on the surface of 

tailings dumps are evaluated. The dependence of the degree evolution of 

the regosols formed on the surface of the tailings dumps of the age of 

these dumps in the process of restoration of the petrophyte ecosystem was 

highlighted. The law underlying the soil formation process taking place 

on the surface of the tailings dumps, which is expressed by the fact that it 

(formation of regosol) represents a process of evolution of the soil 

determined by the age of the waste dumps, the number of species that 

develop on their surface) and  the humus content (organic substance) 

formed by the mass of the species developed on the surface of the tailings 

dumps, which is expressed by the following relationship: heap age (years) 

/ number of species / humus content (organic substance) (%) = 25: 20: 10: 

5: 0/63: 52: 28: 25: 0 / 2.22: 1.72: 0.62: 0.33: 0.28.  

The dependence of the nutrient content (N, P, K2O) of regosoils formed 

on the surface of tailings dumps of the age of these tailings dumps. have 

been established.   

The results indicate that the biodiversity restoration and regosoil 

formation processes occuring on the surface of  tailings dumps are 

interdependent.  

The experimental process of ecological reconstruction by means of silvic 

recultivation on freshly deposited terrains on fossil soils of the Lower 

Pleistocene without any additions has been conducted.   
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Conform Hotărârii Guvernului nr. 349/2005 privind depozitarea 

deșeurilor, depozitul  de deșeuri neconform al mun. Botoșani și-a sistat 

activitatea de depozitare începând cu data de 16.07.2012. Deșeurile 

municipale și similare provenite din municipiul Botoșani și parțial, din 

câteva localități ale județului Botoșani, au fost gestionate prin stocarea lor 

în cele 3 spatii de stocare autorizate în suprafață totală de  3,04 ha, cu 

condiția expresă - impusă de autorizațiile și obligațiile de mediu – a 

relocării acestora după sistarea activităților și readucere a suprafețelor 

amplasamentelor la forma inițială. Volumul total al deșeurilor stocate este 

de cca. 107.000 mc. Până acum nu s-a făcut nimic iar deșeurile depuse în 

condiții improprii provocă pagube iremediabile solului și pânzei freatice 

aferente depozitului.  

În acest scop lucrarea își propune să etaleze pagubele produse prin 

depozitarea necontrolată și totodată să ofere soluții pentru remedierea 

problemei. 

 

GEOMORPHOLOGICAL PATTERN OF THE SARATA 

CATCHMENT, REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA 

Silvia VACULA (căs. BOBOC), Lilian NIACȘU 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

Geomorphological pattern within the Sarata catchment represented both 

by landforms and related geomorphological processes represent the 

research theme of this study. The research area is located in the southern 

part of the South Moldavian Plateau (Republic of Moldova). The general 

homoclinal geological structure of the entire platform conditioned the 

development within this typically hilly area of an asymmetric cuesta 

landform, with altitudes ranging from 50 to 300 m. Based on field 

investigations, a rich cartographic database was obtained. This made it 

possible to find that land degradation through specific geomorphological 

processes is generalized for the entire research area. Through effects and 

spreading, the most encounter processes are mainly represented by soil 

erosion, followed by landslides and gullies. Much more, our results 
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substantiate the necessity for large-scale implementation of land 

improvement projects in the conditions where the agricultural lands 

represent about 2/3 of the total area, being also the main natural resource. 

In conclusion, the analysis of landforms and related geomorphological 

processes remains a first position research topic for this area that remains 

still dependent on the quantity and quality of the soil / land resource, all 

on the background of a widespread irrational anthropic impact. 

Keywords:  cuesta landform, soil erosion, landsliding, gulling, irrational 

land use, land degradation. 
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Izvorul Muntelui Lake watershed, soil degradation is due to agricultural 

activities, such as animal husbandry, specific to mountain areas, crops of 

corn, potato, fodder beet and vegetables, as well as the construction of 

communications roads, forestry and tourism activities. The relationship 

between human pressure and soil quality is inversely proportional to the 

fact that soils in the studied perimeter are also affected by unfavorable 

natural factors such as high relief, low temperatures, or constrictive 

skeleton. The deforestations in recent years emphasize the pluvial erosion 

and the geomorphological processes of the slope, whose intensification 

was observed in the basins of Bistrița, Bistricioara, Hangu, Schit, 

Grințieș, Bolătău and Tifilic rivers. With a view to rendering in use 

degraded land and reducing soil erosion, measures are needed to limit 

agricultural production, reforestation, or improve soil quality in the 

coming years. The Izvorul Muntelui Lake watershed is administratively 

located on the territory of the Neamț and Harghita counties. From the 

mathematical point of view it is situated at the intersection of the parallel 

47ºN latitude with the meridian of 26˚E longitude. The perimeter of the 

Izvorul Muntelui Lake is limited by the water divede that unite the 

highest peaks chatchment of the mountain massifs: Bistrița, Stânișoara, 

Tarcău, Ceahlău, Călimani, Prisaca, Licaș and Grintieșul Mare. In the 

north-western part, the perimeter is limited by the western slopes of the 

Bistrița Mountains (Sabasa, Neamț) at the foot of which is Dorna 

Depression. In the western part is the Bilbor Depression, located at the 

foot of the Călimani Mountains, the Tulgheș Depression, located at the 
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foot of the Ceahlău Massif, and the Borsec Depression, situated at the 

foot of the Giurgeu Mountains. In the eastern part, the limit is given by 

the south-eastern slopes of the Stânișoara Mountains, the extension of 

which are the Pipirig Depression and the Neamț Depression. In the south 

the watersheds continues with the Bistrița Valley and the Pângărați Lake, 

bounded by the Goșmanu Mountains. In the south-west, the limit is given 

by the tributary valley of Bicaz River, which is the boundary between the 

Ceahlau Mountains and the Tarcău Mountains. In the western part the 

perimeter is bordered by the western slopes of the Ceahlău Mountains, 

beyond which the slopes of the Giurgeu Mountains begin. The relief`s 

altitude is between 400m and 1907m, but on the largest surfaces (about 

90%) it is below 1300m. The slopes are modeled by torrential erosion at 

the top, and at the bottom, in the vicinity of the lake, the sliding and 

collapsing processes are more frequent. The factors that determine or 

influence the occurrence and evolution of these natural hazards are both 

climatic, lithological, biogeographic and anthropic. In the investigative 

approach, we watched the influence of anthropogenic and natural 

activities on the degradation processes, focusing on the changes of the 

soil properties, which are important for their economic valorisation. 

 

MODELE DE AGROBIOTEHNOLOGII DE SUSTENABILIZARE 

A PROCESULUI DE SECHESTRARE A CARBONULUI 

ORGANIC ÎN SOL 

Gheorghe JIGĂU 
Universitatea de Stat din Moldova 

 

În condiţii de tendinţă stabilă de schimbare a climei, sechestrarea 

carbonului organic şi restabilirea sistemului de substanţe organice la 

diverse nivele de organizare structural – funcţională a solurilor (pedon, 

orizont genetic, micro – şi macroagregate, fracţiuni de particule 

granulometrice elementare) sunt obiective primordiale ale sistemelor 

agricole practicate. Realizarea acestor obiective presupune restabilirea 

rolului prioritar al procesului de formare şi de acumulare a humusului şi 

optimizarea funcţiilor acestuia în cadrul pedogenezei antropo – naturale:  

- Asigurarea şi reproducerea lanţurilor trofice a tuturor grupelor de 

microorganisme din sol responsabile de procesele ierarhice  de 

transformare humificare  a substanţelor organice; 

- Interacţiunea cantitativ – echilibrată a circuitelor carbonului şi 

sechestrarea acestuia în componenţa substanţelor humice; 

- Asigurarea continuităţii circuitului carbonului şi azotului în cadrul 

sistemului sol – componente biotice ale landşaftului; 
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- Asigurarea circuitelor biogeochimice ale elementelor trofice; 

- Asigurarea proceselor de organizare structural – funcţională a solului; 

În baza cercetărilor desfăşurate în perioada 2010 – 2018, în funcţie de 

starea solurilor şi condiţiilor de landşaft, au fost elaborate 4 modele de 

agrobiotehnologii bazate pe restabilirea rolului prioritar al procesului de 

formare a humusului şi de sechestrare – stabilizare a carbonului organic în 

sol: 

1. Agrofitotehnice – bazate pe asigurarea prezenţei în soluri a materiei 

organice proaspete şi a unui mediu aerohidric, hidrotermic şi biochimic 

optimal pentru desfăşurarea procesului de humificare. De perspectivă sunt 

modelele care includ practicarea ogorului verde şi culturilor intermediare. 

2. De restabilire şi de susţinere bioenergetică a microcenozei solului şi 

de intensificare a proceselor de sechestrare a carbonului prin agregarea – 

structurarea substanţei solului. Conform cercetărilor mai recente de 

perspectivă sunt agrobiotehnologiile bazate pe aplicarea procedeelor de 

algalizare a solurilor cu specii de alge cianofite fixatoare de azot. 

3. Bazate pe restabilirea şi susţinerea bioenergetică a microbiotei 

solului responsabilă de desfăşurarea întregului lanţ de descompunere – 

transformare – humificare a materiei organice prin administrarea 

preparatelor biohumice naturale. 

4. Bazate pe îmbinarea primelor trei clase de modele în funcţie de 

condiţiile concrete de landşaft. 

Asigurarea resurselor necesare de azot biologic pentru realizarea 

procesului de humificare are la bază următoarele modele naturale: 

- Bazat pe fixarea simbiotică a azotului în cadrul căruia rolul 

determinant revine culturilor boboase; 

- Bazat pe fixarea simbiotică a azotului în cadrul căruia rolul 

determinant revine coloniilor de bacterii fixatoare de azot prin 

aplicarea biopreparatelor; 

- Bazat pe fixarea simbiotică a azotului asigurată de doi agenţi activi:  

culturile boboase şi rizobii; 

- Bazat pe fixarea simbiotică a azotului asigurată de culturile boboase 

anuale / multianuale (după caz) şi cenozele cianofite algo – 

bacteriene. 
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PROCESE DE SECHESTRARE A CARBONULUI ORGANIC ÎN 

SOL ŞI APLICAREA INDICILOR DE AGREGARE-

STRUCTURARE ÎN SCOPUL EVALUĂRII ACESTORA 

Gheorghe JIGĂU, Mihai LEŞANU, Ana BÎRSAN, Elena TOFAN, Nina 

PLĂCINTĂ, Cristian JIGĂU 
Universitatea de Stat din Moldova 

 

În condiţiile unei tendinţe stabile de schimbare a climei, pedosfera este 

principalul factor care dirijează cu conţinutul de dioxid de carbon în 

atmosferă. În condiţii de intensificare permanentă a imputurilor 

tehnoantropice asupra solurilor, această funcţie a suferit schimbări 

semnificative materializate în sporirea cantităţilor de dioxid de carbon 

emise în atmosferă. 

Cauze ale acestora sunt reducerea intensităţii procesului de formare şi de 

acumulare a humusului şi intensificarea celor de mineralizare a 

substanţelor organice din sol. Imperativul reducerii cantităţilor de C - CO2 

emise în atmosferă şi atenuării impactului schimbărilor climatice implică 

o nouă paradigmă a producţiei agricole bazată pe sechestrarea carbonului 

organic în sol. 

Realizarea acestui obiectiv presupune cunoaşterea mecanismelor 

proceselor de sechestrare a carbonului. În acest sens, considerăm că 

sechestrarea presupune două componente: 

a) Humificarea – cu includerea carbonului în compuşi organici 

macromoleculari cu stabilitate sporită. 

b) Stabilizarea substanţelor humice -  procese sau fenomene care 

sporesc stabilitatea substanţelor organice în relaţiile cu factorii biotici şi 

abiotici şi conduc la sporirea duratei perioadei de rotaţie a carbonului. 

Prin urmare, considertăm că sechestrarea carbonului organic în sol este 

determinată de un complex de diverse procese care se realizează 

concomitent în cadrul a 4 nivele ierarhice pedofuncţionale: 

 Ionic-molecular: 

a) Alterarea componenţei minerale cu formarea compuşilor chimici 

simpli (CaO, MgO, K2O, Na2O, SiO2, Fe2O3, Al2O3 ş.a.) şi a mineralelor 

argiloase. 

b) Transformarea – humificarea resturilor organice cu formarea 

substantelor humice.   

 Coloidal – interacţiunea substanţelor humice cu compuşi 

minerali şi formarea compuşilor organo-minerali; 

 Microagregatic - legarea coloizilor organo-minerali în 

microagregate (<0.25mm); 
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 Macroagregatic - legarea microagregatelor în macroagregate 

(>0.25mm).   

În formarea micro- şi macroagregatelor rolul decesiv revine polimerilor 

organici de natură humică. Prin urmare cca 90% din rezervele totale de 

humus sunt concentrate în agregatele structurale. Rezervele maximale de 

humus sunt concentrate în agregatele 5 - 0.25mm. Gradul de conservare a 

acestora este în funcţie de gradul de stabilitate agregatică. 

Pentru evaluarea capacităţii de sechestrare a carbonului sunt propuşi 

indicii structural-agregatici: conţinutul de agregate agromonic valoroase 

(10 - 0.25mm), conţinutul sumar de agregate 5 - 1 şi           1-0.25mm, 

coeficientul de structurare, factorul de dispersie, indicele de 

hidrostabilitate, diametrul mediu ponderat al agregatelor hidrostabile.  

 

CERNOZIOMUL CAMBIC DIN CÂMPIA BĂRĂGANULUI 

CENTRAL 

Vasile-Octavian COSMESCU 

 

The Central Baragan Plain, as part of the geographical unit of the 

Romanian Plain, is individualized on the basis of the evolutionary 

elements of relief and hydrology. The Bărăgan Plain shows a relatively 

uniform relief due to the predominance of the loess, as the parental matter 

of the soils situated on the interfluvial fields. This favors a wide spread of 

cernisols, soils with medium and medium-fine texture. In the Central 

Baragan Plain, chernozems are predominant (more than 90% of the area), 

and the Cambic and Haplic subtypes are the most reprezentative. A 

pedological case study was carried out: analysis of the morphological 

characteristics of a cambic chernozem at SV from the lnsuratei City. 

Based on the morphological characteristics of the soil profile (color, 

texture, structure, compactness), the following pedogenetic soil horizons 

were identified: Am, A/B, Bv and Cca. It has been pointed out that the 

horizon Am have a small and medium glomerular structure, well 

developed, with a diameter of soil aggregates between 1-5 mm, and in 

A/B and Bv horizons a medium or large glomerular structure, well 

developed, with biogenous neofromation. In the horizon Cca have 

highlighted highly soluble CaCO3 in the form of concretions, 

efflorescence crystals, neoformation resulting from the accumulation of 

oxides, some stains due to oxidation processes of iron with an oxidative 

coloration (yellowish-rusty) and some stains due to reduction reactions 

with a blue-greenish-green color. It has been concluded that cambic 

chernozems are the most fertile soils for the varieties for wheat, corn, 
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barley, sunflower and react well to N2 or Ph fertilizers. 

 

POLUAREA SOLURILOR ŞI IMPACTUL LOR ASUPRA 

SĂNĂTĂŢII UMANE 

Aurelia CRIVOI, E. CHIRIŢA, Iurie BACALOV, I. POZDNEACOVA, 

Iu PARA, L. COJOCARI, A. DRUŢA, L. SUVEICĂ, A. ILIEŞ 
1
Universitatea de Stat din Moldova, 

2
Universitatea de Stat de Medicină şi Farmacie „N. Testemiţanu”, 

3
Universitatea Pedagogică de Stat „Ion Creangă” 

 

Organismul uman este influenţat de o mulţime de factori interdependenţi 

de origine naturală (fizici, chimici, biologici, psihogeni) şi 

socioeconomică (condiţiile de trai, alimentaţia, specificul procesului 

instructiv - educativ) care determină sănătatea lui. 

În contextul socio-politic şi economic din Republica Moldova în ultimele 

două decenii problema privind sănătatea şi vigoarea fizică a populaţiei 

trebuie să ocupe un loc primordial în sistemul guvernului, deoarece 

sănătatea este nu numai unul din drepturile fundamentale ale omului, ci şi 

o comoară a statului, o condiţie indispensabilă progresului social. În 

Republica Moldova starea de sănătate a populaţiei are o tendinţă 

constantă de agravare. Această stare a lucrurilor are loc pe fondalul unei 

prevalente pregnante a factorilor de risc ce ţin de stilul de viaţă, de 

comportamentul nesanogen, de calitatea mediului înconjurător, a solului, 

apei potabile. Mediul înconjurător este un factor cu un impact deosebit 

asupra stării de sănătate, influenţând apariţia multor boli. În acest grup de 

determinanţi ai stării de sănătate trebuie să se ia în consideraţie: calitatea 

aerului, a apei, solului, alimentelor, locului de muncă, a factorilor fizici 

cum ar fi zgomotul şi radiaţiile. 

Poluarea solului cu compuşi chimici toxici, săruri, organisme patogene, 

materiale radioactive, metale grele care pot afecta direct viaţa plantelor şi 

animalelor, iar indirect – viaţa omului. Solul poate fi purtător de bacili 

dizenteric, tific, al holerei, poliomielitei, tetanic, având impact negativ 

asupra sănătăţii populaţiei. Poluarea solului prin infiltrarea de substanţe 

periculoase şi contaminarea apelor de suprafaţă şi freatice, cu efecte 

directe asupra apei potabile, gropile de gunoi menajer dau naştere la 

infiltraţii care conţin materiale organice, amoniac, metale grele şi alte 

substanţe nocive. Totalitatea deşeurilor solide provenite din gospodărie, 

industrie, comerţ, agricultură, devenite inutile sau abandonate de 

colectivităţile umane constituie astăzi o problemă foarte actuală prin 

degradarea pe care o produce mediului înconjurător. Pe lângă faptul că 

aceste reziduuri produc poluarea şi contaminarea aerului, a solului a apei 
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prin produse toxice sau agenţi infecţioşi, ele oferă medii favorabile pentru 

proliferarea unor vectori cum sunt insectele, rozătoarele, paraziţii. Între 

vectori rolul cel mai important îl au rozătoarele şi insectele. Grupele de 

boli care se transmit prin intermediul rozătoarelor, în special sunt 

infecţiile intestinale (dizenteria bacteriană şi amibiană, bruceloza, 

leptospiroza, salmonelozele, trichinoza) sau unele infecţii transmise pe 

alte căi (rickettsioze, encefalitele sezoniere, ciuma, tularemia, antraxul). 

În prezent situaţia dramatică în care s-a pomenit Republica Moldova 

necesită să fie abordată dintr-o perspectivă globală, pentru că sunt 

necesare intervenţii şi acţiuni care să asigure o dezvoltare durabilă pentru 

a contracara efectele dăunătoare asupra sănătăţii exercitate de dezvoltarea 

socio-economică actuală şi poluarea mediului. 

 

EFECTUL REZIDUULUI DE BAUXITĂ ASUPRA UNUI 

LUVOSOL ALBIC 

R. LĂCĂTUȘU, N. IONESCU, Mihaela LUNGU, Nineta RIZEA, Anca-

Rovena LĂCĂTUȘU, Rodica LAZĂR, L. FILIPESCU, Alina 

BOIANGIU 
ICPA 

 

Reziduul de bauxită este produsul ce rămâne după prelucrarea tehnologică 

a bauxitei pentru obținerea aluminei (Al2O3). Este un material roșietic 

(nămol roșu), de consistență pulberulentă, în stare uscată, reacție puternic 

alcalină (pH 10-12), un conținut oarecare în elemente chimice, care pot fi 

și nutritive (P; K; Ca, Mg)  și lipsit de conținuturi ridicate de metale grele. 

Reziduul de bauxită a fost testat drept ameliorator al acidității solurilor. S-

a experimentat în câmp pe un luvosol albic de la Albota (jud. Argeș), aflat 

sub cultură de porumb. Dozele de reziduu de bauxită testate au fost de: 

10; 20; 40 și 60 t/ha pe fonduri de fertilizare minerală și organică. 

Reziduu de bauxită a fost administrat în primăvară, înainte de semănat. 

Dacă la mijlocul perioadei de vegetație a porumbului nu s-au înregistrat 

decât tendințe de limitare a acidității, la sfârșitul vegetației, înainte de 

însămânțarea culturii următoare, pH-l solului pe adîncimea de 0-20 cm a 

crescut cu 1,7 unități la varianta cu doza maximă de reziduu de bauxită 

(60 t/ha), iar indicatorii acidității s-au redus cu 64% la aciditatea 

hidrolitică (Ah) și au crescut cu 54% la suma bazelor schimbabile (SB),  

cu 36 % la capacitatea totală de schimb cationic (T) și cu 34% la gradul 

de saturație în baze (V). 
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ASSESSMENT OF THE ECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OFFERED 

BY NORTHERN ROMANIAN BROADLEAVED FOREST 

ECOSYSTEMS TO AVIAN POPULATIONS 
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2
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Bird populations are fundamental elements of forest biodiversity and play 

a very important role in maintaining the ecological balance and normal 

functions of forest ecosystems, so that they are an indicator of sustainable 

forest management monitored at European level. Consequently, the 

existence or setting up by management measures of the most favourable 

conditions for biodiverse assemblages of birds is one of the goals of forest 

management. For this purpose the paper aims to assess the ecological 

conditions offered by broadleaved stands from the northern Romania 

(Dorohoi, Botoșani) for the avian populations. The parameters considered 

were the stands layers, the composition and spatial distribution of forest 

bushes, the stand density, the biological potential of forest species, stand 

age and stand ecological dynamic, landscape parameters. Using these 

parameters as partial favourability indices (PFI), a simple method for 

assessing the ecological conditions offered to bird populations based on a 

Total Favourability Index (TFI) is proposed for practical forest 

management purposes. According to this index, in the case study of the 

analysed Northern Romanian broadleaved stands, the ecological 

favourability for birds is medium. 

 

AN APPLICATION OF FUZZY AND CLASSICAL MULTI-

CRITERIA DECISION-MAKING METHODS IN ASSESSING THE 

FORESTS` CONSERVATION LEVEL OF ROMANIA`S 

COUNTIES 

Andra-Cosmina ALBULESCU, Daniela LARION 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

With almost a third of its land territory covered by forests, Romania ranks 

in the upper half of the European countries regarding this matter. Despite 

the fact that the forest area has increased since 2008, the country is facing 

the alarming issue of massive illegal deforestation. In this context, a 

betterment of the knowledge regarding the forests` conservation at county 

level becomes critical, as it is the starting point of implementing 

preservation strategies. This paper aims to assess the forests` conservation 
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level of Romania`s counties by using fuzzy and classical multi-criteria 

decision-making methods. The Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process 

(FAHP) is used in order to weight factors related to the changes of forest 

provision, the deforestation and forest regeneration processes, the 

dimensions of forest exploitation and the illegal cuts cases. This approach 

addresses the fuzziness of data making the results more reliable. The 

alternatives are represented by the 41 counties of Romania and are 

evaluated by the use of the Technique for Order of Preference by 

Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). The results of this assessment are 

integrated with GIS tools and the choropleth maps may serve as powerful 

visual and practical tools for identifying the counties with the lowest 

forest conservation level. Such results point out the administrative units of 

Romania that need to take urgent action in order to mitigate the problem 

of forest loss and to achieve a proper level of forest conservation. 

Considering that causes of forest loss at county level could become active 

at national level, this study proves to have a significant practical 

importance. 

 

THE IMPACT OF THE CLIMATE ARIDIZATION ON OAK 

STANDS IN THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA (CASE STUDY) 

Maria NEDEALCOV, Ala DONICA, Nicolae GRIGORAȘ 
Institute of Ecology and Geography, Republic of Moldova 

 

The forests of the Republic of Moldova are predominantly by 

mesophilous deciduous tree species, the most valuable specie are oaks, 

located at the limit of their natural area. The growth and survival of 

forests, especially in the peripheral and transition areas of ecosystems, 

such as the oaks stands of country, also depend on the variety of the 

thermal and pluviometric regime, which has changed over the last 

decades in the context of climate aridization. The estimation of the 

mesophilic tree species exposure to regional climate aridization is shown 

by the simultaneous use of a set of eco-metric indices: Forest Aridity 

Index (FAI), De Martonne Index (IM), Ellenberg Coefficient (EQ), and 

Beech Tolerance Index (QBTI). For areas occupied by oaks (within 2 

major natural reserves from central part of Moldova), have been indicated 

FAI values equal to 6.5-7.5; IM values between 30.0-35.0; EQ values 

ranging from 30.0-38.0; and QBTI values between 15.0-17.0, favourable 

for the mesophilic oak forests development. This fact indicates that during 

the vegetation period of mesophilic trees, in the central part of the 

Republic of Moldova, in more arid conditions of development, through 

modification of oak sensitivity to the water deficit, changes will occur in 
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the compositional structure of ecosystems and the chorology of species. 

The study results are of particular interest in the sustainable management 

of the forestry sector. 

 

PERCEPȚIA STAKEHOLDER-ILOR ASUPRA ARIILOR  

EHAVIO PROTEJATE REFLECTATĂ ÎN MODUL DE 

IMPLEMENTARE A AXEI LEADER LA NIVELUL 

COMUNITĂȚILOR RURALE DIN JUD. IAȘI 

Ana-Maria OPRIA
1
, Lucian ROȘU

1
, Mihai BULAI

1
, Constantin ION

2
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Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 
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2
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Biology 

 

Uniunea Internațională pentru Conservarea Naturii (IUCN) definea ariile 

naturale protejate ca reprezentând teritorii bine delimitate geografic, 

orientate către conservarea pe termen lung a biodiversității, a resurselor 

naturale și culturale prin intermediul mijloacelor legale sau a altor 

mijloace eficiente. Având în vedere oportunitățile din ce în ce mai 

numeroase oferite spațiului rural românesc, oportunități concretizate sub 

forma sprijinului financiar european acordat prin intermediul unor 

programe precum axa LEADER, se impune o analiză a modului de 

abordare a ariilor naturale protejate în cadrul Strategiilor de Dezvoltare 

Locală elaborate de către GAL-uri. Aceste strategii ar putea constitui în 

final unul din mijloacele eficiente cu impact asupra conservării și 

gestionării ariilor naturale protejate, așa cum precizează IUCN. Astfel,  de 

o importanță ridicată este evaluarea percepției actorilor locali asupra 

acestor arii protejate în măsura în care puterea de decizie a acestora în 

elaborarea Strategiilor de Dezvoltare Locală și în stabilirea direcțiilor de 

dezvoltare este una tot mai mare. Studiul de față își propune atingerea 

acestui obiectiv, al evaluării percepției stakeholder-ilor asupra ariilor 

naturale protejate din spațiul rural al județului Iași. Totodată se are în 

vedere identificarea comportamentului adoptat de către comunităților 

rurale față de aceste resurse naturale, comportament ce se reflectă direct 

în inițiativele locale finanțate prin intermediul GAL-urilor ce includ în 

teritoriul administrat arii naturale protejate. În acest sens, au fost realizate 

interviuri cu primari din administrația locală, urmate de analiza 

Strategiilor de Dezvoltare Locală și a rapoartelor finale de selecție ale 

GAL-urilor. Rezultatele preliminare ale analizelor strategiilor indică o 

conștientizare puternică a prezenței ariilor naturale protejate, acestea fiind 

văzute ca un punct forte al teritoriului în majoritatea documentelor 

strategice. Trecerea de la conștientizare în direcțiile strategice la 
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implementarea de proiecte care să susțină acest fapt este una greoaie și 

dificilă, fie din cauza lipsei de know-how din partea comunității locale fie 

pentru că aceste arii naturale protejate nu reprezintă o resursă suficient de 

valoroasă pentru a fi utilizată. Interviurile semistructurate cu primarii 

relevă lipsa unei viziuni asupra ariilor naturale protejate, acestea fiind, în 

cele mai multe cazuri, un obstacol sau un impediment pentru 

transformarea arealelor în culturi agricole. În foarte puține cazuri (doar 

acolo unde suprafețele de luciu de apă sunt semnificative) administrația 

locală a identificat oportunitatea și are, în acest sens, o serie de proiecte 

de amenajare și promovare a acestor areale. Strategiile GAL-urilor și cele 

ale comunelor subliniază importanța siturilor protejate dar nu reușesc să 

convingă comunitatea (prin sesiune de formare și informare) modalitatea 

prin care ariile naturale protejate pot deveni un atu al comunității. 

 

ANTHROPIC PRESSURES ON THE NATURAL RENEWABLE 

RESOURCES IN THE MOUNTAINOUS REGION OF THE 

SUCEAVA COUNTY 

Anca IONCE
1
, Ruxandra IONCE

2
 

1
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2
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The purpose of the present paper is to analyse the way in which the 

overexploitation of natural, renewable resources impacts human societies 

economically and socially by the degradation of valuable ecosystem 

services. The Communist strategy to thrust the state economy also 

demanded intense mining activities in the mountainous rural areas in the 

Suceava County. After the fall of the Communist regime and the implicit 

restructuring of the economy, the population involved in the mining 

industry became very poor. The abundance of other natural resources 

(renewables) offered an alternative for the disadvantaged communities, 

but lead to an extinctive overexploitation. Current analyses made public 

in the media point out that an overexploitation of forest ecosystems is 

commonly associated with illegal logging due to the increased 

unemployment rates and low living standards that force people to resort to 

such practices for a much needed income. However, the consequences of 

these anthropic pressures on the environment are less known; for instance, 

the unsustainable cultivation of plants and mushrooms belonging to the 

spontaneous flora can lead to the extinction of valuable species from their 

habitats (e.g. Arnica montana). This paper will provide useful insights 

into the importance of a sustainable management of habitats and species 

of interest, of monitoring the collection of aromatic and medicinal plants, 
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mushrooms and forest berries and how theses activities can negatively 

impact the environment (e.g. uncontrolled logging, anthropic 

modifications of the structure and acidity of soils, deficient use of 

ecosystem services etc.). 

 

THE GEOTOURISTIC VALUE OF REPEDEA SITE AS A 

SOURCE OF BUILDING AND DECORATIVE STONES USED IN 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF REPRESENTATIVE PATRIMONY 

BUILDINGS IN IAȘI CITY 

Ana-Maria ANASTASIEI, Lilian NIACȘU 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

In the broadest sense, geo(morpho)sites are  defined as portions of the 

land surface with special importance in understanding the evolution of the 

Earth, of its climate and life. In terms of scientific, cultural, aesthetic and 

economic values, natural sites can be an important link between the 

physical environment and the tourist activities. Overall, this kind of 

relationship that can be established betheewn tourism and landforms is 

bidirectional. On the one hand, by means of touristic promotion and 

activities, the values of the geomorphosites can be enhanced beyond their 

intrinsic scientific pattern by attributing them positive cultural and socio-

economic valences. As well, they can be negatively affected by deffective 

teritorrial planning or by tourists’ behavior. On the other hand, natural 

sites involved in tourism may contribute to improve the living conditions, 

to increase the eduction level of human society etc. 

Starting from these concepts, the present paper aims to analyse the 

importance of  specific stones used as building and decorative materials 

from Repedea geomorphosite in the historical-cultural evolution of Iași 

City. In the context of the prevalence of weak resistant  geological 

deposits in the Moldavian Plateau, mostly of them being useless for 

construction, by the inventory and subsequent toutistic promotion of the 

buildings and emblematic monuments of the historical capital of 

Moldova, it can be better understood the added (geo)heritage value of 

these rocks. 
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THE THEORETICAL ESSENCE OF PARAZITISM 

Ion CASTRAVEȚ 
Institute of Ecology and Geography of the Academy of Sciences of the Republic 

of Moldova 

 

Biology, along with the various natural sciences, unlike the exact 

sciences, presents with a multitude of problems with many unknowns. 

Besides, the idea of getting as close as possible to Biology of Exact 

Sciences persists for a long time. 

Starting from this idea, we went on the path of detecting the laws 

governing parasitic processes, passing a parasitic process like a ray of 

light through an imaginary prism. On the opposite side, we outlined seven 

sets of laws that parade the work of parasitic processes. Thus, we have 

come to the identification of a Scheme (a Form) of the parasitic process 

with the spectrum of their component and interdependent laws (the list 

below). 

1. The laws governing the "Adaptive Potential" of the parasites. 

2. The laws governing the "Relationships between Hosts". 

3. The laws governing the "Expression of the Evolutionary Parameter 

Stage". 

4 The laws governing the "The qualitative and quantitative proportion 

of the parasites". 

5. The laws governing the "Parasitic Specificity and Relationship 

between Parasitocenose Species". 

6. The laws governing the "Rhythms (heterocronia) of parasite 

development". 

7. The laws governing the "Level of tension in confrontations between 

parasites and hosts". 

 

CORAL BLEACHING, REMOTE SENSING AN RECREATIONAL 

DIVING: PUTTING TOGETHER DATA FOR REEFS’ 

CONSERVATION 

Aurelian-Nicolae ROMAN 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

Coral bleaching occurs when ecological factors are no longer met as a 

consequence of physical condition natural change or determined by 

human society pressure. Surveying the coral bleaching from orbit, using 

satellite images is a very cost effective and quickly method; however, this 

kind of investigation is limited when it comes to accuracy and the degree 
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at wich every reef was affected. Other means of investigation, like sailing 

over and diving into the reefs is necessary overcome the remote sensing 

limits. In this paper we will try to match the data gathered from orbit by 

Landsat and Sentinel satellites with our own images, observations and 

experience, as recreational diver in the Red Sea coral reefs, since 2013. 

 

METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE RESEARCH 

OF THE ROMANIAN LAND USE SYSTEMS. APPLICATIONS TO 

SUCEAVA RIVER BASIN 

Vasilică Dănuț HORODNIC 
Department of Geography, Faculty of History and Geography, Ștefan cel Mare 

University of Suceava, Romania 

 

The present paper discusses the phenomena of land use and land cover 

which has undergone constant changes in recent decades due to major 

variations in the environment caused by socio-economic mutations and 

natural factors dynamics. The existing land use and land cover datasets 

(CORINE Land Cover) provided by Copernicus Land Monitoring Service 

have allowed us to better understand land use and land cover changes 

over time. The aim of the present study is to investigate the nature of 

changing human-environment interactions over the last 28 years (from 

1990 to 2018) in the Suceava river basin on Romanian territory. A range 

of techniques were applied to explore, quantify and present the spatio-

temporal changes occurred at the level of land cover and land use pattern 

in the Suceava hydrographic basin. In order to meet the aim of this study, 

variate visual analytics tools are used in an interdisciplinary scientific 

way by the application of change detection techniques (from - to change 

maps), statistical centralization of the results (contingence table) and 

graphical methods for data presentation (Sankey and Chord diagrams). 

ArcGis 10.6.1 software was used for spatial presentation of land cover 

and use categories and their changes over time, while Sankey 4 and 

Power BI Desktop software were used to create interactive graphs from 

the data obtained. The results showed that the application of these variate 

visual analytics tools contribute to better visualization and to understand 

the occurrence and the extent of land use and land cover changes at the 

level of the study area. This approach makes significant contributions to 

land use research in Romania, being the first such approach so far, 

referring in particular to the implementation of the Sankey and Chord 

diagrams in the graphical presentation of numerical values related to 

geographical data. 
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ROMANIAN AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPE DYNAMICS 

ASSESSMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF ECONOMIC TRANSITION 

AND CAP - COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY 
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Agricultural land fragmentation plays a major role in Eastern European 

economies in general and for the Romanian agriculture in particular. The 

socialist rule highly influenced landscape patterns, as it imposed the 

division of arable land into large plots for state-owned large-scale 

cultivation. Following the downfall of communism in Romania in 1989 

and the subsequent privatization of land, these plots were highly 

fragmented.  

The aim of this study is to assess the effects of the main national 

regulations regarding property rights and land tenure in terms of land use 

dynamics and degree of fragmentation of Romania’s arable land, 

considered to be a major obstacle in the development of a modern and 

competitive agricultural sector, whose results can be quantified through 

land productivity indicators. Special attention is paid to the land 

restitution process and the main land reforms implemented during the past 

three decades, including Land Law 18/1991, which led to significant land 

use/land cover changes.  

Satellite imagery time series (SITS) were used as the main source of data 

for landscape condition assessment, delivering a continuous overview of 

the complexity of the land fragmentation and land consolidation 

phenomena. The change detection analysis was performed for an area of 

interest situated in Eastern Romania, in Vaslui County, and was based on 

multi-resolution Earth Observation data. The land fragmentation analysis 

incorporated geospatial parameters and indices, such as LULC change 

rates for each individual parcel or specific fragmentation indices, 

regarding the area, density, edge and shape of the arable land plots, as 

well as derived parameters: road density or distance to the closest urban 

centres, which are considered to highly influence the economic flows 

behaviour. These were later compared and correlated with a series of 

socio-economic indicators provided by the National Institute of Statistics, 

County Statistical and Agrarian Departments or different mayoralties and 

linked to the key-events of the agrarian reforms.   

The originality of the proposed approach consists in the fact that it 

integrates multiple Earth Observation data processing techniques, as well 

as multiple categories and sources of data, available at different 
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resolutions, leading to a solid approach in assessing arable land 

productivity and its relation to land fragmentation tendencies. The 

methodology was partially developed within the Research, Development 

and Innovation STAR Programme, in the TEC-LAND (Technology for 

using Copernicus data to survey the dynamics of Romanian agricultural 

landscape in the context of economic transition and Common Agricultural 

Policy) project and can be replicated at any level of detail and for any 

area of interest. 

 

REACȚIA MICROBIOTEI LA PERTURBAREA ANTROPICĂ A 

CICLULUI DE CARBON 

Nina FRUNZE, Andrei FRUNZE, Valerian DARIE, Nistor BOLOCAN 
Institutul de Microbiologie şi Biotehnologie, Republica Moldova 

 

Aprecierea multilaterală a impactului antropic asupra stării de sănătate a 

solurilor a stabilit, că utilizarea agricolă îndelungată a lor condiţionează 

sporirea emisiei dioxidului de carbon atmosferic, ce depășește nivelul 

pragului admisibil și încalcă funcționarea principiului Le Chatelier, care 

compensează efectele perturbărilor. Microorganismele solului reglează 

concentrația de CO2 până la 32% din volumul total produs.   O creștere 

suplimentară (cu 2-9%) reprezintă cantitatea de deviere de la ciclul închis 

de dioxid de carbon, ceea ce conduce la stresarea comunităţilor 

microbiene şi la schimbări ireversibile în compoziția chimică a solului. În 

consecință, sporirea concentraţiei dioxidului de carbon se datorează 

dereglării mecanismului de reglare biotică a mediului înconjurător, 

rezultatul căruia sunt schimbările climatice, precedate de diminuarea 

stabilității comunităților microbiene din sol şi de pierderile de materie 

organică a lui. 

 

RESEARCHES ON THE BEHAVIOR OF THE SETTLEMENT 

WORK IN MORPHOLOGICALLY UNSTABLE RIVERBEDS 

Paul Vivian SION, Mihail LUCA, Ilie LOGIGAN, Mihaela AVRAM 
Technical University „Gheorghe Asachi” of Iasi, Romania 

 

The paper deals with the behavior of geotechnical adjustment works on 

the dynamic action of floods in erodable riverbeds. Geotextiles have 

become an important component in the structure of river bedside 

regulation and defence. The dynamic action of the floods, through liquid 

and solid flows, influences the stability and the resistance in time of the 

geotextile constructions. The studies and researches were carried out on a 

sector of the Moldova River between Soci and Pildeşti, on the territory of 
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the Iaşi and Neamț counties. Research has analyzed the behavior of geo-

textile bags made of polyester bags filled with local materials (generally 

sand and gravel) used for bottom sills, routing dams and shore defence 

elements. The research results indicate a differentiated behavior of the 

geo-textile bags according to location (in water or on shore) and how the 

water acts (dynamic or static). The dynamic action of water has caused 

significant degradation of geo-textile bags in the structure of the bottom 

and routing dams located in the river bed. Geo-textile bags have a low 

resistance to the action of alluvial material (stone, tree residue) 

transported to the floodplain of the river. The research highlighted the 

good behavior of geo-textile bags in the erosion phenomenon of the bed 

when they moved and ensure the continuity of the bottom sills and their 

operation. 

 

ANALYSIS OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN HYDROCLIMATIC 

RISK FACTORS IN THE TROTUŞ RIVER BASIN 

Mihaela AVRAM, Mihail LUCA, Nicolae MARCOIE  
Technical University „Gheorghe Asachi” of Iasi, Romania 

 

The paper presents an analysis of hydroclimatic risk factors in the Trotuş 

River Basin between 1980 - 2018. During the period from 1980 - 2018 a 

series of floods were formed in the Siret Basin which significantly 

influenced the natural and human environment. From the category of 

natural hydroclimatic risks rainfall and flows were analyzed. From the 

category of anthropic hydroclimatic risks were analyzed the way of 

occupying the land, the structural and functional condition of the 

riverbeds, the state and the behavior of the regularization works. The 

research looked at the formation of torrential precipitations, their 

propagation in the river basin and their effect in correlation with the 

anthropic risk factors. On the Trotuş River and its tributaries there were a 

series of floods with significant flows due to torrential rainfall but 

influenced by anthropogenic risk factors. The correlation of the 

hydroclimatic risk factor "torrential rainfall" with the anthropic risk "the 

deforestation of the forests + absence of the maintenance of the whites" 

caused the increase of the flood flows on the Trotuş River in 1991 (Qmax 

= 3720 m3/s), 2005 (Qmax = 2845 m3/s) and 2016 (Qmax = 2525 m3/s), 

measured at SH Vrînceni. The relatively circular shape of the Trotuş 

hydrographical basin, together with its geographical position and the air 

mass circulation, are the factors that determine the high frequency and the 

special amplitudes of the floods in this hydrographic basin. The influence 

of hydropathic risk factors of the anthropic type is much stronger over the 
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last 30 years compared to the previous period. Anthropic risk factors have 

become predominant by the population of the Trotuş basin since ancient 

times. Also, the economic growth of the area has caused the occurrence 

and development of anthropogenic risk factors. The deforestation of 

important forests areas, the continuous growth of agricultural areas and 

the occupied areas of construction has altered the hydrological regime of 

the area investigated. The influence of deforestation is decisive in the 

formation of torrential runoff and the formation of flood flows in small 

hydrographic basins (e.g. BH Tazlăul Sărat, BH Asău, BH BH Sulţa, 

etc.). 

 

A COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF SEISMIC 

VULNERABILITY USING AHP AND FUZZY AHP. CASE 

STUDY: IAȘI CITY, ROMANIA 

Andra-Cosmina ALBULESCU, Adrian GROZAVU, Daniela LARION, 

Alexandru BĂNICĂ 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

Vulnerability assessments emerge as interest topics in natural risk related 

research, as they provide an overview of the elements that may be 

changed in due time in order to contribute to the reduction of the impact 

of natural hazards. Multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) methods are 

increasingly used in seismic vulnerability assessments, mainly due the 

fact that they provide an effective framework that integrates various and 

often contrasting factors. Furthermore, there are interesting differences in 

the way classical and fuzzy MCDM methods shape this kind of 

assessments. The purpose of this paper is to apply in a comparative 

manner and to comment on the differences of the results of the classical 

and the fuzzy variant of the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP and 

FAHP) in order to assess the seismic vulnerability of Iași City, Romania. 

As seismic vulnerability encompasses multiple dimensions, the factors 

taken into consideration are selected based on Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA). These physical, social and economic vulnerability 

related factors are weighed using the aforementioned methods and the 

results are integrated in the Technique for Order of Preference by 

Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) in order to determine the seismic 

vulnerability of 385 buildings in Iași City. This approach offers an insight 

on the advantages and disadvantages of introducing fuzzy logic elements 

in seismic vulnerability assessments. These elements are useful in 

assessing seismic vulnerability because they are better suited to work as 
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the algorithmic counterpart of the human thinking and because they 

widen the reasoning range regarding the issue at hand. Also, the study 

indicates the buildings and the areas that could to be the most affected by 

an earthquake event, serving as a shortcoming discovery oriented tool. 

 

EXTREME WEATHER EVENTS ON SIBIU INTERNATIONAL 

AIRPORT 

Andrei-Marius JIMAN, Adina-Eliza CROITORU 
Babes-Bolyai University, Faculty of Geography, Cluj-Napoca, Romania 

 

This paper focused on identification of extreme weather condition 

identified on Sibiu International Airport. METAR and SPECI messages 

issued by Sibiu International Airport every 30 minutes over a 7-years 

period (2012-2018). For further analysis, the period was divided into 2 

seasons: cold season (May-September) and warm season (October-April). 

The main phenomena considered for this study are: horizontal visibility, 

wind velocity and events associated to Cumulonimbus clouds. 

 

 

STRUCTURAL MEASURES FOR FLOOD RISK MITIGATION. 

CASE STUDY: UNGHENI MUNICIPALITY, REPUBLIC OF 

MOLDOVA 

Lucia CĂPĂȚÎNĂ, Tudor CASTRAVEȚ, Vitalie DILAN 
Tiraspol State University (Chișinău), Chișinău, Republic of Moldova 

  

The implementation of both structural and non-structural measures are 

necessary for flood risk mitigation. This study is focused on required 

structural measures to be implemented in Ungheni municipality area, 

Republic of Moldova, for flood risk mitigation. Ungheni is one of the 

most exposed area to flood risk downstream of Costești-Stânca Reservoir 

as based on the historical floods data (1975, 2008, 2010). In the flood risk 

area there are located schools, economic activities, individual houses and 

block apartment houses, agricultural land, recreation areas, parks, 

markets, post offices, segments of national and international road and 

international railroad. Ungheni municipality is the centre of Ungheni 

district, with a total population of 30 804 (2014), which is situated on the 

Chișinău-Iași highway and the Chișinău-București railroad. The 

infrastructure for flood reduction (dykes) on the Prut river, including the 

study area, is in poor conditions, with a total length of 190 km that is 

located downstream of the Costești-Stânca dam. In Ungheni, the height of 

the dykes is 2.5 to 3 m and are constructed from local raw materials. The 
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proposed structural measures are: construction of a new dyke with a total 

length of 5.0 km and a height ranging from 1.0 to 3.5 m in a high flood 

risk area at Ungheni in order to reduce flood risk, protect people and 

reduce damages to properties; rehabilitation and improvement of a dyke 

with a total length of 0,5 km. The measures are designed to eliminate the 

flood risk behind the new dykes for a 1% flood event, protecting 2057 

inhabitants, with an estimated mean annual benefit of 420 000. Besides, 

the modification of the operating rules of Costești-Stânca reservoir for a 

1% flood event is required for flood risk mitigation in Ungheni area. 

 

CONSIDERATIONS ON MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN THE 

LOWER COURSE OF THE MOLDOVA RIVER 
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The paper presents an analysis of the morphological changes created on 

the lower course of the Moldova River. The studies and researches were 

carried out on the sector in the locality of Pildești, where the Roman city 

water catchment is located. The successive floods from 1994 to 2018 

have morphologically modified the minor riverbed of the Moldovan 

River, which determined the supply parameters of the wells located on the 

left bank of the river. The minor river bed moves horizontally to the flood 

due to the degradation of the routing dams and the shutters. The floods of 

2016 and 2018 partly and totally destroyed some of the riverbed's 

regularization work. Also, part of the shore defense works has been 

degraded, which has influenced the stability of the left bank of the 

Moldova. The floods of the last ten years have caused the migration of the 

minor bed to the right bank of the river by breaking the old dams' closure 

dams and the dyke rooftops. Studies conducted in the period 2012-2018 

analyzed hydrological, hydraulic, morphological, topographic parameters 

on the considered river sector. The research analyzed the co-operation of 

shore regulation and defence works in the water catchment area. The 

flood of 2016 forced the restoration of the minor riverbed of the Moldova 

River to ensure the optimum operation of the wells.  
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VULNERABILITY TO CLIMATIC RISKS IN NATIONAL AND 

LOCAL ASPECTS 

Valentin RĂILEANU, Maria NEDEALCOV  
Institute of Ecology and Geography, Republic of Moldova  

 

Republic of Moldova's territory's vulnerability to climatic risks is 

presented in the article (Livelihood Vulnerability Index), calculated from 

exposure, sensibility and adaptability to risks. Extreme values of climatic 

risk factors, water supply, and statistical data on socio-demographic 

profile were used as the initial data. Livelihood Vulnerability Index for 

the Cogalnic River’s basin within the limits of Republic of Moldova’s 

boundaries was extracted from the obtained maps. 

 

ANALIZA COMPARATIVĂ A PRACTICILOR DE GESTIONARE 

A MANAGEMENTULUI RISCULUI ÎN BUCUREȘTI, CIUDAD DE 

MEXICO ȘI ISTANBUL 

Ana-Maria GLOD-LENDVAI 
University of Bucharest, Faculty of Geographym Doctoral School Simion 

Mehedinți 

 

Dezastrele naturale reprezintă o problemă majoră pentru multe orașe 

mari. Cea mai mare parte a populației lumii este concentrată în orașe, 

ceea ce face ca conceptul de planificare urbană să fie o problemă 

semnificativă pentru factorii de decizie. În acest articol sunt prezentate 

rezultatele unei analize comparative a practicilor de gestionare a riscului 

la dezastru între oraşul Bucureşti şi Ciudad de Mexico din America de 

Sud; și Istanbul în regiunea euro-mediteraneană. Analiza și evaluarea 

riscurilor, în special riscul de cutremur, nu pare a fi problemă în oraşele 

studiate. Elementele luate în calcul în analiză sunt: angajamentul politic, 

identificarea riscurilor, instituțiile și gestionarea cunoștințelor. Toate 

aceste orașe au o bună înțelegere a pericolelor cu care se confruntă și au 

fost identificate vulnerabilități sociale și structurale majore; în consecință, 

riscurile asociate sunt destul de cunoscute și au fost corecte mapate. Cu 

toate acestea, limitările grave legate de guvernare și gestionarea 

cunoștințelor a apărut în majoritatea orașelor. Lucrarea se încheie 

argumentând că autoritățile locale trebuie să se concentreze mai mult pe 

reducerea riscurilor pentru a reduce vulnerabilitatea fizică și pentru a 

atinge durabilitatea urbană. 
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VERIFICATION SYSTEM FOR THE STATE 
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We present a user-friendly application developed for assessing the quality 

of the meteorological forecasts issued by the Moldavian State 

Hydrometeorological Service. The automatic weather forecasting 

verification system is based on two graphical interfaces, both of them 

having a specific role in simplifying the user interaction with the database 

where the information is stored. The prognostic data (forecast) and 

diagnosis (observations) are collected via a web-based interface. The 

performance scores are computed for each parameter. The graphical 

interface allows viewing the weather forecast scores in both tabular and 

graphical formats. The meteorological elements evaluated in this 

verification system are: cloud cover, wind speed, fog, glazed frost, hail, 

rime, frost, minimum and maximum air temperature, as well as 

appearance, shape, distribution and intensity of precipitation. The scores 

are calculated using a method developed at Meteo Romania (National 

Meteorological Administration), which has been running operationally 

since 1996. To each component of the forecast, a weighting is given 

according to its importance. Also, for each component, the associated 

classes are characterized by different weights, depending on the severity 

of the production / non-production of the corresponding phenomenon. 

Weights were established based on specialized documentation, 

recommendations of the World Meteorological Organisation, and 

suggestions provided by forecasting meteorologists. The forecast of a 

non-occurring event is penalized in the same way as the non-replication 

of an event that occurred. Thus, the score depends both on forecasting 

meteorological parameters and on observations. The scores are calculated 

daily for each 24, 48, or 72-hour forecast for each region. The system also 

computes a country-wide score over the entire Republic of Moldova, as 

well as averaged forecast scores for a given region. This work was 

realized within the World Bank project “Development of a standardized 

verification mechanism and QMS for the Moldova SHS”, led by Jeremy 

Benn Associates Ltd. 
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L’URANIUM ET RISQUES SANITAIRES SUR LE MASSIF DE 

POLI (NORD-CAMEROUN) 
Wakponou Anselme

1
, Minett Sanda Milvidi

2
 

1
 Géographie Ecole Normale Supérieure de Bertoua, Bertoua, Cameroun, 

2
Université de Ngaoundéré, Ngaoundéré, Cameroun 

 

Sur le massif de Mango au Nord-Cameroun persiste un mal être 

généralisé des populations. L’objectif de cet article est d’y mettre en 

corrélation la présence de l’uranium et l’état de santé humaine et 

environnemental. Cet article est le fruit d’observations, d’enquêtes de 

terrain et des mesures de taux de radioactivité des sols agricoles et de 

l’eau de consommation. Il appert donc que l’hypo-fécondité, le nombre 

réduit d’enfant par ménage (1,3), la stérilité (33,11%), les avortement 

spontanés (19,20%), le nanisme, le crétinisme, les malformations 

congéniales, la baisse d’effectif de la population et la disparition des 

villages sont à lier aux taux de radioactivité (0,9 mSv/an en moyenne), 

supérieur au seuil d’exposition au rayonnement ionisant (2,4 mSv/an en 

moyenne). 

 

THE ASSESSMENT OF THE SAFETY STATUS OF 

STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF TORENTIAL FORMATION OF 

CUCUTENI IN EXPLOITATION CONDITIONS 

Petronela ANDRIESCU, Cristina Mihaela VÎRLAN, Mihail LUCA

 Technical University „Gheorghe Asachi” of Iași, Romania, Faculty of 

Hydrotehnical Engineering, Geodesy and Environmental Engineering 
  

The settlement is located in the Prut river basin, on the territory of 

Băiceni, from Cucuteni commune, Iaşi county being located on the upper 

sector of the Oii river, locally called Băiceni, Trestiana or Filiaşi. 

The paper is about the stability of the slope in which the dam is built in 

because it is required for infiltrated water action. The surface of the 

torrent sector is 1095 m. The porpose of the dam is to retain and storing 

the alluviums transported by the torrent in order to prevent clogging of 

the locality's intravilan, as well as for the ecological consolidation and 

restoration of slopes affected by erosion and sliding. 

After two years of exploitation it was found that the barbican channels of 

the dam were blocked with wood by the local locals with the intent to set 

upstream of it a fishing area whitch led to to cracks and loss of stability 

(more precisely in the left shoulder of the dam). The slope in which the 

dam is embedded is required at the infiltrated water action of 

accumulation with unexpected projected parameters.  
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What determines the profile of the dam is the condition of sliding stability 

of the slopes. For a slope to be stable, the forces that tend to cause the 

sliding must be taken over by the cutting resistance of the material on the 

considered sliding surface. In this case, the Stabil_Tal calculation 

program was used. This program performs simulation in a xOy coordinate 

system and according to the values entered for each point.  

This determines the sloping surface of the slope, the slip safety 

coefficient, the sliding area, the center of the sliding circle and its radius.  

The cracks observed and the limit value obtained by the slope safety slope 

of the downstream slope impose a continuous tracking of behavior so that 

any dangerous phenomenon, even of low intensity, which could be the 

source of an incipient failure, can be sensed. 

 

MANAGEMENTUL ARIILOR NATURALE PROTEJATE: 

EVALUARE ȘI MONITORIZARE 

Nicoleta-Nona ARDELEANU 
Agenția Naționala pentru Arii Naturale Protejate, Bacău, România 

 

Înființarea ariilor naturale protejate are ca scop principal asigurarea 

regimului corespunzător de protecție, conservare și utilizare pentru  cele 

mai reprezentative habitate naturale ale spațiului biogeografic național/de 

interes comunitar, habitatele terestre, acvatice și/sau subterane, zonele cu 

resurse biogeografice importante, speciile de plante și animale de interes 

comunitar, elementele și formațiunile naturale cu valoare de bunuri ale 

patrimoniului natural. În județul Bacău există un număr de 36 de arii 

naturale protejate, dintre care 23 de arii de importanță națională și un 

număr de 13 situri de importanță comunitară. Conservarea biodiversității 

necesită acțiuni de gestionare care sunt cel mai bine realizate în cadrul 

planificării managementului. Acest lucru este mai eficient dacă este 

abordat ca un proces continuu, în care planurile sunt pregătite, 

implementate, evaluate și revizuite în funcție de impactul stabilit prin 

monitorizare. Pentru elaborarea un plan de management eficient este 

necesară o evaluare inițială a statutului biodiversității, stabilirea 

priorităților și obiectivelor pentru management și apoi monitorizarea 

continuă pentru a stabili dacă acțiunile de management își ating 

obiectivele sau nu. 
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Spatial policies are meant to ensure a balanced and sustainable 

development at different territorial levels. Although numerous studies 

were carried out, consensus was not achieved on the importance of 

different levels of policies (local, regional, national, European) on the 

development process, and whether regulated interventions can stimulate 

development better than the intrinsic mechanisms of territorial processes. 

This study aims to assess the development of Romania at the level of 

metropolitan areas, using GIS in conjunction with the statistical and 

mathematical modeling of territorial dynamics. The results strengthen the 

importance of the local level in monitoring the efficiency of spatial 

development policies. 

 

SETTLEMENT MONITORING OF THE EARTH DAMS BY 

PERFORMANCE PERIODICAL TOPO-GEODETIC 

MEASUREMENTS 

Ioana AGAPIE (MEREUTA), Mihail LUCA 
Technical University „Gheorghe Asachi” of Iași, Romania 

 

The paper presents the current way of elaboration of the topographical 

and cadastral documentation needed in the process of tracking the 

behavior of hydrotechnical constructions such as earth dam. The studied 

area is represented by the accumulation of Pârcovaci located in the Deleni 

territorial administrative unit in Iași county. Using topo-geodetic 

measurements the magnitude of the vertical displacement of the studied 

construction were determined. The measurements were performed during 

the exploitation period of the dam, during 23 series of observations. Thus, 

there were highlighted the displacements of landmarks located in coping 

dam, downstream slope and outlet tower. Charts of evolution over time of 

vertical deformation have been made according to field observation. Also, 

the suface of the land corresponding to the whole of the accumulation of 

Pârcovaci was registered at Office of Cadastre and Real Estate 

Advertising Iași, through first registration documentation. This has made 
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precise spatial delimitation of the set of lands and construction of studied 

area, and the whole land was recorded in the land book by assigning a 

unique cadastral number. 

 

IDENTIFICATION OF DROUGHT EXTENT BASED ON VCI 

USING SENTINEL DATA: A CASE STUDY OF THE EASTERN 

OF IASI COUNTY 

Paul MACAROF, Florian STĂTESCU, Cristian Iulian BIRLICA, Paul 

Marian GHERASIM 
Technical University „Gheorghe Asachi” of Iași, Romania 

 

In this study were analyzed zones affected by drought using Vegetation 

Condition Index (VCI), that is based on Normalized Difference 

Vegetation Index (NDVI). Drought is one of the most wide-spread and 

least understood natural phenomena. In this paper was used remote 

sensing (RS) data, provided by The European Space Agency (ESA), 

namely Sentinel-2 (S-2) Multispectral Instrument (MSI). The RS images 

was processed in SNAP and ArcMap. Study area was considered the 

eastern of Iasi county, that is geographically situated on latitude 47`32`N 

to 46`49'N and longitude 26`36'E to 28`05'E. The VCI analysis indicated 

most of the study area is cover by class named `normal`. Severe drought 

occurs three small areas in centre of study area. Also, moderate drought 

affected a small area of Iasi county. Wide areas were affected by slight 

drought. The most of these areas are in the north of Iasi County. Also, a 

large area affected by slight drought is found in the south of study area, 

that zone is covered by forest. That zones are possibility to indicate an 

area with unhealthy vegetation. 

 

MEASURING THE PROGRESS IN ECO-INNOVATION IN 

EUROPEAN UNION 

Marinela ISTRATE, Alexandru BĂNICĂ 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 
 

It is known that innovation is a driver of social and economic progress at 

the national level, as well as a driver of regional success. If countries want 

to advance towards an environmentally friendly and prosperous society, it 

is important that they promote the right kind of innovation, able to allow 

new ways of solving current and future environmental problems, such as 

the reduction of the energy and resource consumption, at the same time 

promoting sustainable economic activities. This type of innovation is 
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known as eco-innovation. The present paper proposes a discussion on 

eco-innovation, its methods of measurement and drawing a typology of 

European states according to the dynamics of the Eco-Innovation Index 

between 2010 and 2017. It is based on an indicator designed by the 

European Union (the Eco-Innovation Observatory) known under the 

name of Eco-IS, a tool recently developed to measure the performance of 

European countries in implementing Common Environmental Policies. 

The results obtained from the analysis of the typology of European 

countries provide answers to a few questions: Who are the European 

green leaders and how big are the differences within the EU28? What is 

the difference between the eco-innovative capacity of countries with a 

longer experience within the EU and the former communist countries in 

Central and Eastern Europe? What are the evolution trends of the eco-

innovation index? The conclusions lead towards the idea that the eco-

innovation has been identified as one of the main drivers of change that 

must be capitalized for a sustainable future. 

 

NATURAL CAPITAL EVALUATION FOR ROAD 

INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENT IN RAMNICU VALCEA 

MUNICIPALITY AREA 

Cosmina-Andreea MANEA 
Faculty of Geography, University of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania 

 

Natural capital is defined as the totality of elements that belong to the 

natural environment and that can and/or are used by humans for 

production of goods and services, receiving this way an economic value. 

In order to realize an intelligent territorial development of an area, the 

natural capital is an important component that must be evaluated and 

carefully considered. Natural capital evaluation must take into 

consideration its sustainability for future generations and it is usually 

realized through geographic and/or economic methods. In the present 

paper, the main goal is to realize an evaluation of the natural capital that 

influences the development of infrastructure services in the area 

surrounding Ramnicu Valcea Municipality. Near, and partially through, 

this city passes E81, a road with European importance that generates a 

very high traffic volume and frequent traffic jams and accidents. Most 

problems are caused in the 6 km part of the road that crosses Ramnicu 

Valcea, as it combines the traffic volume of E81 with the traffic volume 

of the city. This is why it is imperative for authorities to find an 

alternative route for this road segment and to evaluate the natural capital 

of the area in order to find the best solution. This methodology can be 
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used for evaluating the natural capital for every urban planning project 

and it was first used in Romania to identify the areas most vulnerable to 

geomorphological processes by Laura Comanescu, so that authorities 

could intervene and reduce the risk through different ameliorative 

measures. In the case of infrastructure, this method can identify the best 

alternative route from an economic point of view, as the pretability map 

shows the areas that need the smallest amounts of investments and 

ameliorative measures in order to build on them. 

 

INDOOR AIR POLLUTION MONITORING IN THE CONTEXT 

OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT 

Vasilica VASILE, Mihaela ION, Cora STAMATE, Mariana CIONCU-

PUENEA 
NIRD URBAN-INCERC, Bucharest, Romania 

 

The third of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) settled by the 

United Nations General Assembly in 2015 for the year 2030, in the frame 

of the 2030 Agenda, adopted also by Romania, is Good Health and Well-

being for people. Health and sustainable development are strongly 

interconnected, because human health concerns are at the core of the 

mission of sustainability. Many previous worldwide studies specify that 

occurrence or severity of health problems such as allergic and skin 

diseases, asthma, respiratory and cardiovascular problems, even potential 

carcinogenicity, after long-term exposure, is associated with the 

concentration of air pollutants, one of the environmental risk factors. 

Therefore, the approaches towards more sustainable buildings or products 

must take into consideration potential human exposure to pollutants and 

associated health effects. In this context, the concerns of our specialists 

have continued to focus on finding the sustainable solutions to ensure the 

health and safety of population in the concept of open innovation and 

environmental protection. For this, an important stage is the monitoring 

activity of indoor air pollutants, in order to quantify the levels of their 

concentrations. Our studies were conducted in various type of spaces - 

offices, residential and educational, by the real-time monitoring and 

recording of the pollutants concentrations, using specific equipment for 

each type of pollutant. These have demonstrated the presence of a large 

range of indoor pollutants, such as volatile organic compounds, inorganic 

pollutants and particulate matter, some of them within acceptable limits, 

but others like acrolein, a compound from the class of aldehydes, or 

carbon dioxide, an inorganic compound, exceeds permissible exposure 
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limit of three to six times, respectively of two to five times. For an active 

participation to the achieving of the objective relating the people health 

and well-being, it is imperative that all stakeholders become aware of the 

acute necessity for action to improve the quality of the indoor 

environment toward the development of sustainable buildings.  
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The study presents partial results of the Project “Restoring and managing 

ecological corridors in mountains as the green infrastructure in the 

Danube Basin-ConnectGREEN” (Interreg Danube Transnational 

Program, 2018-2021). Its main objective is maintaining and improving 

ecological connectivity of natural habitats (Natura 2000 and other 

protected areas) in the Carpathian ecoregion by identifying eco-corridors 

and their connectivity gaps, fostering the reconciliation between nature 

conservation and spatial planning practices. Ecological corridors are 

linear elements connecting core areas and serving as migrating and 

dispersal routes. This presentation shows a method of identifying 

ecological corridors in Natura 2000 sites for conserving brown bears in 

Romania. Recognizing the networks/corridors of movement at different 

times of the day/year can influence positively the bear migration and 

prevent negative consequences on its conservation. The method estimates 

the national permeability (ability to let animals safely pass through) by 

selecting a habitat suitability model using parameters for detecting 

ecological connectivity in the Romanian Carpathians in ARCGIS and 

CorridorDesign. The habitat suitability model was evaluated for all the 

four periods in the annual life cycle. The method used the cost calculation 

method (CostPath) linking two Natura 2000 sites through a corridor that 

provides the lowest travel costs and high permeability. These techniques 

are based on the idea that each cell in a map can be attributed with a 

relative costs or weighted distances associated with moving across that 

cell. CorridorDesign is applied to create a general suitability map for the 

ecological requirements in particular areas. Those maps indicate at pixel-

level the percentage of their affinity towards a set of habitat factors (e.g. 

land cover, elevation, topography) describing the ecological framework 
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conditions. Ecological corridors can guarantee the preservation of 

connectivity and migration. The permeability map of ecological corridors 

was obtained in the following steps: (1) determining the factors 

influencing the landscape or infrastructure permeability; in this respect, 

the following layers of GIS were chosen: land use (CORINE 2012), the 

digital elevation model in Romania, the settlement network, the network 

of national roads and highways, the railway network; (2) reclassifying all 

factors that influence permeability; (3) choosing weights for each GIS 

digital layer; (4) using the ARCGIS CorridorDesign to define the 

permeability map and ecological corridors between Natura 2000 sites. 

These maps are based on suitability values given to ecological factors in 

order to obtain a probabilistic map that needs to be verified with real 

empirical and field data. The model based on the lowest travel cost is an 

efficient method of identifying ecological corridors for which 

maintenance and improvement have to be prioritized in order to establish 

and implement ecological networks. Ecological corridors are critical for 

the maintenance of ecological processes allowing the animal movement 

and perpetuation of viable populations. The inclusion of ecological 

corridors in the spatial plans at different spatial levels is an important 

element for achieving the aims and principles of nature conservation. A 

strong involvement of stakeholders at all levels is crucial for the 

successful creation of ecological connectivity.  

 

THE ANALYSIS OF FREQUENCY OF THE NORTH-ATLANTIC 

CYCLONES TRACKS CROSSING EUROPE OVER A 30-YEARS 

PERIOD (1986-2015) 

Vlad-Alexandru ILIE, Adina-Eliza CROITORU, Titus-Cristian MAN 
Babes-Bolyai University Faculty of Geography 

 

In this paper we analyzed the frequency and the average position of the 

tracks of cyclones of North Atlantic origin that intersected the region of 

Europe between 1986 and 2015. For cyclone identification and tracks 

tracing, the medium sea level pressure (MSLP), ERA-INTERIM data sets 

from ECMWF where used. The identified cyclones were separated and 

analyzed in two categories: cyclones from the Atlantic and those of 

Icelandic origin. The frequency of cyclone tracks that traversed Europe 

between 65˚N and 30˚S was analyzed, the western limit being represented 

by the meridian of 20˚V and the eastern limit of the meridian 45˚E. The 

cyclones tracks were manually traced in the ArcGIS 10.1 program using 

the center position at 6 hours of the lowest pressure value inside the first 

closed loop. Thus, all depressions, including stationary, were recorded. 
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For the density analysis, polynomial interpolation was used, and for the 

evolution to be highlighted the difference between decadal and seasonal 

growth was made. Over the past 30 years, 544 cyclones from the Atlantic 

Ocean crossed Europe, of which about 3% went through the region of 

Romania and 404 from the Icelandic region, of which about 2% crossed 

the region of Romania. Significant oscillations of the tracks frequency 

and changes in the mean position of trajectories for both Atlantic and 

Icelandic cyclones were detected. 
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In recent years, in Dobrudja, the phenomenon of drought (and) is growing 

more and more frequently during autumn. The autumn drought period 

coincides with the sowing period of wheat and barley in the autumn. 

Knowing that if during the sowing period drought occurs, the sowing is 

degraded until after the rain, causing sowing to be delayed, while the 

germination-emergence period is also delayed, and the plants enter the 

winter unprepared, with a small number of leaves, being very easily 

destroyed by frosts during the winter. Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) is 

very sensitive to frost, more sensitive than wheat and rye. Among barley 

(Hordeum vulgare L., var hexastichum) and beer barley (Hordeum 

vulgare L., var. distichum), beer barley has been more sensitive. 

Considering the economic importance of this plant (used in the 

production of high quality beer), farmers have tried to find solutions to 

continue producing beer barley seed in this region of Romania. The paper 

describes behaviors of varieties of beer barley (Hordeum vulgare L., var 

distichum), some autumn breed and some spring ones in the pedo-climatic 

conditions of the Dobrudja Plateau. As fields coultivated with autumn 

barley have been compromised for many years, a solution has been found 

for replacing autumn barley varieties with spring barley varieties. In the 

studied area it was found that the low temperatures do not significantly 

affect the level of crops (the frequency of this case is 5 - 8%, ie 15-20 

years), but especially the autumn nature, which makes it difficult to 

prepare the land, sowing and therefore the emergence of barley and beer 

barley. 
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THE PLUVIOMETRIC RISKS IN NORTHERN DOBROGEA. 

ECOPEDOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS 

Marius LUNGU, Liliana PANAITESCU 
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The atmospheric phenomena occurring within North Dobrogea can not be 

separated from what is happening throughout the country, but especially 

in Dobrogea. This territory, together with other regions of the country, is 

subject to the general circulation of the atmosphere that crosses the 

territory of Romania. Often, the masses of air that transit through 

Romania affect several regions, including North Dobrogea. Therefore, the 

region under consideration is a region with constant susceptibility to 

invasions of cold or hot air masses, which generates the full range of 

winter, summer, or summer climatic risks throughout the year. The 

pluviometric risk is given both by surplus and rainfall, with the possibility 

of causing direct and indirect damages to agriculture, transport, 

construction and other economic and social fields. For the elaboration of 

this license, a series of meteorological and statistical data were used for a 

period of 40 years, more precisely between 1965-2005. Thus, we used 

raw data from the meteorological stations representative of the studied 

region, from certain pluviometric stations, as well as meteorological data 

obtained from the site of the National Meteorological Administration. 

 

IMPACT OF CLIMATE WARMING ON THERMAL 

INVERSIONS IN THE TROPOSPHERE OVER THE 

EXTRACARPATHIAN AREAS OF ROMANIA 

Florentina ISTRATE 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

Wave of frost and record minimum temperatures are produced in 

situations of atmospheric stability, with strong thermal inversion. In the 

extracarpathian area, these are generated by polar and arctic continental 

air mases. Which involve the sedimentation of cold air under the 

orographic barrier of Charpathian chain. This study aims to detect 

variation of height, layer thickness, intensity and magnitude of thermal 

inversions in 1973-2016 period. The database analyzed was obtained by 

processing values from 3 radiosounding stations: București-Băneasa, 

Odesa and Cernăuți and completing them with NCEP/NCAR reanalysis 

data. The methodology involved geostatistical calculations applied for 

negative thermal gradients. The results obtained showed the last decade 
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(2005-2016) of the interval, where the positive thermal anomalies have a 

large average annual amplitude (2-3˚C) and a frequency of over 70-80% 

for the middle troposphere. This period was evidenced by changes in the 

peculiarities of the inversion phenomenon, namely: increasing the number 

of vertical layers, decreasing thickness and reducing power and intensity. 
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The paper presents some aspects connected to the present and perspective 

to valorise the mineral and mining halo-salts in Tg. Ocna and Slanic 

Moldova zones. There are taken into account eco-turist and balneary 

treatment activities, favoured by natural balneotherapeutical factors of the 

saline (Tg. Ocna saline) in order to help and treat different diseases of the 

sedative bioclimate with a slight tendency to stimulation. Starting with the 

results from previous studies and those of our team, connected to the 

statistical situations regarding the rate of balneary tourism development 

and the rate of the medically assisted individuals suffering from chronic 

diseases, we focus on a series of new objectives which increase the area 

of complex activities in the region, by valorizing, besides the mineral 

waters, muds and saline aerosols, the cultural and natural heritage, then 

the opening of new museums, the introduction into the local tourism of 

the less-known ecclesiastic and monachal sites, the development of new 

touristic itineraries as well as the use of local medicinal plants ( teas, 

syrups, inhalants and others). All these contribute to the revitalization of 

the adjacent communities and the durable development of a series-

economic environment, less specific to the rural space from the 

perspective of the dimension and the diversity of its natural and human 

resources. 
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On 18/19 June 2016, the manifestation of two severe supercell 

thunderstorms in the northern half of Moldavia caused unexpected losses 

exceeding 14 mil. EUR.  Radar estimated hail sizes over 10 cm were 

recorded over large areas. On the ground level there was recorded 

hailstones with a diameter greater than 5 cm in some areas. This day’s 

situation was exceptional due to the synoptic context. There was a strong 

link between the low-pressure area centered over Southeastern Europe 

and the formation of a trough (a fusion between a mobile Icelandic 

Cyclone located with its center over Scandinavia and the Mediterranean 

low-pressure systems). As a consequence of this pressure pattern a moist 

and tropical air advection occurred in our region, going SV, which 

entered the territory already, sensitized by storms and precipitation excess 

and by the air much cooler from NV with dynamic features suggesting 

good conditions for hailstorms to form. In this paper, we investigate the 

severe hailstorm on the 18th of June from a different appoint of view. By 

using and combining available observational data sets, the objective is to 

reconstruct the whole event at a very high resolution and to examine the 

conditions that are most relevant for convective initiation and the further 

development of the organized convective cell. Using a series of photos of 

damaged objects, the aim is to relate different object classes and hailstone 

sizes. In this paper, we investigate the severe hailstorm on the 18th of 

June from a different appoint of view. By using and combining available 

observational data sets, the objective is to reconstruct the whole event at a 

very high resolution and to examine the conditions that are most relevant 

for convective initiation and the further development of the organized 

convective cell. Using a series of photos of damaged objects, the aim is to 

relate different object classes and hailstone sizes. In order to locate the 

hail swath, we had to use the radar reflectivity from DWSR Doppler C 

band with a 0.5 elevation to calculate hail kinetic energy and to separate 

the storm nuclei containing only rain from those which also contained 

hail. Relations between radar-derived intensity and damage frequency are 

derived on the basis of Emergency Inspectorate from Iasi counties, which 
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have been massively affected by the storm. This analysis also argues the 

need to extend the National Hail Suppression System to agricultural areas 

in the eastern part of Iasi County. 

 

ROLUL CIRCULAȚIEI GENERALE A ATMOSFEREI 

DEASUPRA EUROPEI ÎN CONTURAREA SECTOARELOR CU 

DIFERITE INFLUENȚE CLIMATICE PE CONTINENTUL 

EUROPEAN 

Liliana SÎRGHEA, Liviu APOSTOL 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania, 

  

Circulația generală a atmosferei reprezintă factorul climatogen cu cea mai 

puternică dinamică, cu o mare variabilitate atât temporală, cât și în spațiu 

iar, în condițiile încălzirii globale de astăzi, cu o imensă putere de 

perturbare a tuturor celorlalte elemente componente ale geosistemului. 

Lucrarea de față și-a propus să evidențieze legături, corelații între tipurile 

de circulație care se desfășoară deasupra Europei și mersul temperaturilor 

și precipitațiilor medii. În acest scop, au fost calculate corelațiile între 

valorile standardizate ale indicilor de teleconexiune și mediile de 

temperatură și precipitații, pentru intervalul 1961-2015. Au fost utilizați 

coeficienții de corelație liniară Pearson-Bravais (care explică mai bine 

mediile termice) și cel de corelație nonliniară Spearman (mai potrivit 

pentru mediile pluviometrice, cu o mai mare variabilitate anuală). Suma 

algebrică a celor 7 coeficienți de corelație calculați a fost apoi considerată 

ca fiind aportul procentual al circulației generale a atmosferei în 

conturarea sectoarelor cu diferite influențe climatice. Rezultatele obținute 

au evidențiat o influență mai puternică a circulației generale a atmosferei 

în jumătatea vestică a Europei, cu precădere asupra regimului 

pluviometric. 
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The Romanian forest management plans and policies, traditionally 

focused on timber production, need to reconsider the NWFPs (non-wood 

forest products) importance in the development of the socio-economic 
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sector. Within the country’s forestry economy, the nature, quantity and 

weight of NWFPs are variable factors from one county to another, 

influenced to a large extent by the area covered by forests. The aim of this 

study is to unravel the most important NWFPs available in Arad county.  

In order to analyze the potential of NWFPs, data from the forest 

management plans of the ten subunits within the structure of the Arad 

Forest Directorate and statistical data from various institutions were used. 

According to the purpose of the study, NWFPs were clustered into four 

categories as designed in the European project COST FP1203: 

mushrooms, tree products, understory plants and animal origin products. 

Eight different types of NWFPs were identified and analyzed using the 

analytic hierarchy process. Potential NWFPs were prioritized in 

accordance with the 19 criteria selected, and thus the most promising 

NWFPs were determined. Subsequently, AHP results were implemented 

in the Choice Expert Desktop software package. The results of the study 

indicate that Coturnix conturnix and Vulpes vulpes are in the top of the 

most promising NWFPs. 

 More importantly, the obtained results can help to better address NWFPs 

management from Arad county. 
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From a qualitative point of view, the susceptibility to flash floods can be 

assessed through Flash-Flood Potential Indices. The Flash-Flood Potential 

Index is a non-dimensional index obtained by overlapping, in the GIS 

environment, several flash-flood conditioning factors such as: slope, land 

use, lithology, soil hydrological group, slope aspect and convergence 

index of the river network. The FFPI provides an overview of the 

potential that specific areas have in development of surface runoff and 

further more in flash floods occurence. The purpose of this work is to 

present a detailed analysis of the flash flood potential occurrence using 

the FFPI. Five basins under 250 km² were selected for this study: Valea 

Rea, Feernic, Olănești, Tecucel and Casimcea.   

The most important results of the analysis are presented below. Thus, in 

terms of Valea basin, the very high values of flash-flood potential 
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characterize approximately 67% of the total river length. Feernic river 

basin is also distinguished by the presence of valleys with large and very 

large potential for development of flash floods. Olănești is another 

drainage basin taken into account for this study. Almost 100% of the 

defined hydrographic network is characterized by the presence of valleys 

with a high and very high torrential degree. The results of the workflow 

developed in GIS environment showed that the valleys in the Tecucel 

river basin have a medium (68%) and low (30.1%) torrential potential. As 

in the case of Tecucel river basin, the majority of the valleys from 

Casimcea catchment, which is the last basin considered in the present 

analysis, are characterized by a medium potential for flash floods 

occurence (81.2%), while 14.5% of them have a high potential and only 

3.9% a very high potential. 

 

CÂTEVA OBSERVAȚII DIN MONITORIZAREA RÂULUI 

SUCEAVA ÎN AMONTE ȘI ÎN AVAL DE ORAȘUL OMONIM 

Andrei-Emil BRICIU, Adrian GRAUR, Dinu Iulian OPREA, Constantin 

FILOTE 
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Nivelul apei, temperatura, conductivitatea electrică și oxigenul dizolvat 

din râul Suceava au fost monitorizate din septembrie 2018 până în 

februarie 2019 (parte a unui sistem de monitorizare) pentru a evalua 

impactul orașului Suceava asupra acestui râu care divide orașul. 

Parametrii analizați în acest studiu sunt: nivelul, temperatura, 

conductivitatea specifică și oxigenul dizolvat. Două instrumente de 

măsură AquaTROLL 500 au fost utilizate pentru a monitoriza 

proprietățile fizice și chimice ale apei (în pereche cu două Tube 300R 

pentru telemetrie). A fost înregistrată poluarea termică a apei; temperatura 

minimă a apei din aval de oraș a fost aproape egală cu valoarea maximă 

în amonte de orașul Suceava. Evenimentele de poluare sunt de asemenea 

indicate de vârfuri în conductivitatea specifică înregistrate numai în aval, 

unde sunt înregistrate constant valori mai mari. Studiul nostru arată că 

orașul Suceava are un impact ușor identificabil și consistent asupra râului 

Suceava. In aval de acest oraș, râul Suceava are ape mai poluate, cu 

temperatură și conductivitate specifică mai ridicate față de amonte; de 

asemenea, sunt înregistrate valori scăzute ale oxigenului dizolvat, din 

cauza concentrației crescute a contaminanților. Ciclurile diurne ale 

parametrilor studiați arată și modificări complexe datorate impactului 

zonelor urbane asupra apei din apropiere. Monitorizarea râului Suceava a 

fost efectuată ca parte a cercetării științifice în cadrul cercetării 
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postdoctorale PN-III-P1-1.1-PD-2016-2106. 

 

CRITERII AGROECOLOGICE DE EVALUARE A 

FUNCȚIONALITĂȚII STRATULUI ARABIL AL 

CERNOZIOMURILOR ÎN CONDIȚII DE AGROCENOZĂ ȘI 

INSTABILITATE CLIMATICĂ. 

Angela STADNIC, Natalia BORȘ, Gheorghe JIGĂU 
Universitatea de Stat din Moldova 

 

Sistematizarea cercetărilor stratului arabil și subarabil al cernoziomurilor 

din cadrul interfluviului Prut-Nistru la începutul perioadei de vegetație 

(220 de profile de sol) și la sfârșitul acesteia (225 de profile) arată că 

stratul arabil s-a constituit ca o formațiune antropo-pedogenetică care se 

deosebește de orizontul humuso-acumulativ al acestora prin trăsăturile 

morfologice, parametrii cantitativi, fizici, hidrofizici și fizico-chimici, 

sensul și intensitatea micro-, mezo- și macroproceselor pedogenetice. 

Lucrările intensive conduc la diferențierea stratului radicular activ în 

subtraturi cu parametri nefavorabili de dezvoltare a sistemului radicular, 

desfășurarea proceselor biologice și biochimice și a schimbului de 

substanțe în sistemele strat arabil →orizonturi subiacente și sol → plantă 

(anizotropia fizică, biologică, biochimică, agrochimică). 

Cercetările efectuate în anii cu condiții climatice diferite (2016-2018) au 

arătat că la începutul perioadei de vegetație alcătuirea structural-

agregatică, densitatea aparentă, porozitatea totală și diferențială nu 

corespunde solicitărilor plantelor de cultură și desfășurării proceselor 

biologice și biochimice. Deja, în această perioadă stratul arabil se 

divizează în trei substraturi cu funcționalitate diferită. Gradul de 

manifestare a trăsăturilor specificate este în funcție de condițiile 

climatice, în special de conținutul de apă în sol și de regimul de 

temperaturi. 

Pe parcursul perioadei de vegetație stratul arabil se detașează de 

segmentul subiacent al profilului prin conturarea hardpanului cu însușiri 

fizice și hidrofizice extrem de nefavorabile. Din această cauză se creează 

schimb defectuos de substanțe, în special de apă, aer, nutrienți, între 

aceste două segmente ale profilului. 

În plus, în stratul arabil are loc regruparea fracțională a agregatelor 

structurale cu sporirea conținutului agregatelor > 7 mm, sporirea 

semnificativă a volumului porilor necapilari de aerație, acestea conducând 

la consumuri neproductive a apei și substanțelor humice atât a celor 

proaspete cât și a celor mai vechi. 

Ca urmare în a doua jumătate a perioadei de vegetație în stratul arabil se 
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creează condiții pronunțat nefavorabile pentru plantele de cultură. 

Aspectele agroecologice specificate implică necesitatea fundamentării și 

elaborării de procedee diferențiate de optimizare a însușirilor și 

regimurilor stratului arabil în cadrul unor agrobiotehnologii adaptiv-

landșafto-ameliorativ.  

 

EFECTUL COMPUSULUI BIOVIT ASUPRA PROTEINELOR DE 

REZERVA DIN SOIA 

Ana BÎRSAN, Gheorghe JIGĂU, Maria FRUNZĂ, Radu NIŢĂ 
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Substanțele humice reprezintă cel mai important constituent al materiei 

organice din sol (≈ 60%), fiind responsabile pentru reacțiile chimice 

complexe ce au loc în ecosistemul terestru. Cantitatea optimă de substanţe 

humice favorizează creşterea şi dezvoltarea plantelor şi, totodată 

determină rezistenţa la factorii biotici şi abiotici, substanțele humice 

având un rol fundamental în asigurarea fertilităţii solului, nutriției 

plantelor şi realizarea potenţialului genetic al culturilor agricole. S-a 

demonstrat că plantele cultivate pe soluri ce conțin cantităţi adecvate de 

humină, aditivi humici și aditivi fulvici sunt mai puțin susceptibile la 

stres, sunt mai viguroase şi dau randamente mai mari, calitatea 

nutrițională a culturilor, a furajelor și a produselor alimentare fiind 

sporită.  

Realizând în biosferă mai multe funcţii: de acumulare, de reglare, de 

transport, protectoare şi fiziologică, substanţele humice sunt extrem de 

importante în cazul utilizării acestora în calitate de substanţe biologic 

active. Mecanismele de acţiune a compuşilor humici asupra creșterii şi 

dezvoltării plantelor, la momentul actual, nu sunt complet elucidate. 

Studiul complex al rolului substanţelor humice a permis însă, de a stabili 

efectele directe şi indirecte ale acestora asupra plantelor.  

Compuşii humici sunt cunoscuţi a avea efecte stimulatoare evidente 

asupra creşterii şi dezvoltării plantelor, influenţând multiple procese 

celulare: sinteza acizilor nucleici, sinteza proteinelor, activitatea 

enzimelor etc. În cadrul investigaţiilor realizate, pentru a evalua reacţia 

soiei la acţiunea unor substanţe biologic active, au fost extrase proteinele 

din diferite soiuri de soia tratate cu compusul de natură humică Biovit. 

Prin electroforeza proteinelor sistată de SDS, în gel de poliacrilamidă, au 

fost identificate spectrele polimorfe de proteine la soiurile analizate.  

Proteinele sumare au fost extrase din semințele germinate, cu lungimea 

radicolei de 1,0 – 1,5 cm, care au fost ținute timp de 1 oră în apă distilată 

(varianta martor) și în soluție de Biovit în concentrația recomandată de 
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producător, la temperatura de 25
 
ͦ C, apoi au fost spălatecu apă distilată. 

Electroforeza proteinelor a fost efectuată prin metoda SDS-PAGE. 

În spectrele obţinute au fost identificate 19 benzi polipeptidice, care 

prezintă expresie diferită în fracțiile proteice, obținute în rezultatul 

precipitării cu (NH4)2SO4. Fracția 1 și 2 este reprezentată de 7 benzi 

prezente la toate soiurile studiate.  

Spectre proteice identice în varianta martor, cât și pe fond de 

administrare a Biovitului, la temperatura de 25  ͦC, au fost identificate în 

fracţia 4 de proteine, obținută în rezultatul precipitării cu 55% - 65% 

(NH4)2SO4,  reprezentată de globulinele 7S la soia. 

Diferențe notabile în spectrele electroforetice s-au atestat în fracția 6, 

precipitată cu 75% - 90% sulfat de amoniu, valori recomandate în 

literatura de specialitate pentru izolarea globulinelor 11S la soia. 

Diferențele se atestă, în special, la nivelul polipeptidelor cu masa 

moleculară 70 – 80 kDa, care sunt slab expresate la martor, fiind puternic 

accentuate în varianta tratată cu Biovit. 

 

EFECTUL INDICELUI DE EROZIVITATE CLIMATICĂ 

ASUPRA MORFODINAMICII GLACISULUI PIEMONTAN 

DINTRE PUTNA ȘI TROTUŞ 

Florina TATU, Elena GRIGORE, Dana Maria CONSTANTIN (OPREA), 

Luminiţa SĂFTOIU, Dan Vasile ARDELIAN 
Faculty of Geography, University of Bucharest, Geomorpholgy, Pedology, 

Geomatic Department Bucharest, Romania 

 

Indicele de neuniformitate a precipitaţiilor atmosferice după formula 

propusă de Fournier face parte din categoria indicatorilor de agresivitate 

pluvială anuală, util în estimarea eroziunii în diferite regiuni. Acest tip de 

indicatori au fost încadraţi în categoria instrumentelor de lucru în 

cercetarea ştiinţifică, deoarece oferă o gamă multiplă de posibile evaluări 

a potenţialului negativ pe care condiţiile meteorologice le imprimă 

morfodinamicii unui teritoriu geografic, iar prin apariţia modelelor de 

analiză, ca formă fizică (ArcGis, etc.) sau matematică (Wischmeier, 

WEPP, etc.), s-a încercat simplificarea reprezentării grafice şi 

cartografice. Cercetările curente au necesitat aprofundarea mecanismului 

de operare şi manifestare a acestor sisteme naturale, corelaţiile fiind 

deosebit de utile în cercetarea climatică şi geomorfologică, deoarece pot 

verifica şi completa seriile de date statistice şi pot determina noi parametri 

estimativi ai riscului de eroziune pluvială. Studiul oferă o imagine 

sintetică şi sugestivă atât asupra schimbărilor care au afectat zona, cât şi a 
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sindromului de insecuritate dezvoltat. 

 

APRECIEREA RESURSELOR DE APĂ DE SUPRAFAȚĂ DIN 

CADRUL DISTRICTULUI HIDROGRAFIC DUNĂREA-PRUT ȘI 

MAREA NEAGRĂ (ÎN LIMITELE REPUBLICII MOLDOVA) 

Nicolae BOBOC, Iurie BEJAN 
Institutul de Ecologie și Geografie 

 

În conformitate cu Articolul 5 al Legii Apelor (LEGE Nr. 272 din 

23.12.2011) gestionarea resurselor de apă ale Republicii Moldova se 

efectuează în baza districtelor hidrografice: 

a) districtul bazinului hidrografic Nistru; 

b) districtul bazinului hidrografic Dunărea–Prut şi Marea Neagră. 

Republica Moldova, conform angajamentelor sale cu Uniunea Europeană, 

trebuie să realizeze un sistem de obiective prin stabilirea şi implementarea 

programelor de măsuri, ţinând cont de cerinţele deja existente la nivelul 

Comunităţii Europene și programului de măsuri formulate în „Planul de 

gestionare al districtului Hidrografic Prut - Dunăre și Marea Neagră”, 

(ciclul I), elaborat de către Institutul de Ecologie și Geografie și aprobat 

prin Hotărârea de Guvern nr. 955 din 03.10.2018 

(http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=37

8307). 

Obiectivul central, conform Directivei Cadru în domeniul apei și în 

Republica Moldova, este acela de a obţine o „stare bună” pentru toate 

corpurile de apă, atât pentru cele de suprafaţă, cât şi pentru cele subterane, 

cu excepţia corpurilor puternic modificate şi artificiale, pentru care se 

defineşte „potenţialul ecologic bun”. În cadrul studiului diagnostic al 

districtului hidrografic, locul central î-l deține aprecierea resurselor de apă 

disponibile, și, în primul rând, a resurselor apelor de suprafață. 

Caracterizarea apelor de suprafață s-a efectuatat în baza datelor 

monitoringului realizat de Serviciul Hidrometeorologic de Stat, care 

include 13 posturi hidrologice de debit (Q), șase posturi de măsurători ale 

nivelelor și 6 posturi pe lacuri. 

Debitul ecologic a fost calculat în baza metodologiei expuse în Hotărârea 

Guvernului României privind aprobarea metodologiei pentru 

determinarea debitului ecologic  

(http://www.sgg.ro/legislativ/docs/2018/05/gpzsh4wjk8cf9yrx71b6.pdf). 

În rezultatul studiului a fost calculat volumul mediu multianual al 

stratului de scurgere, care în cadrul districtului (în limitele Republicii 

Moldova) constituie 737,29 mil. m3/an, însă care variază foarte mult în 

profil temporal, dar și spațial. 

http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=378307
http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=378307
http://www.sgg.ro/legislativ/docs/2018/05/gpzsh4wjk8cf9yrx71b6.pdf
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SUBSTANTIATION OF TOURISM STUDIES IN PUBLIC 

EDUCATION IN UKRAINE 
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The ever-growing role of tourism in economic, social and political life of 

the society requires scientific comprehension and theoretical 

conceptualization of this phenomenon.  

Finding position with priorities in tourism studies, as well as management 

and coordination of the same are demanded by practice; need in public’s 

ecological awareness; actuality of the question; and accumulated 

experience of scientific research. 

Scientific research in the sphere of tourism of Ukraine may base on 5 top-

priority directions.  

The first direction where tourism is considered as an important factor for 

strengthening human’s health would presuppose scientific substantiation 

of going in for tourism from the point of view of health improvement.  

The second is defined by educational, ideological and pedagogic 

functions of tourism and would suggest substantiation of efficient forms 

and methods of young people’s upbringing in national traditions.  

The third direction would deal with scientific-methodical and 

organizational bases of children and young people’s tourism. The 

researchers are supposed to find out optimal training and hiking loads for 

different age categories.  

Based on optimal combination of scientific-theoretical process and 

practical activity aided by modern technologies, the fourth direction is 

supposed to develop instructions to help prepare highly qualified tourism 

specialists. 

The fifth direction would deal with scientific bases of tourism 

organization and management. The studies in this direction are supposed 

to substantiate coordination, strict distribution of functions in different 

vertical and horizontal levels of management.  

Further development of tourism in this country is possible when 

strengthened by fundamental scientific research that would cover all 

major aspects of public education. 
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THE GEOGRAPHY OF (DIS)ILLUSION. ENVIRONMENTAL 

CONCERNS IN ECOTOPIAN PLAYGROUNDS 

Athes HARALAMBIE 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

The present paper focuses on the typically postmodern manner of 

projecting ecotopian environments in the media culture, as an alternative 

to facing scientifically proven environmental issues. Instead of promoting 

a holistic picture of the real ecological issues with which humanity is 

confronted at present, the rating-oriented philosophy of the media dictates 

the opposite: it builds a complex bricolage of cultural myths about nature, 

camouflaged by fake signifiers and a provocative reiteration of the 

seemingly timeless humanity–nature conflict.  

 

THE FOREST SOILS FROM BACĂU COUNTY AND THEIR 

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 

Vlad CRIȘAN, Lucian DINCĂ 
“Marin Drăcea” National Institute for Research and Development in Forestry, 

Brasov, Romania 

 

Bacău County has a total surface of 6603 km2 and the state forests 

occupy 174267 hectars administered by 14 forest districts. State forests 

are analized periodically every 10 years in order to implement forest 

management plans. Soil samples are gathered from all around the surface 

of forest dictricts and they are analized in laboratories with the purpose to 

correctly identify the type of forest site and to decide upon the best forest 

measures and management. This paper contains data from forest 

management plans from 1983 until 2015. The type of soil and chemical 

properties like soil reaction, humus content, total nitrogen, base saturation 

degree, total cationic exchange capacity have been studied on 820 soil 

profiles and 2435 pedogenetic horizons. The most common soils are: 

eutric cambisol, luvisol, preluvisol and dystric cambisol. Dystric 

cambisols in Bacau county are strongly acidic soils, eutric cambisols and 

luvisols are moderately acidic, and phaeozem is neutral in the A/C 

horizon and slightly alkaline in C horizon. Dystric cambisol and 

preluvisol are oligo-mesobasic, eutric cambisol is mesobasic and rendzina 

is eubasic. All forest soils in this region have a high cationic exchange 

capacity, they are intensely humiferous with the exception of preluvisol 

and rendzina, which are moderately humiferous. Whilst the dystric 

cambisol, eutric cambisol and luvisol are very well supplied with 
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nitrogen, the phaeozem and preluvisol are well supplied with this 

element. Knowing the chemical properties of soils is important for 

analyzing the variability of stands and for adopting forestry measures 

appropriate to sustainable forest management. 
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Atmospheric circulations have been studied extensively in the last 

decades in connection with climate change. In our study, we are 

examining the influence of atmospheric circulation types upon trends in 

temperatures for a spatial domain comprising central and southeastern 

Europe since the beginning of the 20th century. We constructed eleven 

objective methods to classify circulation types using ERA20C and ERA-

Interim reanalysis from ECMWF. CRUTEM4 gridded monthly 

temperatures (minimum and maximum) from Hadley Centre / Climatic 

Research Unit has been used as for comparison and validation. The linear 

trend for each circulation type from each classification method 

constructed with ERA20 or ERAInterim was calculated on annual basis. 

In total, 580 trends were examined. All the circulations with significant 

trends at 90% level of significance were retained and grouped 

furthermore in two categories (increasing or decreasing trends). We found 

out an increase in the annual frequency of anticyclonic weather types in 

the Central Europe along with an increase in the frequency of cyclonic 

circulations in the southeastern Europe. On the other side, cyclonic 

conditions in the western and eastern Europe are showing a decrease in 

the annual frequency. Mean temperatures increased in the southeastern 

Europe approximately with 0.5 °C especially in the summer season. 

These changes are more obvious for maximum temperatures. The 

circulation types derived from all the classification methods are 

explaining these trends on a proportion between 20% and 30%. 

Additionally, we verified the conditional probabilities for the increasing 

types to produce exceedances of specific thresholds in temperatures (such 

as days with daily maximum temperatures >30 °C in summer or daily 

minimum <= -10 °C in winter). We found a good agreement between the 
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frequencies of weather types with positive trends and the occurrence of 

these thresholds.  
This study was realized within the framework of the project "Re-evaluation on 

genetic-ecological bases of the regions of provenance of forest tree species in the 

context of climate change" financed within the "Nucleu" Programme, code PN 

204/2018. 
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Outdoor spaces are important to describe the sustainability of cities and 

contribute on the quality of urban life. The understanding of the 

correlation between outdoor urban space and outdoor activities is a 

complex issue, comprising both urban open space configuration and 

human behavior aspect, in other word the understanding of how people 

and why they use outdoor spaces; urban life. Our study examines the 

quality of urban open spaces in Biskra city - Algeria, city with hot and 

arid climate and analysis the human behaviors, in term of static activities; 

sitting, standing and dynamic activities; movement and mobility in 

outdoor urban space. To achieve our objective, a case study of 

ELHOURIA PLAZA Biskra, Algeria was chosen, the plaza located in the 

downtown of the city, their layout is mainly characterized by its two-level 

space: the higher section limited by El Emir Abdelkader Boulevard, the 

most livable street of the city and the lower section limited by a busy 

street that links to a popular market, in addition the plaza characterized by 

their historical and Aesthetic aspect, which means the attractivity and the 

attendance of people during the days. The study was based on Subjective 

and objective approach simultaneously, for data collection and analysis, 

including investigation in situ; observation, behavior mapping and 

counting peoples, over many periods from two days (week-days and 

week-end) to evaluate the period people chose to stay outside, the 

observation including statistic and dynamic activities. Questionnaire 

survey was applied to approach the perception of user and evaluate the 
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quality of space. The findings from this research, show that there is a 

segregation in the continuity of activities in the plaza according to the 

attendance of people, over many periods on the day (morning, midday, 

afternoon), as consequence people use response confirmed that they 

prefer use the space in selective period on the day, also people’s use in the 

week-end is higher than the week day. Thus, may confirm that the 

continuity of outdoor activities in outdoor space is conditionally by the 

configuration and the quality of urban outdoor space. 

 

THE DETERMINATION OF BANK-FULL DISCHARGE OF 

BISTRICIOARA RIVER 

Valeriu STOILOV-LINU, Mihai NICULIȚĂ, Dan DUMITRIU 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

Bazinul Bistricioara este situat în partea centrală a Carpaților Orientali, 

ocupand 781 km
2
 și vărsâdu-se în lacul Izvorul Muntelui. Râul 

Bistricioara este un râu montan (debit mediu de 6.38 m3/s, temperatură 

medie anuală de 5.2˚C și precipitații medii multianuale de 719 mm), cu 

albie minoră predominant singulară, constrânsă sau parțial constrânsă, de 

tip 7 în clasificarea BRT (Rinaldi și al., 2016), aluvială cu bolovăniș și 

pietriș și morfologie de tip vad-adânc. Pe anumite sectoare albia este de 

tip 11 (wandering) sau 12 (pseudo-meandrată). În cadrul acestui tip de 

albie debitul de formare al albiei, supranumit și debit de maluri pline are o 

importanță majoră în analiza morfologiei albiei minore și a variației 

acesteia. Debitul de formare al albiei (bankfulldischarge) este un concept 

geomorfologic foarte important. Conform acestuia, pentru râurile din 

zonele temperate sau semi-aride și nemodificate antropic, forma albiei 

este dată de acțiunea erozivă a acestui debit. Există mai multe metode de 

estimare a acestui debit (Williams, 1978). O primă chestiune este legată 

de conformația în teren a albiei, pentru fiecare albie în sine fiind 

caracteristic acest debit. A doua chestiune este legată de disponibilitatea 

datelor privind debitul și nivelul. Definiția debitului de albie plină este 

dată de Williams (1978) împreună cu o sinteză a modalităților de calcul. 

În abordarea de față au post preluate metodele revizuite de Williams 

(1978) și au fost aplicate pentru calcului acestui debit și al frecvenței sale 

pentru posturile hidrometrice Bilbor, Tulgheș și Bistricioara, dar în trei 

secțiuni transversale și longitudinale măsurate în teren. Rezultatele indică 

faptul că prin cumularea datelor hidrometrice cu măsurători topografice în 

teren, acest parametru de importanță majoră în studiile de geomorfologie 

fluvială poate fi determinat cu succes. 
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The study aims to be a synthetic expression of a necessary analysis in the 

decision-making process, which involves assessing both the possibilities 

of implementing a simplified model for assessing the thermic comfort 

satisfaction degree in a general dentist's medical office and how the 

specific thermic comfort parameters act and influence the environment. 

The thermic comfort condition at a certain moment is characterized by 

subjectivity, as it depends on the behaviour of each individual reported to 

the environment. Both the correlation between the thermic comfort 

factors and the microclimate parameters of the interior space, as well as 

the levels of the comfort scale that highlight the conscious state express 

the satisfaction or contentment of the existing thermic environment. 

Although the presented methodology has an orientative purpose in 

assessing the degree of the comfort satisfaction, the decision validation 

process involves finding alternative solutions in order to diminish the 

stress factors that influence the thermo-regulation of the human body and 

insecurity syndrome process. 

 

PAST FLOODS AND LANDSLIDES IN IAȘI METROPOLITAN 

AREA, ROMANIA - A CARTOGRAPHIC AND ARCHIVE BASED 

ANALYSIS 

Georgiana VĂCULIȘTEANU, Mihai NICULIȚĂ, Ciprian 

MĂRGĂRINT 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

Landslides and floods are among the most common natural hazards in 

Europe. These phenomena are very frequently related to extreme rainfall 

events, in terms of duration or intensity, especially in mountainous areas 

and hilly areas with narrow valleys. In the hilly area from Northeastern 

Romania, were floodplains are very wide (occupy 24% of the area) and 

the climate is dry, the two natural hazards happen non-simultaneous, both 

spatially and temporally. Although in terms of triggering are not related, 

the two natural hazards interact in terms of the impact to human society. 

We present a study case of such an interaction for Iasi city. Here, in 1931 

floods affected buildings located in the Bahlui floodplain. The people that 
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inhabited these buildings were moved on the nearby hillslope in order to 

prevent them being affected by future floods. The new hillslope location 

is characterized by old landslides which reactivated at least one time in 

the 17th century as the historical data shows. During the wet period 

between 1960 and 1990, the stabilized landslide reactivated. This 

dynamic of inhabitation was assessed using a cartographic approach. We 

have used old maps (20k maps from 1912, 5k maps from 1960 and 1980), 

aerial and satellite images and archive data. This study case of linkage 

between floods and landslides consequences on human society is 

characteristic for the Moldavian Plateau, were similar cases happened 

during the last centuries, and can be used to develop vulnerability 

scenarios, for both floods and landslides. In the same time, such study 

cases should be used by planners as examples for good approaches when 

dealing with the consequences of natural hazards. 
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Uncontrolled urbanization in African cities within adequate access to 

urban house hold waste management, housing and sanitation services 

generates landscapes that become places of propagation for many 

pathologies leading to many public health problems. Improving the 

quality of the health ecosystem (physical and information infrastructure) 

is a major goal for developing countries in general. Recognizing this, 

governments and international agencies have launched numerous projects 

and programs to modernize the health system. This dynamic has led on 

the one hand to an existing sometimes rich and heterogeneous, marked by 

a lack of multi-level coordination, multi-scale, multi-actor and physical 

flows (human, financial, informational, decision-making), and the other 

hand the inability to share information resulting from the coexistence of 

heterogeneous information systems. To overcome this, ICTs can serve 

irreplaceable and essential decision-making tools in the service of major 

causes such as sustainable urbanization and / or environmental health. To 

achieve this, as a complex system, an integrated and interoperable 

YUSIIP platform has been proposed and deployed to improve the 

sustainable governance of urban waste and health services. The aim of 
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this paper is to show the contribution of the conjoint urbanization of ICTs 

and physical infrastructures in the problem of Domestic Waste, Housing 

and Sanitation sustainable management in the particular case of Yaound 

town, the political Capital of the Republic of Cameroon. 
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Land use types affect soil physicochemical properties, fertility, 

productivity, sustainable crop production and environmental 

management. Land use changes from natural ecosystems into managed 

ecosystems may can affect the soil structure and quality. Thus, assessing 

land use-induced changes in soil properties are essential for addressing 

the issues of agro - ecosystem transformation and sustainable land 

productivity. Land use change also affects the productivity of a soil. This 

study characterizes the effects of different land use systems on selected 

soil physicochemical properties. We used nine different types of culture 

(arable land, pastures, vineyards, orchards, built-up area, lakes, forest, 

hygrophilous vegetation and unproductive land) to analyze during 1950-

2012 the changes they made on the physicochemical properties of the 

soil.  

Samples were collected according to horizon differentiation, and also at 

predetermined depths of 0-15 and 15-30 cm in all land use types, giving a 

total of 48 samples. Soil samples collected at a depth of 0-15 and 15-30 

cm were analyzed for: texture (silt, clay, sand), humus, total N (TN); 

available P (AP); available K (AK); pH. Soil samples were collected from 

different uses of land, namely arable land, pastures, vineyards, 

hygrophilous vegetation and unproductive land. Valea Oii is located in 

the north-eastern part of Romania and occupies a central-western position 

in the Bahlui watershed, having a catchment area of 97 km2. Soil 

chemical properties are the most important among the factors that 

determine the nutrient supplying power of the soil to the plants. The 

chemical reactions that occur in the soil affects soil development and 

fertility. In order to increase soil organic matter and other nutrients in the 

soil of cultivated land, it is proposed to implement on a large scale some 

elementary measures for soil and water conservation, which would favor 
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the optimum use of agricultural land (land management through compost, 

cover crops, manures, minimum tillage, crop rotation). 
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Soil science research is increasingly applying Fourier transform infrared 

(FTIR) spectroscopy for analysis of soil organic matter (SOM).In the 

Neamțu river basin, the stationary conditions take place on an altitude 

surface between 270 and 1523, with notable differentiations of the 

morpho-lithiological, climatic, hydrological and biogeographic 

conditions, reflected in the pedological degradation and in the differences 

in the carbon content of the underground compartment of the ecosystems 

forest. There were four intensive field campaigns of different types of use, 

summing up 80 sampling points at two depths (0-15cm, 15-30cm). 

Estimate of sequestration and carbon stock storage is achieved with 

greater accuracy at local scale. The most important use of the IR 

spectrometer is that of identifying and determining the structure of 

chemical compounds or for quantitative determinations because infrared 

radiation is characteristic of certain functional groups. Along with 

quantitative and qualitative analytical applications, this radiation is used 

in studies of molecular structure, chemical kinetics and reaction 

mechanisms. The Vertex 70 spectrometer produced by Bruker Optics was 

used. The development of high-performance Fourier-transform infrared 

(FTIR) spectroscopy has resulted in improved transmission spectra of 

humic substances obtained from various sources. Fourier-transform 

infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) suggest that the upper soil layers were 

dominated by more labile organic compounds, whereas more persistent 

materials increased with depth. Along the studied climosequence, the 

aliphatic FTIR band (2920 cm-1) was lower in the low-elevation forest 

sites compared to the high-elevation grassland sites. Fourier transform 

infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is a unique tool for the study of mineral and 
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organic components of soil samples. FTIR spectroscopy offers sensitive 

characterization of minerals and soil organic matter (SOM), and 

mechanistic and kinetic aspects of mineral-SOM interactions that underlie 

biogeochemical processes (AJ. Margenot, et al.). The ability of FTIR 

spectroscopies to provide complementary information for organic and 

inorganic materials makes them ideal approaches for soil science 

research. 
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The importance of air quality monitoring has been strongly demonstrated 

in numerous scientific studies. This study, carried out in an intense 

circular intersection, brings additional arguments that the monitoring of 

the fine particles - like PM 2.5 and PM 1.0 - influencing in more than 

80% the concentration of PM10 particles must be measured at several 

points. Few were the cases (approx. 20%) in terms of contribution to 

increase the PM10 concentrations is due to larger particles, ranging from 

2.5 to 10 µm, most likely caused by the re-suspension of dust particles. 

SC INOESY SRL and Grimm Aerosol Technik Germany have organized 

an air quality monitoring campaign (PM10, PM2.5 and PM1) in Iasi city, 

in Podul de Piatra area from 8 to 22 February of 2018. The chosen 

location is nearby (150 m) to the APM-IS-01 monitoring station of the 

National Environmental Protection Agency. A daily comparison of the 

PM10 mass concentrations measured by the EDM164 instrument and 

APM-IS-01 data (www.calitateaer.ro) was made. The recorded values 

have a Pearson correlation of 0.6 that indicate approximatively 40% of 

daily values variance. Moreover, the variability of the PM values is given 

both by the speed and wind direction and that the EDM164 station was 

located about 80 meters from the centre of the crossroad. The wind 

direction was generally from the North-East sector too, in 5 out of the 15 

days, favouring the APM-IS-01 to record slightly higher values than the 

EDM164 station. The EDM164 recorded that the PM10 daily averages 

exceed the 50 µg/m3 thresholds in12 out of 15 monitoring days. In 

http://www.calitateaer.ro/
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addition, the PM10 hourly average exceeded in 65% of the time (228 

hours with PM10 higher than 50 µg/m3) during the monitoring campaign. 

APM IS-01 station recorded PM10 daily averages above 50 µg/m3 in 

7days and PM10 hourly averages higher than 50 µg/m3in 42% (149 

hours) of the time during the same period. The hourly average of PM10 

concentrations during this period was due to the increasing of the PM2.5 

and PM1 concentrations (80% of cases), most likely due to the 

combustion of solid and liquid fuels used in urban transport and heating, 

respectively. Furthermore, the contribution to increasing the PM10 

concentration due to larger particles with sizes between 2.5 and 10 µm 

(20% of hourly averages) most likely was caused by the air resuspension 

of the drying of moisturized road dust settled on the groundbyrainfall. 

The main sources in this case are due both to urban sites and to the 

development of residential areas around Iași, where the streets are not 

totally paved. 
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Ecosystem services, the benefits that humans obtain from ecosystems, are 

vital for rural livelihoods. Forest ecosystems not only provide 

commodities such as food and fibre, but also help protect biodiversity, 

water, carbon storage, and landscape amenity. The value of a particular 

ecosystem service is not constant but varies depending on many 

conditions, including scarcity, quality, access, wealth of the users and 

availability of alternatives. Where ecosystems goods and services are 

abundant, they are less vulnerable. 

The study site is located in the proximity of Iasi (Romania), namely 

Natura 2000 site Bârnova-Repedea Forest (ROSCI0135), and it spatial 

extent is of 12216 ha. Dacian oak-hornbeam forests and Asperulo-

Fagetum beech forests are the two habitat types of community interest.  

The provision of ecosystem services is a function of the forest that 

changes seasonally. This study will look at changes in seasonal quantities, 

seasonality, status of ecosystem services sites, distance to ecosystem 

services and the total area that provides them. With the help of Sentinel 2 
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data, it will be seen whether there have been situations in recent years that 

could affect the amount of ecosystem services that can be provided by 

Bârnova Forest. These include: adverse weather conditions, droughts, 

changes in land use and / or land, and unsustainable harvesting. Similarly, 

the status and total area of sites that provide some of the key ecosystem 

services such as firewood, natural pastures, berries and mushrooms will 

be analyzed and will be tracked if they have changed negatively. These 

negative changes in key ecosystem services have shown that they 

increasingly threaten local livelihoods and people's well-being. 

 

THE USAGE CATEGORIES OF THE LAND AFFECTED BY 

FLOODS IN THE CASE OF THE 4 PROBABILITIES OF 

OVERFLOW (0.1%, 1%, 5%, AND 10%) IN THE MIDDLE 

SECTION OF THE BISTRIȚA VALLEY, EASTERN 

CARPATHIANS 
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In the middle sector of the Bistrița Valley, between Broșteni and Poiana 

Teiului localities, various problems regarding the risk of hydrological 

phenomenon have been raised. In this area, the hydrological risk 

phenomena are highlighted through the presence of flash floods, thaw 

formations, and floods caused by the exceeding of the transport capacity 

of the river bed. This study aims to determine the limits of the areas that 

are subject to floods from the areas where houses can be safely placed. 

The database necessary for the study consists of: ortophotos in 

stereographic projection from 2012, the numerical model of the land 

realized based on the topographical plans at a 1:5000 scale, LIDAR with a 

resolution of 5 meters, the land use, and the floodplains with four 

probabilities of overflow (0.1%, 1%, 5%, and 10%). The categories of use 

affected by floods in the case of the 4 probabilities were highlighted, as 

well as the number of constructions that can be affected as a result of 

these 4 scenarios. To highlight the number of buildings that can be 

affected by floods, the probability of 2% was also used. The results are as 

follows: at a 0.1% probability of overflow, the number of buildings 

subject to floods is 6,063; at a 1% probability, the number is 4,544; at a 

2% probability, 3,864; at a 5% probability, 3,027; at a 10% probability, 

2,376. This study is necessary to suggest the existence of the flood risk 
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for the buildings and the vulnerability of the residents living in this area, 

as well as to establish a series of risk prevention and control measures. 
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Ambient vibrations monitoring is an important source of information 

about the safety and comfort of built environment. Measuring the 

dynamic response of a building to environmental ground vibrations 

allows the identification of its eigenproperties, i.e. of its eigenfrequencies, 

eigenvectors and associate damping ratios. Any significant modification 

of these properties, detected during the future life of the building, could 

be interpreted as an indication of building state degradation or even of 

visible or non-visible damage in its load-bearing system. Complex 

algorithms are used in the identification process, in order to discern the 

influence of various factors. For instance, changes in environmental 

parameters, as temperature and humidity, can have an important influence 

on the building’s eigenproperties. A thorough analysis of measurements 

should be performed to discern between changes originating from these 

factors and changes due to degradation or damage. Another application of 

vibrations monitoring is for determining if inside or outside the building 

there are sources of vibrations that can cause annoyance to the occupants. 

This generally applies to man-generated vibrations, as those from heavy 

traffic, railways or from equipment installed inside the building. Both 

types of applications are used at the National Institute for Research and 

Development in Constructions, Urban Planning and Sustainable Spatial 

Development, URBAN-INCERC, for various studies concerning the 

safety and comfort of built environment. 

One of the most recent studies concerns the implementation of a 

vibration-based building damage detection system. This pilot system, 

aimed to monitor the structural health of instrumented buildings, sends in 

real-time the acquired vibration measurements to the server of the 
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URBAN-INCERC Data Center. Here, they are processed using 

specialized software, in order to detect potential changes with respect to 

the reference eigenproperties of the buildings. If such changes are 

detected, typically when the building is subjected to strong vibrations, as 

those occurring during an earthquake, additional processing is made to 

assess the existence and the magnitude of damage. The system, now in its 

experimental phase, could provide crucial information on the state of 

remote monitored buildings in case of an earthquake, which would be 

essential for planning rapid post-seismic interventions. Extended at a 

larger scale, it would also represent a most valuable resource in remotely 

assessing the post-earthquake situation of critical buildings and 

infrastructures.  

Other recent studies performed at URBAN-INCERC based on vibration 

measurements concern cases in which vibrations from traffic or from 

industrial activities cause annoyance to the exposed population. One such 

study concerned vibrations generated by subway trains in a Bucharest 

location chosen for erecting a new building. Measurements were 

performed at the location of the future construction site and are planned 

be repeated after the construction works will be completed. The measured 

level of vibrations was used to preliminarily assess whether the future 

building occupants could be affected by the circulation of subway trains 

from a rather closely located line. 

The presented studies, even though diverse, are all aimed for a safer and 

more comfortable built environment in Romania. 

 

TYPOLOGIES OF POST-SOCIALIST INDUSTRIAL 

RECONVERSIONS IN GALAȚI - BRĂILA MUNICIPALITY, 

ROMANIA 
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Studiul de fată se concentrează pe identificarea unor tipologii de 

reconversii ale zonelor industriale din Municipiile Brăila și Galați, in 

perioada post-socialistă. Reconversiile industriale sunt considerate o etapă 

naturală în cadrul evoluției și planificării urbane pentru orasele industriale 

din perioada post-socialistă. Astfel, majoritatea spațiilor industriale au 

fost reconvertite sau demolate identificându-se următoarele tipologii: 

conversii ale spațiilor industriale în zone comerciale, demolare si 

invesirea in areale rezidentiale, realizarea spațiilor verzi sau se pot 

identifica cazuri de abandonare a acestor areale. Studiul se bazează pe 
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identificarea zonelor industriale pe planurile topografice 1:25000 și 

validarea/completarea pe baza imaginilor satelitare și identificarea 

tipologiilor de reconsersii la nivelul oraselor Galați și Brăila 
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The evolution of hydrogeological parameters is difficult to predict over 

medium and long term on the background of global climate change. 

Partial Trend Method (PTM) was used to identify these trends, and PTM 

index was calculated to measure their magnitude. The data used comes 

from 71 hydrogeological wells for the period 1983-2018 and covers an 

area of over 8000 km2 developed in the temperate continental climate in 

the north-eastern part of Romania. The results obtained by applying the 

PTM show a general positive trend for groundwater level over 50% of 

wells for annual, winter and spring seasons. The negative trends were 

observed for more than 43% of wells for the autumn season followed by 

the summer season (less than 40%). The magnitude of trends across the 

region shows a significant increase for spring season (0.742) followed by 

winter season (0.353). On an annual basis, the increase trend is slightly 

lower than that of the season (0.291) because of the PTM index calculated 

for summer season (0.121) and autumn season (0.098). Important changes 

in the trend slope and magnitude have been identified for different classes 

of groundwater level. The identification of trends and their magnitude is 

an important step in the implementation of efficient management projects 

of underground water resources at local and regional level. 
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Hydro-technical constructions are very important in diminishing flooded 

areas and associated damage in the event of a flood. The case study for 

the Miletin River in the Moldavian Plateau (Eastern Romania) focusses 

on the historical floods of June 1985. The floods recorded at the Miletin 

River hydrometric stations are: 106 m3/s for Nicolae Balcescu station and 

204 m3/s for Șipote station. Our analysis involves a series of simulations 

of a flood flow constant using the hydrological data associated with the 

1985 flood. The mathematical modelling base is the high-grade terrain 

model (LiDAR raster type). Two flood scenarios have been carried out: 

the first one was based on the running of a constant flow considering the 

present hydro-technical constructions and works; the second scenario 

implied running the same flow, but without hydro-technical constructions. 

Bands of flooding associated to the two scenarios were generated. 

Flooded areas and damages were determined considering the modification 

of the bed by these works. Comparative analysis of flooded areas 

scenarios reveals, in the case of the same amount of precipitation, a 

downward trend in flood flows due to the presence of the hydro-technical 

constructions. 

 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE LAND USE DYNAMICS ON THE 

LAND DEGRADATION IN THE BEREZENI COMMUNE 
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Iași, Romania  

 

Changes in land cover and, implicitly, land use dynamics have important 

implications in the context of environmental changes, being a priority 

research theme in many projects. Land use refers to the arrangement, 

organization, operation, modification of areas for economic, social, 

cultural and sustainable development purposes. The present paper 
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proposes an interdisciplinary approach regarding the dynamics of land use 

and assessment of its consequences at the scale of a commune in the 

Central Moldavian Plateau from the eastern part of Romania. The study is 

based on the integration of information from the specialized geographic 

literature, the collection and processing of spatial and statistical data and 

the execution of periodical field campaigns. Using GIS techniques, it has 

been possible to reconstitute land use for the period 1974-2010 (36 years). 

The results highlight a diminution in afforestation, as well as a reduction 

in the area of orchards and vineyards: the area of forests decreases from 

337.23 ha in 1974 to 139.30 ha in 2010, the area of orchards is reduced 

from 45.58 ha to 43.67 ha, and the vineyards decrease from 660.71 ha to 

370.25 ha. At the same time, the analysis of the impact of these changes 

reveals an increase in land areas affected by degradation processes 

(landslides, soil washing, and gully erosion on slopes). The total area of 

degraded land is over 282 ha (of which about 127 ha are affected by 

landslides), recording an increase of 54.73 ha in the analyzed period. 
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Cyclones are some of the most destructive climatic phenomena on Earth. 

Because of their large spatial and temporal extent, and the high 

manifestation time, it frequently induces material loss and a high number 

of casualties in numerous neighboring countries. Some of the most 

devastating effects are induced by the high wind velocities, that vary from 

119 - 153 km/h (category 1 on the Saffir - Simpson scale), up to higher 

speeds, greater than 250km/h (category 2); storm surge for the coastal 

areas; inside continental mainland, because of storm spatial stagnation 

and high rainfall events, which are associated with large floods. In order 

to analyze the evolution and trajectory of a massive tropical depression 

(hurricane/cyclone/typhoon) satellite imagery provided by the European 

Space Agency can be used, mainly Sentinel 1, 2, 3 projects. Assisted by 

images from Sentinel 1 program, spatial flood extent on inland areas can 

be monitored, wind speed, wave height etc, due to the capability of radar 

imagery to penetrate dense cloud covers, such as those frequently 
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following such extreme weather events. Sentinel 2 images aid in 

identifying soil moisture and provides a general view of the scale of the 

floods following cyclones, while Sentinel 3 offers support for identifying 

daily hurricane trajectory, spatial extent of floods, and also surface 

sediment transport extents inside the Indian Ocean, of Idai cyclone, which 

made landfall in Mozambique, near Beira (coastal city of half a million 

people), during 14-15 march 2019, as a category 2 storm, with wind 

speeds up to 169 km/h. The cyclone devastated large areas in South 

Africa, causing damages of an estimated billion dollars, only in 

infrastructure, over 100 000 houses were damaged or completely 

destroyed, over 1 million hectares of agricultural land were destroyed, 

with over 840 casualties, while the immediate lack of potable water lead 

to the occurrence of 1400 cases of cholera. 
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Climate is known to play an important role in shaping broad-scale species 

ranges. Many species, especially birds, undergo migrations between their 

breeding and overwintering grounds, as a way to cope with the climatic 

characteristics of the temperate region. In the past decades, some species 

have changed their phenology in order to cope with their physiological 

needs under the pressure of increased anthropogenic impact. The Red-

breasted Goose is a vulnerable species that breeds in the Eastern Siberia, 

and during the inhospitable winter months migrates to the North and 

Western Black Sea basin for overwintering. Here we aim to estimate 1) 

the breeding and feeding grounds of the species under current climate 

conditions, and 2) estimating the flight passage and the migration 

corridors used by the Red-breasted Goose between breeding and feeding 

grounds under current conditions. We found that breeding range will be 

more impacted by climate change than overwintering sites via range shifts 

and niche erosion. Dispersal corridors will likely track these changes, as 

breeding and overwintering ranges go further apart. Since the feeding and 

overwintering grounds are dynamic in nature, its extremely important to 

understand how the Red-breasted Goose is responding to the change of 

resource availability as a result of climate change as a first step in creating 
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future strategies for the conservation of this species and its crucial habitat 

during the breeding and overwintering season, as well as during its 

migration. 
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In the summer of 2018, the general unstable weather throughout the 

central and eastern parts of Romania has led to significant rainfall, 

sometimes exceeding 60 mm/day, and consequently to a massive runoff 

on the slopes that rapidly increased the flow on tributaries and the main 

course of the river Trebes from the Moldavian Subcarpathians. The 

majority of the hydrometric basin stations recorded exceeded caution 

levels, and the hydrometric station Bacau registered the maximum 

historical level (H= 348 cm). Analysis and data processing were 

performed using programs and hydraulic calculations for different 

probabilities that demonstrated this. 
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Climate change is one of the most important global issues, with 

considerable impact on biodiversity, as well as on food production sector. 

Therefore, in order to sustain the aquatic biodiversity and to respond 

positively to fish market demands, the aquaculture sector must be adapted 

to new environmental challenges. The purpose of this study is to evaluate 

the impact of climate change on fisheries and aquaculture sector and to 

identify new technical, technological and operational management 

response mechanisms. Global warming, respectively changes of water 
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temperature, produce the degradation of aquatic environment. Therefore, 

the incidence of algae bloom occurrence increases, fact that induces a 

decrease in water dissolved oxygen, in correlation with water level 

decrease. High water temperatures determine favorable conditions for 

incidence of fish diseases and parasites. Also, as a direct consequence of 

global warming, the stocks of non-ichthyophagous fish species register an 

upward trend, comparing with the ichthyophagous stocks that, although 

apparently advantaged by feed disponibility, faces difficulties in natural 

reproduction processes, which leads to stock deployment. Thus, fish 

spawning areas are affected and disturbance is produced on fish 

migration. Inland waters are also negatively influenced by global 

warming. The increase of storm intensity generates land flooding, 

respectively changes in water salinity concentration, leading to downward 

trend of freshwater fish species, in favor of brackish species. Some inland 

waters are affected by the decrease of water mixing, respectively intense 

water stratification. As a partial conclusion, climate changes have a 

significant influence on fish stocks and structure, affecting their natural 

behavior. However, certain fish species were found to have a slightly 

higher capacity to adapt to new environmental conditions. Considering 

that most of world production aquaculture systems are open systems, the 

climate change has similar impact to reared fish, as it has to wild fish 

stocks. Relation between fisheries and aquaculture is also related to seed 

availability. The global warming produce high mortalities among fish 

biomass, reared in open aquaculture systems. Also, the lack of 

precipitations generates low water levels, leading to increased operational 

costs and also, to conflicts with other water use industries. Farmers are 

constrained to rear warm-water fish, as tilapia or cyprinids, more tolerant 

to poor water quality. Among aquaculture production systems, outside 

ponds which requires financial resources for technical improvements of 

pond walls and jetties, cages are economically affected, especially in 

terms of investment cost. Thus, financial resources must be invested in 

technical modernization of cage mooring systems, preventing possible 

wave damages to cage infrastructure. As a solution to issues mentioned 

above, in the last years recirculating aquaculture systems (RAS), 

considered as closed-loop, intensive, on-land systems, have been 

developed. The use of these production systems limits the interactions of 

aquaculture industry with the environment, improving its sustainability 

and making this industry less affected by climate change. As a 

conclusion, new technical solutions in terms of production systems, as 

RAS, have been developed and fish genetic breeding technologies are still 

under research, in order to be improved, limiting therefore the impact of 
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climate change on aquaculture sector. 
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The manuscript presents different methods of analysis and related modern 

techniques involved, based on the scientific data for the authentication, 

establishment of the conservation state and development of the museum 

preservation, restoration and exhibition protocols. In this regard, it is 

meant to identify new characteristics with archaeometric and/or 

chemometric value and to establish the evolutionary effects of 

deterioration of the physical state of the artifacts as well as degradation of 

the nature of the component materials in order to establish, based on 

specific experimental protocols, compatible materials and operating 

systems in preservation and restoration interventions. The main purpose 

of preservation processes and operations is to stop the evolutionary 

effects of insect fungus attack, hygroscopic and moistening, sudden 

temperature variations, and sources of fire and irradiation. Particular 

attention is paid to restoration, handling, storage and display operations. 

In the case of restoration, washing tests and interventions compatibility 

are involved in wet cleaning operations. 
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În Republica Moldova sunt 57 de lacuri naturale cu suprafaţa totală de 

62,2 km². Cele mai multe lacuri naturale se află în văile râurilor Prut şi 

Nistru, în special în cursul inferior al acestor râuri. În Regiunea Centrală a 

Republicii Moldova se află 1196 de lacuri, cu o suprafață totală 11.5 mii 

ha, cele mai multe fiind lacuri artificiale (iazuri). Majoritatea acestor 

lacuri au fost construite în anii 70-80 ai secolului trecut, având funcții 

prioritare de regularizare și pescuitul industrial. Pe cursul râurilor sunt 
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amenajate 639 lacuri (53%), iar în lateral cursurilor de apă − 557 lacuri 

(47%). Câte 1/3 (≈400) din numărul total de lacuri sunt atribuite în 

folosință generală și pentru piscicultură. Majoritatea absolută a lacurilor 

de folosință generală sunt gestionate de primării, fiind destinate frecvent 

și pentru diverse activități de agrement, inclusiv sporturi nautice, 

pescuitul de amatori și sportiv. Bazinele aflate în proprietate privată sau 

transmise în arendă sunt folosite prioritar în scopuri piscicole și de irigare, 

precum și de agrement. În scopuri exclusive de agrement sunt înregistrate 

149 de lacuri, din care doar 17 bazine sunt amplasate pe terenurile urbane. 

Pe terenurile orașelor regiunii sunt amplasate 105 lacuri, cu o suprafață 

totală de ≈1,4 mii ha, din care în municipiul Chișinău – 54 de lacuri, cu o 

suprafață totală de 1031 ha. De asemenea, un număr mare de lacuri sunt 

amenajate pe terenurile orașelor Călărași (19) și Hâncești (11). Cca 40% 

din lacurile aflate pe terenurile orașelor Regiunii Centrale sunt atribuite în 

folosință generală, 35% - în scopuri piscicole și 16% - în scopuri de 

agrement. În preajma lacurilor de acumulare din Regiunea Centru există 

doar o singură stațiune balneară – sanatoriul SA „Struguraș”, aflat lângă 

satul Cocieri, pe malul stâng al lacului de acumulare Dubăsari construit 

pe cursul râului Nistru. Pentru orașul Chișinău, o importanță majoră 

recreațională are lacul de acumulare Ghidighici, dar care are un acces 

limitat din cauza stării sanitaro-igienice nesatisfăcătoare, cerințelor de 

securitate sporite, dar și lipsei masive a infrastructurii de agrement pentru 

odihna de masă. În același timp, în proximitatea lacurilor există 

numeroase tabere de odihnă, în special pentru odihna de vară a copiilor, 

care au fost construite în perioada sovietică, îndeosebi în raioanele Orhei 

și Călărași, municipiul Chișinău. În plus, recent au fost construite 

complexe moderne de agrement, precum complexele turistice și piscicole 

din satele Costești, Horăști sau Răzeni din raionul Ialoveni, Ivancea, 

raionul Orhei, din raioanele Strășeni, Călărași și Telenești.În pofida 

prezenței numeroaselor lacuri și proximității municipiului Chișinău, 

potențialul turistic și recreațional al acestor obiective acvatice este 

insuficient valorificat. Cauzele principale sunt: 1) starea (sanitaro-

igienică, hidromorfologică, ecologică) nesatisfăcătoare a multor obiective 

acvatice și a zonelor de protecție a acestora; 2) insuficiența acută a 

infrastructurii de agrement, cazare, parcare și salubrizare; 3) veniturile 

reduse ale majorității populației; 4) starea proastă a drumurilor de acces; 

5) evidența superficială a fluxurilor de vizitatori și încasărilor de la 

prestarea serviciilor respective; 6) concurența neloială; 7) lipsa unei 

politici clare și a unor acțiuni sinergice privind valorificarea turistică și 

recreațională a obiectivelor respective. 
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THE POTENTIAL OF ORNAMENTAL HERBACEOUS SPECIES 

FOR PHYTOREMEDIATION OF POLLUTED SOIL WITH 

HEAVY METALS 

Anișoara STRATU, Naela COSTICĂ, Mihai COSTICĂ 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Biology, Romania 

 

Soil pollution with heavy metals is a topical environmental issue. Heavy 

metals persist for a long time in the environment due to their poor 

mobility and can be transferred along trophic chains. 

An alternative to conventional technologies that remedy polluted soil with 

heavy metals is phytoremediation. In recent years, many herbaceous 

ornamental species have been researched to assess their potential for 

phytoremediation of heavy metals polluted lands. 

The purpose of this paper is to synthesize knowledge about the 

phytoremediation of polluted soil with heavy metals using ornamental 

plants. Soil pollution with heavy metals sources is highlighted; 

herbaceous ornamental species with heavy metals accumulation abilities 

and heavy metals tolerance; tolerance strategies to metals; the benefits of 

ornamental plants for phytoremediation. 

Numerous herbaceous ornamental species are used in outdoor floral 

arrangements for the color and size of flowers / inflorescences and leaves 

or for their port. In addition to the decorative role, some ornamental 

species have the ability to accumulate and remove heavy metals from the 

soil, helping with cleaning the environment. Among the herbaceous 

ornamental species with potential for phytoremediation of polluted soil 

with heavy metals were: Tagetes patula, Tagetes erecta, Dianthus 

chinensis, Impatiens walleriana, Impatiens balsamina, Zinnia elegans. 

Phytoremediation contributes to the restoration of degraded soil 

properties, can be applied to large areas of land and on long term and is 

considered as a sustainable technology for the restoration of degraded 

areas. 

 

FERTILIZANȚI CU SUBSTANȚE ORGANICE -  APLICAȚII ÎN 

FLORICULTURĂ 

Traian CIOROIANU, Carmen SÂRBU, Lavinia BURTAN 
ICPA, București 

 

În Europa, input-urile cu rol fertilizant acceptate în agricultura ecologică 

sunt definite în conformitate cu Regulamentul (CE) 834/2007 al 

Consiliului şi Regulamentul 889/2008 al Comisiei Europene. Fertilizanţi 

acceptați și mai des utilizați în agricultura ecologică sunt destinaţi în 
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special pentru aplicarea extraradiculară, dar și prin picurare sau irigare la 

culturile agricole în scopul optimizării şi/sau corectării unor dezechilibre 

de nutriţie a plantelor. Aplicarea acestor compoziții fertilizante, prezintă 

interes și din punct de vedere practic, atât datorită unor factori economici 

(costurile ridicate ale fertilizării organice sau lipsa îngrășămintelor 

compostate), cât si exigenței față de intervențiile chimice în mediul de 

cultură impuse de cadrul legislativ din domeniul agriculturii ecologice. 

Activitatile de cercetare desfasurate au vizat obtinerea unor bio-

fertilizanti aplicabili in agricultura ecologica, produse ce contin substante 

organice cu efect biostimulator (hidrolizate proteice, extract de alge si/sau 

substante humice), mezo si microelemente. Trei formule fertilizante au 

fost testate preliminar prin aplicare foliara cu solutii de concentratie 0,5% 

in floricultura (Pelargonium). Au fost efectuate masuratori biometrice 

privind dezvoltarea plantelor, conținutul de pigmenti clorofilieni si de 

elemente N, P, K in frunze. Datele experimentale obtinute au indicat o 

crestere a suprafetei foliare fata de martorul netratat cu 16-19% dupa al 

treilea tratament si cu 21-30% la o saptamana dupa al cincilea tratament 

foliar. Continutul determinat de total pigmenti clorofilieni a fost 

semnificativ sau distinct semnificativ mai mare fata de martorul netratat, 

iar al elementelor N, P, K a fost semnificativ mai mare. 

 

AGRODIVERSITY OF OASES AGROSYSTEMS IN SOUTHEAST 
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In Morocco, the oases cover 48 000 ha and are populated with more than 

1, 7 million of inhabitants on a total surface of 115 563 km2, either a 

density of 15 inhabitants to the km2. They cover the whole south Atlas 

territory of the country. They spread on the mountain of the anti Atlas, the 

valleys of Draa, Ziz, Gheris, Guir, Toudgha and Figuig.  The Oases of 

Draa-Tafilalet region constitute one of the most important oases areas and 

one of the most important genetic reserves of Morocco. As such, they are 

integrated into the biosphere reserve of southern Moroccan oases 

recognized by UNESCO in 2000. The economic activity in this zone is 

essentially centered on the traditional agriculture. The crop system is 

characterized by its structure in three strata: i) the date palm stratum, ii) 

the fruit tree stratum, and iii) the herbaceous stratum (legumes, cereals 
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and market gardening). While this production system is very intensive, it 

is based on the exploitation of a great wealth in agrodiversity. However, 

this pattern of organization may vary depending on certain parameters 

such as geography, relief or water sources and the cropping system. 

Oases are a part of natural and patrimonial resources of Morocco. Today 

they are confronted with several complex threats (the rarity of the water, 

salinisation of groundwaters and grounds, infestation of certain species by 

diseases and devastating, in particular the bayoud, division of the 

properties and the drift from the land) which contribute to stress the 

vulnerability. In this context, the traditional practices of the agriculture 

are threatened in the face of the abandonment of its activities in certain 

cases or their modernization in other cases, according to the size of oases. 

This disturbing situation raises the problem of the erosion of the 

agricultural traditional knowledges which the agrodiversity is a major 

component. Nevertheless, the oases agrodiversity establishe a mattering 

pillar to promote a sustainable farming through niche products as local 

products and territorial marking. 

This study contributes to the evaluation of agrodiversity in oases 

agroecosystems where we have inventoried the cultures practiced on the 

basis of local varieties as well as the associated traditional knowledge. It 

is based on the uses of survey with the farmers structured in 

questionnaires which contain aspects relative to the agrodiversity and the 

socioeconomic data. In addition to the questionnaires, the survey used the 

technique of free listing to inventory and to classify the cultures according 

to the local preferences. 

The study was carried out in 4 oases, contrasted by their typology, which 

are among the most important traditional oases of southern Morocco 

(Rich, Aoufouss, Alnif and Zagora). In every oasis, the investigations 

have been driven in 5 villages (Ksour) with a sample of 20 farmers 

interrogated by Ksar. The survey based on a total of 400 investigations. 

These oases are characterized by the practice of mixed farming and show 

a remarkable diversity level.  In fact, we have identified the presence of 

50 different crops: 4 cereals, 5 legumes, 23 vegetables, 5 fodders and 13 

fruit trees. The varietal profile of the date palm is very rich with 31 

varieties identified. 

Oases agroecosystems provide a refuge for agricultural diversity and 

represent an important opportunity to maintain the agrodiversity and 

agricultural activities that are well adapted to local ecosystems in a 

perspective of sustainable development of these arid environments. 
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THERMO-HYGROMETER INDEX ON SOUTH DOBROGEA 

TERRITORY - COMPONENT IN THE TREATMENT OF 

BALNEOCLIMATERIC 

Elena GRIGORE, Dana Maria CONSTANTIN (OPREA), Elena BOGA 
University of Bucharest, Faculty of Geography 

 

During life, the human body is exposed to various environmental 

conditions, including thermal fluctuations and stress related problems. 

The bioclimatic factor is a tool in scientific research because it provides a 

range of possible evaluations of multiple positive or negative potential 

that a climate of a region prints on human health. Through the appearance 

of analysis models, as physical or mathematical form, was attempted to 

simplify the graphical representation of natural processes, in both the 

climatology and that of bioclimatology domain. Current research required 

the deepening of operating mechanism and the way of manifestation of 

these climatic and bioclimatic systems, because any changes occurred in 

their evolution affects components and relations between them. This 

study examines hygrometric thermal index values for a period of 30 years 

(1981-2010), by using average monthly air temperature (ºC) and humidity 

(%), obtained from six meteorological reference stations located in South 

Dobrogea Plateau. Calculations were based on mathematical formula 

launched by Kyle W.J. in 1994, resulting in the corresponding annual 

values of THI, offering a very synthetic and suggestive image in the 

intensity and bioclimatic areas that extend over a year and how tourism 

can be affected in the area. 
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Drought is a regional phenomenon which, through its impact on 

agriculture, can also have a bad influence on the economy. Apple 

farming, through its spreading area and its importance in human nutrition 

and health is also affected by this aspect. Based on high temperatures and 

a reduced amount of precipitation the leaves of the trees may become 
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yellow earlier than usual and the process of premature fruit fall is 

enhanced. This paper seeks to highlight how the apple orchards from the 

north-eastern region of Romania react to this phenomenon and from 

which perspective should the orchards be approached with methods of 

remote sensing, using Sentinel 2 satellite images or by what methods we 

can obtain results as conclusive as possible. Sentinel 2, through the 

quality of its resolution and through the fact that it presents 13 spectral 

bands to track multiple phenomena, is a set of data that can be taken into 

account when it comes to drought monitoring over a longer period of 

time, the two SWIR bands being suitable for this type of applications. 

 

FLOOD RECESSION FARMING IN GUELMIM BASIN, 

SOUTHERN MOROCCO. 

Mohamed El Mahroussi, Mhammad Houssni, Jalal Kassout, Hasnae 

Bensbih, Mohammed Ater 
Applied Botanical Laboratory, Bio-Agrodiversity Team, Biology Department, 

Faculty of Sciences, Abdelmalek Essa’di University, Tetouan, Morocco 
 

In general, we tend to consider that in Saharan areas, agricultural 

activities are concentrated exclusively in the oases where agriculture is 

irrigated. However, we must recognize that there is another type of 

agriculture outside the oases, it is the culture of flood recession. This type 

of traditional agricultural practice is well known beyond southern 

Morocco over a large area of the West African Sahel. It is a good 

illustration of the response of local traditional knowledge to the scarcity 

of water resources. It is a form of opportunistic and random cultivation 

practiced only in years when rainfall is sufficient to generate floods in the 

Saharan rivers. To characterize this type of crop (acreage, land, 

agrodiversity, yield, financial product) we conducted a field study based 

on surveys with a large sample of 120 farmers, as well as the collection 

and analysis of documents and local government statistics. The study area 

corresponds to the alluvial plains of Oued Draa and the watershed of 

Wadi Seyad-None (Province of Guelmim). 

In our paper, we will use the results obtained to highlight the main 

characteristics of this type of culture and to discuss the importance and 

the incidences, as well, direct (financial contribution, food safety), as 

indirect (dynamics of biodiversity). It is a contribution to the recognition 

and valorization of traditional local knowledge important for oasis 

agroecosystems. 
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THE GLINA LANDFILL - PRESENT-DAY REALITY, IMPACT, 

WAYS FORWARD 

Daniela ZAMFIR, Ilinca-Valentina STOICA, Cristian TALANGA 
University of Bucharest, Faculty of Geography and CICADIT (Interdisciplinary 

Center for Advanced Researches on Territorial Dynamics) 

 

One of the biggest challenges of the world today is waste management, 

especially for large urban agglomerations such as Bucharest. Following 

the accession to European Union, gradually, all the incompliant landfills 

from its vicinity were closed; nowadays the wastes are stored in the three 

landfills considered ecological (?): Chiajna-Rudeni, Glina, and Vidra-

Sintești. Among them, the largest (23,000 sqm) and the oldest (more than 

30 years) is Glina. Located in Popeș- Leordeni town, but affecting a much 

wider space than it fills, among other the commune Glina, the landfill is 

seen as the biggest source of pollution in Ilfov county.  

Along time, there were many attempts taken to close it (including a series 

of notifications from the European Commission) but only at the beginning 

of the year 2019, the activity was suspended by not renewing the 

Integrated Environmental Authorization.  

However, the huge quantity of wastes stored continues to affect the 

population in the area (mainly regarding the quality of air and water), 

especially that there are households at less than 200 m from the disposal 

area (although the Government Decision no.857/2011 stipulate that the 

landfills cannot be located at a distance of less than 1,000 meters from the 

houses and local communities). 

This paper aims to identify and analyse the impact of the landfill on the 

quality of life of inhabitants from the two communities (Glina and 

Popești-Leordeni) especially those who live in its proximity by analysis 

of the perception of the main elements of discomfort.  

The methodology had several stages. The first one consisted of 

delimitation of areas located at less than 1,500 meters from the landfill. 

Subsequently, in the second stage, the sampling and application of over 

600 questionnaires were carried out in the defined area. The last step 

consisted of the analysis and interpretation of collected data.  

The results show that strongly affected are the persons who live at less 

than 1,000 m from the disposal area (olfactory pollution, smoke, water 

pollution) but at the same time, there is also a lack of confidence in the 

authorities that could solve their problems. 

In conclusion, we can say that the closure of the landfill is one step for the 

resolution of environmental problems in the area, but until other measures 

(greening) are taken, will remain a danger for the health and quality of 
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life of the nearby inhabitants. 

 

USAGE OF MAPIRE TOOL IN GEOGRAPHY STUDY 

Costel-Cosmin SÎRBU 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi 

 

This research presents an online tool called "Mapire" which was 

developed in Hungary in a partnership between the academics and private 

business. This tool compares old maps created having used military 

topographic plans which are georeferenced, being a useful way to study 

territorial dynamics. It is a tool useful not only for geographic study, but 

also for researches in history, archaeology and related and 

interdisciplinary fields. 

Mapire allows easy interpretation of the maps with the aid of a ustensil 

which modifies the opacity of the old map placed above, in order to make 

visible the newer one, thus managing to show the changes that took place 

in the time interval between the old and new mappings. In this way, when 

overlapping maps of the same territory but from different periods, time 

becomes a new dimension in the maps' content. 

This research seeks to show how this tool can be used to identify places 

which have disappeared following the big hydrotechnical constructions, 

how it can be used in identifying abolished settlements, which could be 

interesting in archaeological research, but to also find out former 

settlements' name or how smaller settlements merged together into bigger 

ones. 

Another interesting thing is that by overlapping maps, one can identify 

the manner in which communication routes changed through time, or find 

out the exact location of old pre-industrial areas or fares, but also the 

hearth and development stages of settlements. 

 

PAST FLOODS AND LANDSLIDES IN IASI METROPOLITAN 

AREA, ROMANIA - A CARTOGRAPHIC AND ARCHIVE BASED 

ANALYSIS 

Viorica TURCANU, Galina MANDRU 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi 

 

Knowledge of the hydrothermal regime during the warm season of the 

year is extremely important in order to take various measures with 

applicative characters aimed at ensuring the development of a sustainable 

agriculture. This paper analyzes the thermal and humidity regime in the 

summer months, which allows to highlight the spatio-temporal 
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distribution characteristic of these crops - a period of time when takes 

place the intensive growth and development of agricultural crops . 

 

CONSIDERATIONS ON THE HEALTHCARE OF POPULATION 

FROM THE CENTER OF DEVELOPMENT REGION (REPUBLIC 

OF MOLDOVA) 

Petru BUNDUC, Tatiana BUNDUC 
Institute of Ecology and Geography, Minister of Education, Culture and 

Research, Republic of Moldova 

 

Today, the Republic of Moldova is facing a rather severe demographic 

crisis, especially in the last 15 years. The critical state is due to a decrease 

in birth rates, fertility and mortality rates, and international migration; all 

these, leading to the aging of population and to an accelerated 

depopulation (especially in rural areas), that is very difficult to monitorize 

and manage, with catastrophic demographic effects in the future. In the 

Republic of Moldova, the European Union monitors and supports as 

much as possible (financial and material) the increase in the level of 

population health status, being one of the main internationally integrated 

indicators that determine the welfare and the current socio-economic 

development. Our article illustrates some features regarding the health 

status of the population in the Region of Development Center in the 

context of the implementation of the Sustainable Development Objectives 

(2030) and the Center Regional Development Strategy (2016-2020), 

which must be balanced and sustainable. 
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The topic of landslides, as a manifestation of geomorphologic processes, 

benefits from large attention from the scientific community nowadays. 

Due to their impact on society, which often lead to important human 

casualties and economic losses, researchers focus on methods to identify 

the areas prone to landslides and also methods to mitigate their impact on 

society. This study focuses on identifying the areas susceptible to 
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landslides from Sitna river basin, covering an area of 943 km2, located in 

the Northeastern part of Romania, in the Moldavian Plateau. In order to 

accomplish the main objective of this paper, the used methodology 

consists of applying Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), by taking into 

consideration a number of 10 causative factors that influence the 

occurrence of landslides. By applying the principles of AHP, the 

considered factors were classified and weighted according to their 

importance in the methodology, in order to generate the landslide 

susceptibility map of the study area. The results where then compared 

with a number of 171 landslides, identified by using a LiDAR DEM at a 

1-meter resolution and aerial imagery, in order to validate the fidelity of 

the analysis. After classification of the final result into five suitability 

classes, the model could be validated, the manually extracted landslides 

confirming 64% of the model. The methodology was applied by using 

ArcGIS and the AHP Module, as part of the ArcGIS software. The used 

data consisted of a LiDAR-derived Digital Elevation Model of 1-meter 

resolution. 

 

PROTECTED AREAS - AN EFFICACY TOOL IN CONSERVING 
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Romania is one of the countries with the largest biodiversity in Europe. It 

holds one third of the Danube and half of the Carpathian Mountains. Of 

the nine biogeographical regions of Europe, five are found on the surface 

of our country. All this data makes Romania a country of extremely rich 

and varied nature. 

Romania’s protected areas network currently covers 23 % of the national 

territory, a significant increase from the 4.1% protected prior to 1989. The 

increase occurred over the past 20 years with the creation of 27 National 

and Natural Parks, and recently of 383 SCIs and 148 SPAs as part of the 

pan-European Natura 2000 network. Currently, the Natura 2000 network 

covers 18% of the European Union's terrestrial area, Romania being 

above average of 23% of the territory's territory. Under Natura 2000 

network, there are two types of protection: SCI (Sites of Community 

Importance) and SPA (Avifaunistic Special Protection Areas). In many 

cases the surfaces of the two types of protected areas overlap both with 

each other and with the surface of the natural and national parks. 
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For increasing the efficacy of protected areas there is need a regional 

approach to conserving biodiversity based on spatial prioritization, 

rigorous scientific documentation, and a real social acceptance. 

 

TRENDS IN VARIABILITY OF MAXIMUM WATER FLOW IN 
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The maximum flow is the consequence of the rich supply of snow melting 

and torrential rainfall. Studying the spatial and temporal variability of the 

maximum runoff on rivers and also knowledge of the frequency and 

magnitude of the biggest floods is of particular interest because these 

phenomena can cause significant economic damage and even loss of life.  

In order to analyze the variability of the maximum liquid runoff in small 

hydrographic basins, a series of five hydrographic basins with areas of up 

to 250 km2, located in different geographic regions, were selected: Valea 

Rea (H.S. Huţa Certeze), Feernic (H.S. Simoneşti), Olăneşti (H.S. 

Râmnicu Vâlcea), Tecucel (H.S. Tecuci) and Casimcea (H.S. Casimcea). 

Maximum flows were also analyzed taking into account the threshold 

values corresponding to the defense levels. The data series (maximum 

flows) were then statistically analyzed for trends identification (Mann-

Kendall statistical test).  

The series of major flood events were then analyzed statistically to 

determine trends (30-year sliding periods) and variations in the frequency 

of occurrence, which was applied seasonally and annually. In order to 

analyze the maximum flows in the selected river basins, were selected 10 

biggest floods recorded at the hydrometric station of the basin section, 

with data available from its establishment to the present. From the 

analysis of the primary data (levels, flows) from the hydrometric stations 

analyzed, some general conclusions could be drawn on the way of flood 

waves formation and propagation. Thus, the highest recorded flow until 

2016 was in Râmnicu Vâlcea, in the basin catchment area of the Olanesti 

River, in 1969 when its value was 377 m³ / s. Also, here, in 2014, a new 

historic flow of 338 m³ / s was recorded, the flood formed having a very 

destructive impact. A historic flow was recorded at the Simoneşti station, 

on the Feernic River in 2005, of 368     m³ / s, causing very high damages. 
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RURAL AIR POLLUTION RELATED TO BURNING OF 

HOUSEHOLD WASTE 

Florin-Constantin MIHAI, Alexandru BĂNICĂ, Adrian GROZAVU 
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology, 

Iași, Romania 

 

This study aims to calculate the potential emissions of 12 pollutants 

associated with open burning practices in rural areas of Neamt County 

(Romania). The results reveal the magnitude of such practices at local 

administrative unit level (commune) following the closure of rural wild 

dumps in 2010. The potential household waste burnt is derived from those 

generated and uncollected by formal waste collection services in 2012 or 

those resulted from the gaps in the current waste collection schemes 

(2012 and 2015). Rural air pollution level is calculated based on emission 

factors. Open burning of household waste is one of the primary waste 

disposal option to communes that are not served by waste operators as 

shown in 2012 (particularly in hilly areas). The potential risks associated 

with open-fire activities under the current regulations are also highlighted. 

The improvement of collection efficiency is imperative to mitigate the 

pollution levels associated with open burning practices of household 

waste across rural communities. 

 

IMPACTUL CENUȘILOR REZULTATE DIN INDUSTRIA 

TERMOENERGETICA ASUPRA SOLULUI CA FURNIZOR DE 

SERVICII ECOSISTEMICE 
Claudia Elena PREDA, Anca-Rovena LACATUSU, Amelia Victoria 

ANGHEL, Irina-Ramona MORARU 
Institutul Național de Cercetare Dezvoltare pentru Pedologie, Agrochimie si 

Protecția Mediului - ICPA București, România 

 

Poluarea produsă de termocentralele pe cărbune a preocupat și preocupă 

cercetători din diferite domenii de activitate, întrucât cenușa afectează 

deopotrivă toate cele trei compartimente ale mediului, aerul, apa și solul. 

Impactul direct al haldelor de cenușă se manifestă prin: distrugerea 

terenurilor pe care acestea sunt construite, afectarea landsaftului natural, 

spulberarea cenușii din haldă pe suprafețe mari. Pe lângă aceste 

manifestări sunt și forme mascate de poluare: înmlăștinirea și/sau 

sărăturarea terenurilor agricole dezvoltate în vecinatatea haldelor, 

încarcarea solurilor cu metale grele, modificarea chimismului apelor, 

afectarea stării fiziologice a plantelor. 

Prin aportul de elemente cu caracter toxic: arsen, fluor, metale grele, dar 
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și modificarea reacției solului către domenii nefavorabile dezvoltării și 

activității microorganismelor solului precum și creșterii vegetației, 

cenușile determină perturbarea funcțiilor solului de furnizor de servicii 

ecosistemice: circulația și reținerea apei, fluxul carbonului, ciclurile 

nutrienților și furnizarea lor către plante. 

 

ORIENTAREA ELEVILOR ÎN DESCOPERIREA CALITĂȚII 

MEDIULUI ÎN ORAȘUL SLĂNIC PRIN METODA 

INVESTIGAȚIEI 

Viorel Alin MARIN 
Liceul Teoretic Șerban Vodă Slănic 

 

Studiul de față pune în evidență valoarea didactică a investigației, ca 

metodă de cercetare științifică geografică, în cadrul procesului instructiv-

educativ. Fiind în general cunoscută, metoda investigației promovează un 

demers didactic bazat pe utilizarea unui ansamblu de procese și strategii 

cognitive, care conduc la formarea de competențe, deprinderi și atitudini, 

îndeosebi pentru dezvoltarea la elevi a capacităților aplicative și a 

comportamentului investigativ, evitându-se, astfel, învățarea prin 

teoretizare excesivă. De altfel, prin intermediul acestei metode, în 

demersul de analiză de tip sistemic și cauzal a realităților spațiale și de 

mediu ale orașului Slănic, se favorizează la elevi dezvoltarea și 

funcționalitatea gândirii critice, a spiritului analitic, a capacității de 

interpretare obiectivă, cât și abilitatea luării de decizii și asumarea 

responsabilității, care îi va ajuta să recunoască importanța problemelor de 

mediu pentru o dezvoltare durabilă. în legătură cu aceste aspecte, 

investigația constituie, astfel, un viabil model de studiu, cât și o provocare 

pentru elevi în educația environmentală, cea care nu este suficientă dacă 

nu are și aplicabilitate practică. Ca atare, în prezentul studiu, se prezintă 

tipologia sarcinilor de lucru în cadrul investigației în abordarea 

pedagogică a calității mediului din orașul Slănic, având în vedere 

principalii factori de poluare, dar și categoriile de impact asupra mediului. 

Astfel, categoriile de impact sunt strâns corelate cu factorii ce le 

determină, precum exploatarea resurselor naturale (floră, faună, soluri), 

schimbări în structura biodiversității, fenomene de eroziune, modificări 

estetico-ambientale, modificări ale infrastructurii și fenomene de 

conservare. Totodată, în acest cadru aplicativ, se prezintă și implicațiile 

educative, unde învățarea la elevi se fundamentează pe dimensiunea 

formativă, precum și transmiterea abilităților de bază necesare acestora. 
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ANALYSIS OF ANNUAL AND SEASONAL AIR TEMPERATURE 

TRENDS IN CENTRAL PART OF ROMANIA 
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In the present study, the research was focused on analyzing long-term 

trends and variability of annual and seasonal air mean temperatures and 

some characteristic days, based on relevant continuous temperature data 

(1961-2018 period) provided by tree regional weather stations (Cluj-

Napoca, Deva and Miercurea-Ciuc). The Mann-Kendall test was used in 

order to find statistically-significant trends, while the magnitude of trends 

was estimated using Sen’s slope estimator method. The main results 

showed a significant increase of mean air temperature, especially in the 

summer season and for summer and tropical days. On the other hand, 

statistically irrelevant changes in the autumn season trends were noted. 

Our findings are consistent with the current global warming and previous 

study results on temperature variability in Romania. This increasing trend 

entails significant impacts on economy and natural ecosystems, which is 

expected to intensify in the near future. 

 

EDUCAȚIA, FACTOR DE POTENȚARE A CONȘTIINȚEI 

INDIVIDUALE ȘI COLECTIVE PRIVIND NECESITATEA DE 

PREZERVARE A MEDIULUI 

Livia DURAC 
Universitatea ”Petre Andrei” din Iași, România 

 

O realitate incontestabilă a contemporaneității, spectrul fenomenologic 

afectând areale ce nu sunt, în mod tradițional, caracterizate prin condiții 

favorizante manifestărilor inexplicabile ale climei reprezintă una dintre 

cele mai serioase provocări pentru stadiul actual de evoluție. Doza de 

“inedit” a proceselor atmosferice ce se derulează cu îngrijorătoare 

frecvență și intensitate crescândă nu mai reprezintă un subiect “printre 

altele”, ci trebuie să deschidă lista de probleme ce impun soluționare. O 

soluționare devenită imperativă întrucât condiționează în mod absolut 

continuitatea speciei. În categoria măsurilor cu potențialitate de a nivela 

cursul sinuos al găsirii soluțiilor la problema dinamicii mediului, cu 

precădere atmosferic, educația deține prim rangul. Legătura dintre grija 

pentru mediu și caracterul accentuat (în ultimele decenii) intempestiv al 
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climei nu este o noutate. Necesitatea intervenției impetuoase a omului în 

direcția diminuării riscurilor generate de decadele de indiferență față de 

mediu a dobândit un preț neîngăduitor de mare ce trebuie decontat cât mai 

prompt. Articolul intenționează evidențierea rolului pe care îl are educația 

- deopotrivă formală și informală - în promovarea, conștientizarea și 

implementarea unor măsuri de protecție autentică a mediului în care 

ființează individul uman. 

 

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE FIELD 

TRIPS WITH STUDENTS FROM THE CENTRE OF 

EXCELLENCE IN SCIENCE IN THE SCHOOL YEAR 2018 – 2019 

Viorel PARASCHIV 
Economic Tourism Technological Highschool Iași - Romania 

 

The article presents the importance of practical activities with students as 

a level of applicability of theoretical knowledge acquired at courses. 

There are two case studies with practical activities carried out in 

partnership: at the museums of the Department of Geology of the Faculty 

of Geography and Geology of "Al. I Cuza" and the Iași Meteorological 

Station, which have proved their formative usefulness for the year and 

provide a non-formal framework for students performing school 

performance. 

 

EDUCAȚIA PENTRU MEDIU. EXIGENȚE ȘI PROVOCĂRI ÎN 

LUMEA CONTEMPORANĂ 

Gheorghe DURAC, Bogdan Constantin NECULAU  
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași  

 

Educația pentru mediu face parte din categoria noilor educații, văzute 

fiecare în parte ca un răspuns la o problemă majoră a lumii de astăzi - 

poluarea din ce în ce mai accentuată și deteriorarea echilibrului natural 

prin intervențiile necorespunzătoare ale omului. Studiul de față își 

propune să evidențieze principalele scopuri ale educației pentru mediu, 

printre care amintim apărarea și îmbunătățirea situației legate de mediul 

înconjurător și, indirect, a calității vieții, atât cât este posibil, pentru 

oamenii de astăzi și pentru generațiile viitoare; formarea unui punct de 

vedere obiectiv asupra situației actuale, dublat de responsabilitate și 

responsabilizare, din partea formatorului, respectiv a celui ce studiază, 

pentru a da necesitatea protejării mediului, florei și faunei; dobândirea de 

cunoștințe și formarea de atitudini, pentru a putea acționa, individual și în 

colectiv, în vederea soluționării problemelor actuale și/sau prevenirii 
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apariției unor noi probleme. Educația pentru mediu poate fi abordată fie 

în cadrul educației formale (curriculum obligatoriu - nu se știe ce va 

rezerva viitorul, disciplină opțională ori în manieră interdisciplinară, 

scopurile și conținuturile fiind vizate de către mai multe discipline, 

inclusiv juridice, la diferite teme), fie în cel al educației nonformale 

(excursii, cercuri, cluburi de ocrotire a mediului), chiar prin educație 

informală și autoeducație. Vom arăta faptul că teoria trebuie să fie însoțită 

de exercițiu efectiv (intervenție directă asupra mediului), în acord cu 

principiul pedagogic al îmbinării teoriei cu practica, nefiind necesară o 

pledoarie aparte privind forța exemplului în actul educațional. Punerea 

celui ce învață în situații concrete contribuie și la dobândirea unei 

motivații, a unui comportament și a unor atitudini potrivite vis a vis de 

relația cu mediul înconjurător. 

 

ÎN LUMEA ANIMALELOR POLARE ÎN PERIOADA 

SCHIMBĂRILOR CLIMATICE 

Helena Maria SABO, Anamaria DRAGAN 
Grădinița Universității Babes-Bolyai, Cluj-Napoca 

 

Activitatea didactică s-a desfășurat la grupa mare B în anul școlar 2018-

2019 în cadrul Grădiniței Universității Babes-Bolyai din Cluj Napoca. 

Tematica anuala fiind “Cum este, a fost și va fi aici pe pământ?”; tema 

activității fiind animalele polare.  

Aceasta activitate are menirea de a încuraja interesul și inițiativele 

copiilor față de mediul de viață a animalelor. Cunoașterea și înțelegerea 

lumii în care trăiesc viețuitoarele de la Poli, precum și modul lor de 

deplasare în funcție de mediul de viață. Copiii au obținut și o lucrarea 

finală prin exersarea, dezvoltarea deprinderii de  pictură pe pânză și 

valorificarea deprinderilor de lucru însușite. Au aplicat exersarea 

deprinderilor igienico-sanitare adecvate modului de lucru, educarea 

gustului estetic față de frumosul din natură. 

S-au folosit diferite metode prin care copiii au reușit să acumuleze mult 

mai ușor informațiile. Prin observare activă și sistematică copiii au văzut 

aspecte ale lumii reale, spre exemplu, ghețarii care se topesc atunci când 

temperatura este multe prea mare față de normal. Aceste impresii și 

cunoștințe vor constitui un punct de plecare al întregului proces organizat 

de cunoaștere, de mai tarziu. Pe lângă această metodă am mai folosit:  

conversația, explicația, problematizarea, exercițiul, demonstrația, dar și 

analiza produselor finale.  

Mijloacele și materialele didactice am încercat să le îmbin în așa fel încât 

să stârnesc cu adevărat interesul copiilor pentru învățare. Am pornit de la 
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obiectul de pluș al animalului, am continuat cu fragmente audio din 

povești, încheind cu imagini concludente temei abordate.  

Rezultatele impresionante ale copiilor și implicarea în activitate a acestora 

au demonstrat cu adevărat impactul care l-a avut asupra lor. 

 

DISTRIBUȚIA GEOCHIMICĂ A METALELOR POTENȚIAL 
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Heavy metals are considered to be important pollutants that, entering 

biogeochemical circuits, accumulate in natural and artificial ecosystems. 

The metals are continuously released into the atmosphere and the 

biosphere by the weather of the rocks and by the many anthropogenic 

activities such as the burning of fossil fuels, industrial and urban waste 

water and especially from the activities in agriculture. Studies conducted 

clearly show that anthropogenic activities have helped most to increase 

the level of heavy metal pollution in the environment. 

The analyzed soil samples were extracted from the Humor river basin, 

which springs from the administrative area of Humorului Monastery and 

flows into the Moldavian River near Gura Humorului, crossing the 

depression and the main localities: Poiana Micului, Humorului Monastery 

and Gura Humorului, on aproximately  20 km lenght. The following types 

of heavy metals: Chromium, Manganese, Cobalt, Nickel, Copper, Zinc, 

Cadmium, Lead were analyzed to determine and monitor the geochemical 

distribution of a potentially toxic metal in Humor river basin. 

The study includes three stages of work: The first stage was conducted in 

the field for soil sampling; The second stage took place in the chemistry 

laboratory of the Faculty of Geography and Geology in Iași and consisted 

in the actual analysis of a sample by inductively coupled plasma mass 

spectrometry, and the third stage consists of interpreting and analyzing 

the results using the Microsoft Office suite. 

The analysis of the eight heavy metals was carried out by mass 

spectrometry. Thus, this analysis was carried out with an induced coupled 

plasma mass spectrometer that allows for a superior metal detection, in 

our case the LSX-266 laser. 
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According to the analysis, it was found that maganese is a major activity 

due to anthropogenic activities in the area due to wastewater. 

Concentrations accumulated by manganese outweigh the limits allowed 

by the existing rules on their influence over local communities. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL PERCEPTION OF YOUNG URBAN 

PLANNERS AFTER AN ECOLOGY COURSE: THE SURPRISE 

OF A TOTAL DISAGREEMENT 

Liliana Elza PETRIŞOR
1
, Alexandru-Ionuţ PETRIŞOR2  

1
Ion Mincu University of Architecture and Urbanism, 

2
Arhitect cercetător independent 

 

A vast number of studies showed that the environmental perception, 

essential for a change of the mindset required for diminishing the global 

changes, can be modeled by education and media. Education appears to 

be a predictor of the general attitude towards the environment, but in 

special for the perception of issues specific to the urban environment. 

This study used a didactic exercise to test whether the importance of 

environmental issues is agreed upon the course. The findings were 

surprising; on the one hand, environmental issues were always considered 

a downside of the urban environment, but on the opposite side, their 

importance was always disagreed. The results suggest that young urban 

planners are not as receptive to the environmental issues, and most likely 

have a different system of values, which explains the lack of 

environmental concern in the contemporary Romanian cities. 

 

MORPHOMETRIC PARTICULARITIES OF THE RELIEF 

TRANSITION BETWEEN MOUNTAIN-PLATEAU, IN THE AREA 

BETWEEN SUCEAVA AND MOLDOVA VALLEY 

Doru-Toader Juravle
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2
S.C. DAFLOG, Mediaș, Romania 

 

The geotectonic events in Late Cretaceous - Early Paleogene interval, 

caused essential changes in the architecture of the Tethysian paleogenic 

sedimentation basins and their relationship with the continental source 

areas. Laramic tectogenetic paroxysm (Maastrichtian/Danian) due to the 

subduction of the East European craton under the Tisza-Dacia block, 

plays a double role in the structuralization of the East Carpathian units. In 
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an internal position, the External Dacides are built (The Black Flysch, 

Baraolt, Ceahlau and Bobu nappes, senso Sandulescu, 1984), and in the 

external part the Paleogene Foreland basin depozones (equivalent to the 

"Foreland basin", senso Grasu et al., 1999). The basin worked up to the 

Lower Miocene, when the styric and moldavic tectogenesis occurred and 

the Moldavian units were born (from the inner part to the outside are: 

Marginal Folds Nappe, Macla Nappe, Audia Nappe, Tarcau Nappe, 

Vrancea Nappe and Subcarpathian Nappe, senso Sandulescu, 1984). The 

Moldavian tectogenesis (intra Volhinian) concludes the Carpathian 

structogenesis and edification of the major morphostructural lines of the 

Carpathian contact with the eastern foreland. Between the Suceava and 

Modova valleys, the transition from the mountainous relief (Obcina 

Mare) to the plateau is made through the piedmont hills formed on the 

sub-Carpathian molasse or the Volhinian platform couverture deposits, 

accumulated on the wedge-top of the Carpathian orogenic prism. 

Keywords: Moldavides, petrofacies, post-Moldavian morphogenesis, 

Obcina Mare/Moldova Plateau contact. 
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This work is aimed to assess the impact of atmospheric circulation on 

precipitation amount in Romania. The study is based on the identification 

of 18 types of atmospheric circulation at the daily level between 1980 and 

2015 using the COST733 software. These results were correlated with 

data regarding daily atmospheric precipitations for the whole Romania. 

For the analysis of the atmospheric precipitation characteristics, the 

ECA&D (European Climate Assessment & Dataset) data from 27 

meteorological stations of the National Meteorological Administration 

was used. The purpose of this paper is to highlight the frequencies but 

also other parameters of each type of atmospheric circulation, and their 

influence on the atmospheric precipitations in Romania. For this step 

were also produced cartographic materials with the distribution of amount 

of precipitation for each type of atmospheric circulation. 
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